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Z  A C.e.  ON
NORTHLY RECORD _T

OCTOBER, 1959 --

SUWARY

RESEA_OXAND _%F__ 0PmATION

Measuremen_ of the eight columns of deplete_ uranium fuel elements which were
discharged in September at about 1150 MWDper ton indicated there was greater
distortlon of the fuel than is normal in stm;dez'd prodnetlon.

Results have indicated that there is no siw_tflcant difference in the relative
dAmensioDal stability du_i_ irTadAation be_ f_el co_es heat treated in ca_-
banate salt and chloride salt.

Two faAlures of Zl_aloT-2 Jacketed f_el elements occurred _ Irradlatlan
testlng in the _ Loops. One appa_entAy resulte_ fr_n pl'_tlngcorrosion on the
inside of the inner tube of an enriched tube-an_-tube ele_nt at an exposure of
310 MWD per ton; the o_ appeared as a lon_tudinal split in the Jacket of an
outside rod of an enriched seven-x_t cluste_ element at ell exposure of 2240_
MWDper ton.

_e I_( pro_r_n for obtaining statistical antis of the effects of fuel manu-
fact__ tolerances an fuel design has been debugged and is in use.

A review of the technology of zir_onium and design bases for NPR process tubes
was completed and reported. Calculations indicate stresses for v_rious posi-
tions in the process _ube a_e within the design criteria.

Technical specifications for the NPR reflector graphite h_ve been issued. Tes_
samples irrs_ated in the M_R have been discharged and sent to HAPO; data ob-
ta£ned f_ examination and analysis of these samples will determine the ached-
ule for discharge of those being irradiated in the G_R.

The bulk outlet temperature limit conti_ned to be the most restrictive limit
to power level at D Reactor; the power level limits at all other reactors were
based on i_el element failure control.

A new method was devised for calculating total control requirements for the ex-
isting reactors which promises to resolve some of the problems which require a
three dimensional approach.

Record reactor input production (0.7 per cent above the August, 1959 maxinnm)
was 9.2 per cent above forecast;. 8.1 per cent above st the six old reactors aud
11.0 per cent above at the K Reactors. Forecast was exceeded due to high tlm_
operated efficiency and avers_ power level. A new production record was
achieved at C Reactor, exceeding their July, 1959 maxlnnm by 1_.3 per cent.
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The maxlsnnnestablished power level (combined total for all reactors) was in-
creased 580 me,watts. Record power levels were increased 95 megawatts at H, 85
at KW, 80 at F, 60 at KE, and 20 at D Reactor.

Over-all_Mme operated efficiency was 84.3 per cent (81 per cent forecast); 85.4
per cent at the six old reactors and 80.9 per cent at the K Reactors. Efficiency
was high _Ae to less time for maintenance and the correction of water leaks.

Six ruptures, five I and E regula_ metal and one I and E enriched, were removed
from the reactors. The I and E regular metal ruptures were at C, D, DR, H and

Reactors. The I and E enriched _was at DR Reactor.

Significant items of equipment experience were:

I. Ninety-two process tubes were installed; 38 at B, 31 at F, 13 at DR, 5 at _,
4 at H and 1 at _ Reactor.

2. Four process tube leaks and one Van Stone leak were corrected. Two tube
leaks occurred at K, one at IR and one at EE. The Van Stone leak was at H.

3. At 190-C, No. II-C process Pump i_peller was inspected; a piece of one vane
wa_ broken off and ali vanes were cracked. No. 5-C lm_ller was also in-

, spected and three vanes were found cracked.

4. At E_ the No. 4 river Ixunpa_ 181 Building was found to have a broken thrust
nnt shaft coupling allowing the impeller to ride the FAmP bowl. The No. 2
pump was found to be in the same condition. Both pumps were repaired end
returned to service.

9. The fuel element was cha_ged and the '_ecirculatlng Gas Loop" at DR was
placed in the No. I Safety Circuit on October 12.

FAC__ ENG_XI_G 0PERATXON

The downccmer model tes_ pro_rmn at Washington State University on the modifica-
tions proposed for lOS-DR downc_r was coveted.

A proposal for a model stud_ progrem in support of the bulk water increased tem-
per_ture studies was sulmitted by Washington Sta_e University.

Project CG-7_ design scope was revised to propos@ the use of submersible river
pumps.

Phase IIB design of Project CGI-791 is 100 per cent complete. Phase _II exhaust
fan modification requirements have been established.

A study has concluded that flywheels on the new KER pumps would not be _ustified
at this time. The contract for the Architect-Engineer services on the detail de-
sign of the decontamination room addition to 1706-EER was awarded to Carson, Kes-
terson,,and Moe.

First round of bids for i05-D Cap Remover were rejected; specifications were re-
vised and submitted for rebid in an at_,e_t to bring the project cost within
available funds.
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Stop-gap power rate-of-rlse meters (CGI-806) were installed on D and _R Reactors
and a partial installation of RTD cable was made c_ B Reactor.

In NPR work, the origins_ scheduled c_mplement of Two Phase Critical Flow
tests was completed.

Three competing prototypic fue_. elemen_ shipping containers are being prepared
for performance testing.

A proposed criteria for rear face pigtails has been fornmulatedand circulated for
cownent,

Inspection of the IS_4-H outfall structure indicated damage from uncontrolled ex-
pansion; reco_m_udations for repair are being prepared.

The scope study for the B-C Effluent System Modifications was issued on October
20, 1959.

Examination of three CG-558 process water pumps which have operated approximately
six months with PW-1417-2 impellers in n_difled cases, shows that cavitation

is in excess of that acceptable on the outboard (thrust bearing) side of
the iDpel_er. The vendor has been contacted for consultation on further steps.
Meanwhile, straightening vanes will be installed in the suction lines on ali
new installatlo_s.

A Byron-Jackson metallurglst inspected two of their 190-C pump impellers both of
which had cracked at a fabrication weld connecting the vane with the shroud of
the im_eller. They are currently evaluating the situation. Final recommenda-
tions and report of flndings have not been made. Steps are being taken to re-
piace fabricated in_ers at the earliest possible date.

 ACTXCESOPm  ON

Four PhD and three other candidates were intervleweS and two offers made. Four
acceptances were received this month. Six exempt people left the Department and
ten transferred in. Two employees died during October. Forty-two new partici-
pants Jolned the Good Neighbor Fund. An AEC Security "Shield of Achievement"
was presented to lOO-K Area. Five security violations were investigated.

The mid-year review of H 1960 Equipment Not Included in Construction Projects
was submitted to Contract Accounting. Estimated expenditures for the year are
the same as the gulf forecast ($I,693,000).

Contract Accounting was assisted in prepariz_ a paper on Irradiation Processing
Department Power Operation and HAPO electricity requirements for presentation
at a meetln_ in Savannah River.

Two increases in base salary rates were effective d_ring October. On October i,-
1959, bargaining unit base salaries were increased by 3._6 per cent. On October
26, the base salaries of all non-exampt employees except Business Training Re-
cruits were increased by .59 per ce_t_ due to an increase in the Bureau of Labor
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Allegheny-Ludlum's pro_ction of zlrcomi_ alloy process tubes cen halted
by the steel strike. Harvey Aluminum an_ Chase Brass are proceeding with their
pilot orders for this material.

A large volume of design review was acccmplishe_, approximately 70 per cent
over the rate of the previous month.

Operations organization and staffing pla_ continued with special attention
to those items which bear on the union negotiations scheduled for 1960.

A-5
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_ ,ZA_O_mocms!_ D_P_E_,,
___, P_m_ToF nw_n:o_ o_ m:sco.vmi_I_II I -- i Jllll . L -

O0'_B_, 1999

Ali persons en_ed in work that might reasonably be expected to re_lt in inven-
tions or discove_les a_wlse that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, no
inventions or discoveries were m_de in the course of their york dur_n_ the period
covered by this report except as listed below. Such persons fl_ther _lvise that,
for the period therein covered by this report, notebooks, records, if any, kept
_u the course of their work h_ve been _ed _or possible inventions or dis-
cove_les.

_Title

None None

r •

A-I
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OCTO_ZR 1959

V_SITCRS ARD mmlmEss
i _ iRR i!

P. Loewensteln and E. F. SawTer of Nucles_ Me%_is, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,
visited _APO to discuss RPR fuel develo_men_ contracts, 10/6-7/59.

R. C. Emw_ of General Atomic Division of General Dynamics Corp., San Diego,
C_lif., vislted HAPO to observe the DR Gas Loop operation, 10/12/59. Mr.
_mwaz_ accc_anle_ by E. Hopkins of the same Cumpsa%7a6ain observed the Loop
oaxo12o159.

K. W. Newman of _o Products, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., discussed reactor
•econ_tlon, 10/14/59.-

D. H. C_Iss vlsi%ed Wolverine Tube Co., Detroit, Mich., Mallory-Sharon
Metals Corp., Niles, 0., Chase Brass & Copper Co., Waterbury, Conn., Bride-
port Brass Co., Bri_epoz_, Conn., and S_perior T_be Co., Norristown, Pa.,
for zireonlum tube consu1_atlmm, 9/27-I0/5/59.

S. S. Jones vislted the AlbrooE _Izaulic Laboratory at the University of
Washington, F_%Iman, Wn., %a discuss the Downccmer Model Program, I0/I-e/59.

G. E. _ visited InternatlCmal Nickel Co., New York, N.Y., Knolls Atomic
Power Laboratory, Schenec_a_7, N.Y., Westlm@house Electric Corp., Bettis
Plant, Pittsbu_, Pa., and Battelle Memorial Instltute, Columbus, 0., for
consultations regs_lin_ Inconel, 10/4-10/59.

W. R. Conley visited Burns & Roe Co., New York, N.Y., to _eview design material
for the NPR pro_ect, I0/_-17/_9.

J. F. Music recruited fo= PhD's in Austin and Houston, Texas, I0/_-13/59.

T. W. Evans attended _he Ccmpa_7 Symposium at General Electric, APED, San Jose,
Calif., and discussed fuel and material pro_ at Vallecitos Atomic Labora-
tory, Pleasanton, Calif., 10/11-14/59.

D. H. Cur_iss visi%_ Seattle, Wn., to consult with Allegheny Ludlum Steel
Corp. representatives about zirconium tube fabrication, I0/13-14/59.

W. R. Conley attended the Trustees' Meeti_ of the American Water Works
Association, Portland, Ore., I0/23-Z4/59.

M. L. Smith visited Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., E. I.
du Pont Co., Savanuah River Plant, Aiken, S.C. and Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Bettis Plant, Pittsburgh, Pa., to observe and discuss radiation protection

J.F. Music attended the Technical and
Symposium on optzatlon Process

Control, General Electric Research Labo_tory, schenecta_ , N.Y., lO/27-31/59.
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VISITORS AND BUSINESS TRIPS - (Continued)i | •

K. W. Norwood attended the Hydraulic Conference, Washington State University,
Pullman, Wn., 10/29-30/59.

ORGANIZATIONANDPERSON_EL
. i

Permanent Rotational

_. Sept. Oct.

Management & Administration 5 4 - -
Process & Reactor, Development _ 43 3 3
Process Techuolo_y 3_ 35 4 2
Operational Physics 19 18 7 7
Testing 69 69 2 5

Man_ement & Administration: W. C. McGee, Specialist, Reactor Data Analysis,
resl6ned, 10/14/59.

Pz_ze_ss.&.Reactor Derel _ _" R.E. T_ller_ Technical Graduate, assigned
from , 10/1/59. O. D. Jc_uou, Engineer I, resigned,
10/2/59. Colleen NellAu, Secretary, resisted, 10/2/59.

Process Technolo_: B. C. Cremer, Engineer II, assigned from Rotational Train-
ingProgram,1o11/59.

Operationa1 Physics: A.R. Kosm_ta, Engineer II, assigned frcu Rotational
Training Program, 10/1/59. R.L. Ferguson, E_ineer II, transferred to Manu-
facturlmg, B-C Reactor, IPD, 10/1/59. G. R. Gallagher, Engineer II, resigned,
zo/2/59.
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PROCESS.AND I_,ACTORD_EXEPMENT SEBSECTION

Reactor Fuels
i mtR

it tt iii

Present Reactor, Technologyli I

Depleted .Uranium Fuel

Post-ixTadlatlnn measurement of depleted uranium fuel elements from the eight
columns discharged September 18 at about 1150 HHD/T (PT-IP-Z31-A) indicated
greater fuel distortion than no_m_lly encountered in standard production. The
mean warp value for the depleted pieces was 20 mils with a standard deviation
of 12.6 mils; whereas normal ingot fuel irTadlatlnn to about 800 MWD/T has a
mean warp of approximately 8 mils with a standaa_i deviation of approximately6 mils.

E-N FuelTe_A_

The "striped- portion of PT-IP-255-A, "E-N Demonstration Test", HW-603@O, was
charged into H Reactor on 10-19-59. (The '"olanket-portion was charged 9-13-59
as reported last month.) 3_itlal data indicates that these columns are operating
at very close to predicted tube powers relative to adjacent natural uranium.
The striped portion is a 9:1, E (6-) to N (4-) piece ratio which was based on
dry HTP measurements. Three columns wall probably be discharged during
January, 1960.

Top shield temperature data from 105-H indicates that a simple substitution of
enriched mint for natural mint in the fringe blanket loading would reduce the
shield temperature by about 15 + 5 degrees.

Chloride Heat Treatment
i IH i i

Comparison of the relative dimenslaual stability d,_--Ingirradiation of fuel
elements heat treated in rod form in carbonate salt and fuel heat treated in
slug blank form in chloride salt indicates that the mean warp values are not
signiflcant_7 different. Ana_sls of end and center diameter changes is still
being performed.

Advanced Reactor Fuels
i i limit

Irradlatlon TestIa_

On September 30, 1959, a failure occurred in the charge of three enriched
Zircaloy-2 Jacketed tube-and-tube elements belr_ irradiated in the EER Loop 3
under PT-_-250-A. The elements had been irradiated for nineteen operating
days and had ceached an exposure of about 310 MWD/T. Examination of the

elements showed that the failure occurred on the inside of an inner tube apparently
as the result of pitting corrosion of the Zircaloy-2 jackets. Cause of the
corrosion has not been definitely established.

A failure occurred in the enriched Zircaloy-2 jacketed seven-rod cluster
elements being irradiated in the KER Loops under PT-IP-226-A on October 15,
1959. The elements had been in the reactor for 150 days and had reached s_
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exposure of 2240 MWD/T. The failmd area appeared as a three-quarter inch long
longitudinal split in the Zircaloy-2 Jacket of an out_ide rod. Cause of the
failure has not been determlme_.

The two enriched cluster elements irradiated in the 3674-EW front-to-rear test
hole under PT-IP-Z37-A for subsequent controlled failure testing in the ETR
were discharged September"20, 1959, at an exposure of 3600 M_D/T.

Off-slte Efforts

The material produced at NMI is bei_ forme_ into tube-tube elements for KER
irradiations. The hot headed closure will be used. Nuclear Metals is assisting
in this effort by doing the upset forming of the outer tubes and by supplying
20 to 30 short, headed sections for use in Hanford Laboratories in producing
Prac_ce cloves.

Investigatlon of the feasibility of braze_ closures continues at NMI.

The IBM program for obtainir_ statistical anal_sls of the affects of fuel
manufacturing tolerances on fuel design has been debugged a_i is in use.
Each sample set of maz_Afacturlngtolerances results in a series of drag coefficients
which are used in the fuel design program.

Reactor Physics

Present Reactor T_hnolo_y

Conversion l_,tlo Test PT-IP-177-A

The 800 MND/T metal from this test to determine in-pile conversion ratios
of K III and 0 II fuel elements has been discharged from KW and H reactors;
the 400 MMD/T discharge at H has been obtained and the 400 MWD/T material at
KW is due for discharge on October 30.

Nuclear S_.ety _ control

A report reviewing the Hanford reactors' flux cycling problems has been completed.
The conclusions reached were substanti_. (a) flux cycling is not considered
a nuclear sa/ety problem and (b) flux cycling is not expected to be a major
limiting factor at projected high reactor power levels.

The analog calcula_bm_ of the speed of control requirements were completed
this month. Results will be combined with those obtained prevlousl_ and issued
in a report now under preparation.

document, HW-62226, "System Analysis of Proposed Dual Tz_p Panelllt Pressure
Monitor", was prepared and issued du._ingthis report period. The analysis
indicates that there is an acceptable method of obtaining a dual trip panellit
electrical safety circuit system. Modifications and additions to the existing
K reactor panell_t system are now under study.

DECLASSIFIED
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Aavanc_ Reactor Physlcs

Results of experimental efforts to determine bucklings of tube in tube fuel
geometries have been reported over the past few months. These data were assembled
and three calculatlonal methods were utilized to provIAietheoretical checks. Ali
three are _rogrammed for the ]_M 709 and differ from each other only in minor
details. The theoretical and experimental_results were in good agreement at the
lower lattice spacings of interest in _ design. Deviations between theory
and experiment appear at larger lattice spacings along with some divergences

, among the theoretical methods.

Reactor Engineering

Existing Reactor Techuolo_ _V

Bulk Outlet Temperature Investlgatlons

Tests I and III of Production Test _-_8-A, "Verification of Transient Bulk
Temperature Surges at D & DR Reactor-, have been completed. Preliminary observa-
tions include:

(a) No excessive strains or pressures were observed in the rear face piping
Or in downcomer.

(b) The bulk outlet temperature surge when BPA power was tripped out with the
reactor at half power was less than had been previously calculated on the
basis of conservative assumptions.

(c) The reactor safety system functioned properly following the BPA power
trlp-out.

Nuclear Safety

A document, HW-62_71, "Preliminary Hazards Review Operational Charge-Discharge"
was issued. 1% is concluded that the proposed operational charge-dlscharge
can be designed and constructed so that its operational use will not increase
the potential for the release of fission products from fuel elements in any
significant way.

Graphite Measurements " '_

Preliminary results from the measurements of graphite contraction in the older
reactors have been •obtained, These results indicate that the initial expansion'
damages suffered during the low temperature operation of past years has been
annealed out almost completely. Since the beglmmlng of 1958 the top center of
the reactors (B, D, F) has been dropping at essentlall_ a constant rate as a
function of exposure. At present power levels the contraction rate is about
0.3 in./yr. At present the center tops of all three reactors are approximately
12A inches below the original l_rup level. S_mj!_ an_sls is underway on data
from C, DR and H reactors.

mem
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Advanced Reactor Technolosy

NPR Process Tubesmi i

A review of the technology of zirconium and the design bases for the process
tubes for NPR ham been carried out. Results are contained in Ng-62435, "A
Review of NPR Process Tube Design- (Secret), dated October 19, 1959, by O. E.
Adams and D. H. Curtlss. Calculations of stresses for various positions in
the process tube indicate that in all cases the stresses are within the design
crlterla.

Decontamination Procedures
-- i mm i i

Recommendations have been made in HW-62463 pertaining to decontamination procedures
for the NPR. Decontamination methods have been developed which appear to be
feasible now, although they are subject to change as development efforts continue.
The procedure recommended is a three step process e.g., a solution of h_drogen
peroxide - sodium bicarbonate - sodium carbonate as the first step, an alkaline
permanganate solution as the second step, and an inhibited acid as the t_trd
step. The acids considered include dibasic ammonium citrate and ethylene-
dlamlne-_etraacetlc acid, or sodium bisulfate.

Gra_te Irradiationsii l mm i

MTR: The i_ted graphite samples from the second L-AB modified shim rod
have been shipped to Hanford for measurement. These samples are of Great Lakes
graphite made of a proprietary needle coke° Samples of CSF graphite are
included as reference material.

The _ wnty-one non-lnstrumented, hot capsules which were discharged from the
M_R on September 21, have Been shipped to Hanford. Direct comparison of the
amount of contraction of samples of graphite made of three different needle cokes
and of CSF and KC graphites as reference materials are being made. The quality
of the data from these graphite samples will determine the schedule for discharge
of the two test irradiation capsules in the GETR.

GETR_. The two test capsules installed in GETR on September 2 are still under
irradiation. Discharge schedules for these capsules are dependent upon the
quality of the data obtained from the samples currentl_ being examined from
the MTR irradiations described above.

Graphite Specifications

Technical specifications for the top and bottom reflector graphite for NPR
have been issued. Contraction properties of the graphite to be used in these
locations are less important than for the core and side reflector material.
Specifications have been written which are, however, approximately those
expected for the core material includlng:

(a) Needle coke as raw material.

(b) Finer particle size of the coke than is used in most graphites°
(c) Minimum graphitization temperature of 2800 C.

B-9
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Ra.dlolo_icalEngineering
.... i

_atign Control ,Experlence

The following table summarizes the first 40 weeks 1959 radiation exposure
experienced for the critical IPD classlflcation@:

Extrapo- No. of Employ-
No. of Average fated ees Over 3r
Employ- Dose/ Year End Extrapolated

Classification Total Dose e_s _mployee Average Exposure

Radiation Monitors 123673 mr 80 1546 mr 2008 mr i
Processing Operators 317012 mr 252 1258 mr 1634 mr 6
Flpefitters 140632 mr 97 1450 mr 1883 mr I
Millwrights 102156 mr 78 1310 mr 1701 mr 0

A localized technical overexposure which could have involved a dose as high as
18 rads to the chin of a DR Processing Operator, occurred during the month. A
spot of contmminatlon giv_ a corrected dose rate of 5 rads/hr was found on
the chin of the operator after a 3-_ hour stay in the DR discharge area. lt
was not known when the contamination occurred.

Lapse.of Radiation Control are summarized below:

Lapse of Radiation Control

Distributed _ Reactor ,andcomponent

B C D DR F H KE KW IPD Totals

Processing 6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 8
Maintenance 0 1 0 1 I 4 0 I 8
Supplemental Crews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Research & Engineering 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 2
Facilities Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Central Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reactor Areas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assigned Totals 6 1 0 3 I 5 0 2 18
IPD General 0
Outside I?D i

Vertical columns do not necessari_ add u_ to the indicated totals, because in
some cases, a Lapse of Control may be charged to more than one component.

Average .ReactorEffluent _ctlvit_ Output

October, 1959 September,r1959 October,,1958

107-B 24,000 uc/sec. 28,000 uc/sec° 21,000 uc/sec.
107-C 32,000 " 22,000 ,, 29,000 ,'
107-KW 41,000 " 51,000 - 76,000 "

107-KE 27,000 " 36,000 " SZ,000 "107-D 39,000 " 21,000 ', 29,000 "
10Y-DR 18,000 " 15,000 " I0,000 "
107-H 17,000 " 20,000 " 21,000 "
107-F 27,000 " 18 000 " 24,000 "
Tot 221, oo c/sec. z62'.ooouc/sec.
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Effluent Water Honltori_

A scintillation detector with a 10mm sodium iodide crystal appears to be a good
candidate for a device to monltor the effluent stream for control of fission
product entering the river. The instrument measures the increase of neptunlum239
resulting from fission product release from ruptured slugs. It should be
possible to calibrate the instrument so that a signal is given when the fission
product concentration approaches the limit for direct release to the river, upon
which slgnal the stream may be diverted to a crib.

RuptureDetectlon

The use of Dow XSO cation resin for _ocesslr_ _fluent water header samples
for positive verification of slug ruptures looks promising. The resin removes
the common metal isotopes from effluent samples, leaving iodine and bromine
in the filtrate. The filtrate can be counted with a channel anal_zer and the
iodine isotope identified and _:omparedto a control sample.

Liquid Waste Disco.sal

Examination of the data o_talned from the experimautal additions of arsenic
to two lOS-EZ process tubes last month was started in an attempt to learn
something concerning the mechanisms of As75 absorption and AsTB release.
The data examined so far indicates that at least three mechamisms are oper-
ating which appear to be first order reactions with half times of about
40 minutes, 40 hours and two weeks.

Reactor Gas Ana_ysls
|i ill ml

An energy spectrum analysls of the gamma radiation emitting from reactor gas
was performed. Based on simple charauelpulse height ar_sls, it appears
that approximatel_ nine-tenths of the gamma emitted is below an energy of
0.3 MEV. A more complete ar_sls will be made when lower purity gas is
available.

B-II
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m_x_.,ss_ou_Y ,O_zo_

_c.._O__ _ _, Zoos

The limits to all reactor po_er levels at the end of the report period except .....
_t D Reactor were based o_ fuel element failure control at the goal exposure
currently in effect. At D Reactor the bulk outlet temperature limit was the
most re_tric_Ing limit.

s_mm_s

Ng-46000 Ba Process Stes - Re,,a_,to_

One revised Standard was issued durin6 the month. This was:

Process Standard A-O_0 - "Pane!!it Syst_n Control"

A considerable decrease in Panellit pressure is experienced on tubes containing
non-fissionable slugs when a solids purge is performed. Frequently the pres-
su_ change is sufficient to cause a scram. The revision authorized temporary
by-pass of gauges on these tubes for the purge, provi_%edsubstitute monltorln8
requirements were met.

__ D, Proca. Stan_a_de- _actor

One revised and one new StandLrd was issued duri=6 the month. These were:

Be revision specifies a new water nLtXiZ_ spool for use with "0" size slu_s.
Use o_ a water _ spool reduces slug and tube corrosion, and enhances _
the I & E slu6 potential.

Process Standard C-130 - "Total Control Criterion,

The new Stazldaz_prescribes the Total Control Criterion within which the
reactor shall be operated. Methods of calculatln6 the necessary reactivity
control are specified. Recent plant modification, and major loadin6 changes
have chan_ed operatlu6 conditions to the extent that constant attention to
the Total Control Criterion h&s become necessa17.

HW_ F and Ng_ Hz Process Standards - Reactor

One revised Standard was issued during the month. This was:

_ocess Standard F_II - "processMaterial"

The revision is identical to that issued for HN-46000 D, above.

_RW-46000K_ Process Standards - Eeactor

_ne new Standard was Issued durin_ the month. This was: OECL_ S_IF/EO
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Process Standard C-130 - "Total Control Criterion"

The Standard is identical to that issued for EW-_6000 D, above.

HW-AIO00_ ,Process Equipment Standards

One revised Ste'_zd was issued during the month. This was:

Process E%ui_ment Standard A-OIO - "Modification of critical Reactor Components"

The Standard was re-written to provide more explicit provisions and to outline
accepted methods of modif_ critical reactor components.

For purposes of ._._n_stering the Standard, a "Critical Reactor Component"
was defined.

moc_ cmu_l A_m__IC_B

Fifteen Process Cha_ Auth_zations were issued durin6 the month to permit
temporary deviation from Process Standards - Reactor, Eg-_0, and two were
issued to permit temporary aevlation for Process Standards - Water Plant,
_-27155 Revl. These were:

Pc_#9-,L_ - "K_t_o_s Z, 3, and4__, meacto,r"

Some relaxation of operating conditions were permitted by the PCA for ERR Loops
2, 3, and 4, following installation of stronger tubes.

.ZT,A_-i_ - "_otst._ with _led Re.=__l_ _, D, m, _, _ndH
Reactors" -

The Process Change Authorization allows hot startup from a scram caused by
a failed rear pigtail provided Panelllt _au_e minimum low trip pressure and
m.'Ln'_,m tube power requirements of Process Standards can be. met following
recovery from a scram.

PCA #9-123 - "T_t Corr0,si0n Limits ,- KE Reactor"

The TOA corrosion limit was established to reduce the potential for sustain-
in_ large numbers of corrosion induced ruptured slugs. Recent studies have
indicated that the limit can be made less restrictive. A conservative in-
crease in the TOA corrosion limit of 5°C,on a _ of 25 tubes was
authorized for KE Reactor.

#9-124 - "Horizontal .Bowin_Measurements - D Reactor_'

An extension of the time for making horizontal bowing measurements at D
Reactor was authorized. The data were not obtained within the schedule
prescribed by Standards bec_Auseof equipment malfunction.

PCA #9-12_ - "Trip-Out Tests Re%uired by.Process Standards - All Reactors"

A trip-out test is required by Process Standards when a major chan6e is made
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to the pumping system or in the reactor's flow characteristics. The PCA de-

fined "major change," established a method for determining when the tests are

required, and authorized an extension of time for scheduling and _erformlng
the test at the reactor areas where necessary.

PCA _9-I_6 - "Panell!t Coordinate Tri_ Identification System - K Reactors"

The Panellit Coordinate Trip Identification system at the K Reactors was de-

activated in ¥ebrua_ _he_ it was discovered that because of this clrcultry3

sections of the Panellit System could be inadvertently by-passed by a
particular sequence of operation. Since many unnecessary scrams have been
caused by faulty Panellit gauges, it was desired to utilize the coordinate
system for ldentl_ the offending gau6e. A temporary procedural method for

avoidiu6 inadvertent by-pass was authorized by the PCA to permit use of the
coordinate system until a permanent revision could be designed and installed.

PCA _9-I_ - "Gra_hlte _hermqcou_le Stri_ers- C Reactor"

The Process Change Authorization allowed a delay in the installation of the

two graphite t_ermocouple stringers at C Reactor required by Process Standards,
to permit procurement of Geminol wire for the thei_nocouples. Geminol wire
couples are reported to have a lon6er useful life under current reactor
conditions.

PCA _9-128 - "Gas Com_sitlon - D Reactor"

The September 21 gas analysis for D Reactor indicated 11.3 per cent nitrogen
and 0.17 per cent oxyEen. Subsequent analyses revealed an ox_en content less
than 0.01 per cent, and a nitrogen content that was steadily decreasing. A

decrease in the sampling frequency was authorized provided a continuous ___
analysis for ox_Een showed no increase.

PCA #9-1R9 - "TOA Corrosion ,I_t - Eli Reactor"

The TOA corrosion limit was established to reduce the potential for sustain-
ing large numbers of corrosion induced ruptured slugs. Recent studies have
indicated that the limit can be made less restrictive. A conservative in-

crease in the TOA corrosion limit of 5°C on a maxlnnnn of 25 tubes was author-
ized for _ Reactor.

PCA #9-130 - "Temperature Monitor Failure - _ Reactor"

The bottom half of the temperature monitori_ equipment went out of service

at _ Reactor. An extension of the one-hour period the Process Standards

allows the monitor to be out of service for repairs was permitted by the PCA,
provided the outlet water temperature of representative tubes was monitored

on a continuing basis with other equipment.

PCA _9-131 - "Graphite Teml_rature - C Reactor"

A slight over-run of graphite temperature limits was experienced at C Reactor.
Authorization for continued operation with a mn_-._m deviation from the limit
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o_ 20°C was given, provided a program for reduclng graphite temperature within
Limits was followe_.

PCA #9-132 - "Critical Pressuret No. _ Double Orifice Zone- D Reactor"

During a re-oril_4c_ug progr_n at D Reactor, the No. 5 double orifice zone was
_e-oriflced. _,e seconda_ orifice was inadvex_utl_ installed in a reversed
position. The resulting low trip Panellit pressures on 16 of the gauges
associated with the No. 5 zone were foun_ to be lower than specified by
Process Standards. The PCA authorized operation with the off-Standard orifices
provided certain requirements necessary to meet the low trip specifications
were met.

PCA #9-133 - "Automatic Scrwn Feature of the Temperature Monitor - K Reactors"

Because of the number of spurious scrams ¢_used by this equipment, the PCA _r-
mltted removal of the temperature monitor scram feature from the #i safety
circuit, provided specified alternate conditions were observed.

PCA #9-134 - "Thermal Shiel_ Cooling, K Reactors"

The PCA authorized a decrease in the lower temperature limit for the bottom
steel membrane at the K Reactors and a minor increase in the thermal shield

temperature lASt. _he r_e of temperatures defined by these limits controls
the thermal gradient through the concrete pad. ModAfic&tion of the limits by
the PCA will not significantly affect the thermal gradient throu@h the pad,
but will compensate for inlet temperature variations of the cooling water.

"w,at,,e=,,Le, - DRReactor"
L,

Continued operation was authorized at DR Reactor, under specified conditions,
when condensate collection exceeded the rate permitted by Standards. This
permitted efficient schedulln6 of manpower to locate an_ repair the apparent
leak.

PCA #9-136 - "By-Pass of Panellit Gauge on _Abes Containing Non-Fisslonable
_terial Durix_, a Solids _kArge- C Reactor"

During a solids purge, the drop in PanelS.ltpressure on tubes charged with
non-fisslonable matex_!almay be larger than the trip range of the gauge.
Because the ma_xltude Of the change is not predictable, the potential for an
unnecessary scram is great. The PCA permltted by-passing the Panellit gauge
on tubes containing non-fissionable material during a solids purge, provided
the gauges were continuously monitored and the reactor ,_n_1_l:!yscratched
Inm_diately upon indication of flow loss to the tube.

PROCESS ASSISTANCE

Auditing

One engineer audited conformance to Process Standards on all Processing
Operation's shifts making about 12 inspections at each reactor during the
report period.
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uralalCS

Graphics services prepared 25 charts, graphs, and visual aids for various IPD

and HID components.

Failure Type of
Date Tube No. Lot No. Type of Metal Ex_osur e Failure,

IO/5/59 4o78-ml m_-067-D 8" Z_ Natursl 395 U_nowa
10/.10/59 3678-D EL-_4-D 8" Y_ Natural 736 Unclassified "

I0/12/59 2166-C . LT-147-D 8" Z88 Natuzal 430 Side Hot
Spot

10/12/59 1371-m, EL-198-D 8"
10/15/.59 _64-_ %1) _-_26-A 13,,T/_ Natural 870 Slde-_er'" Cluster EDrlched (2) 2084 Uncl. _';

8"

10/18/59 1581-H " KL-2/L7-D 6" I_. Natural 465 Side-Oth_10/27/59 4080-m m_92_ _ Emrlched(3) i00 Uncl. (_)

il __o_2) Seven ro@ cluster, zircaloy 2 cla_, _.6 per cent U-235
(3) o.9_per c,nt u-235

(5) Failed p_ece probably damaged durin_ charging.

_de Hot Spot - Yallure probably caused by accelerated corrosion of the

external can _ in a localized region of high temperature. _.

Side Other - Failure probably cause_ by corrosion or water penetration of
the external can _ or other unknown mechanism.

Unclassified -Failure did not logically fall into any of the above types.

Unknown - Failed piece could not be located or had not been examined at the
time of wrltln_.
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i
OPERATIONAL PHYSICS OPERATION
-- iii [

Flattening efficiency as measured by avers_e equilibrium ECT's was maintained
at 76.5 per cent of all reactor tubes, equal to that attained in September.
_e continued trend of higher power levels, longer operating periods, and
larger discharges increases the reactivity range to be ccmpensated throu@h use
of rods, flexible poison, and enrichment. Improved analytical techniques for
determining total and local hot reactivity dependence and continued efficient
use of PSCF during operation have aided at the older reactors, and efficient
operational use of splines has been the primary contributing factor at the K
Reactors in maintaining high flattening efficiency.

Subcritical monitoring was installed at IR Reactor during the month by project
forces; B, F, and H have already been equipped with the Subcritical Monitor.

smeumY_ ORmATINGDATA_ FS_SICS_ST
F_ IL_II IM_ I _ OCT_ ,. 1959

B C D U8 F H KE EW
Ii ii iii i

ECT in Oct. (i) 1410 1630 1470 1520 1470 1615 2475 2500
12 Mo. Avg. ECT 1440 1630 1470 1490 1438 1585 2410 2470
Equil.ScramT_e (2)16-19 _-14 18-20 24-_316-20 15-20 1_24"18-S4-
_o.o_sc_===_ _l_ o/o .i/J.olo olo o/o iIi J./1_
Recoveries (3) 311 OlO OlO olo 21o 211 olo olo
No.of Non-Scram

o__, (_) 31o _.Io ID. I/o 21o 3/0 21_. 2/I
Report Period--From: 9/25 9/24 9/26 9/25 9/25 9/26 9/24 9/23

_- lO/23 lO/23 lO/26 lO/23lO/26 lO/_6 lO/26 _0/24

* Equilibrium Scrsm recoveries are not attempted at the K reactors.

** Rupture indications forced a shutdown immediately following startup.

(i) Effectlve-Central Tubes; this value is defined as the pile power divided
by the average of the ten most productive non-enrichment tubes in the pile.

(2) This is defined as the maximum time available in minutes between scram
and the first indication of startup.

(3) The first pair of numbers shows the number of brief outages from which
secondary cold startups would be made and the number of successful
startups. The second pair shows the number of brief outages from which
hot startups would be made and the number of successful recoveries.

(4) The first number shows the number of ordinary outages (including those
initiated by scrams followed by unsuccessful recovery attempts), and
the second shows the number of additional outages to discharge temporary
poison.
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B REACTOR - W. R. SMIT
, , ,

The second subcritical monitor channel was installed; both channels were in use

for all startups. The zone temperature monitor was repaired and in service-

able condition; training and encouragement will be required to alert operators3
to its potential usefulness.

Operating continuity was interrupted by one scheduled outage, one unscheduled
outage, and six short outages (about one hour or less down of which three were
due to Panellit trips during a cold startup). The lower than normal ECT

efficiency was the result of a large central zone discharge which reduced the
reactivity available for flattening.

c A.

Except for one outage caused by an I & E fuel element rupture, operation was

continuous during the report period. Despite reactivity uncertainties flatten-

ing efficiency was maintained at the normal level following the final discharge
of the E-D load.

The #I Galvanometer failed during the startup of i0-14-59, but cautious

observance of other instrumentation permitted safe operation; the instrument
has since been repaired.

Added enrichment to offset the reactivity losses accm_a_Ting a large Cringe
discharge was the primary factor in maintaining the flattening efficiency up to

normal. Flattening efficiency was 3.5 per cent lower following a similar

discharge during the strainerwhen the enrichment density was not increased.

Operating continuity was interrupted by only one unscheduled outage caused by
rupture. Low reactivity following a P-push startup was sufficiently compen-

sated by discharge of four ball-valve columns to permit recovery.

Spline usage was below normal due to the reactivity shortage which followed

the last shutdown. However, the lower reactivity and improved techniques
effectively reduced non-equilibrium losses following startups.

Xns_ent sensitivities remained good, the subcritical monitor giving
excellent service.

ER REACTOR - D. I. MONNIE,, ,

DR Reactor was shut down for a schedttled outage only during the report period.

A large fuel discharge resulted in the lowest residual exposure and reactivity
condition since the I & E metal was initially loaded. As a result the

inventory of enriched material reached a new high of 92 tubes for radial
enrichment and eleven for central spike.

Front-to-rear flux traverses showed about an eight per cent flux peak near the

enrichment ring. Possible methods for reducing the peak include changing
equilibrium rod configuration and altering the relative positions in the
charge of enriched and natural uranium fuel elements.
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m R ACm (Continued)

Since mixer slugs were to be charged soon plans for operating with m were
initiated; a reactivity reduction of about 30 inhours will result.

- a. z,'.

OI_eratiug continuity at F Reactor was interrupted by only two outages: one
each at the beginning and end of the report period.

Large fuel discharges reduced residual exposure to the lowest since the ch_ging
of I & E metal. Enrichment was added and B metal was charged in PCCF tubes
during an outage near the end of the report period to maintain flattening
efficiency during the low reactivity period and in support of F Reactor's
power increases as the lead reactor for following the "optimization" schedule.
Inadvertent flooding of the lower near corner of the reactor lattice with
water during this ounce delayed attaining equilibrimn operation. The water
was being slowl_ removed by low level operation at month's end.

_REACTaR _ A. R.

Pour shutdowns (one scheduled and three unscheduled) plus one scram, limited
operating continuity during the report period. The frequent shutdowns and
subsequent discharges lowered residual exposures; a reduced smount of control
rod available at equilibrium resulted. However, the flattening efficiency,was
maintained about two per cent over the previous 12-month average.

One of the subcritical monitors was installed and was used successfully on two
startups.

Operation was continuous except for _wo outages caused by high ;-_rcee_sactivity
in K_ loops. One Panellit scram interrupted operation at startup.

Use of only ten splines for startup control reduced non-equilibrium losses
about twenty per cent. Sliding splines in and out of the pile in five to ten
foot increments proved effective in dsmping front-to-rear cycles.

Flattening efficiency continued to be high both due to increased use of poison
splines and alnimum cycling potential (resulting frca low plutonium residual).
However, the efficiency decreased slightly at the hi@her exposures near the
end of the report period.

KW_- A. D. VAD_m_

Operation was continuous except for one scheduled outage and a one-hour shutdown
Just following a stertup to remove a suspected fuel element rupture.

A new high power level was attained, partly because of increased limits and
partly because ECT remained high through spline usage and low residual
exposure.
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_ACTCR (Continued)

The new_7 installed traveling wire flux monitor data showed central flux in the

longitudinal direction about 18 per cent above a "chopped" cosine curve. This
peaking magnitude is due to the use of the outboard rods for flux distribution-
al stability c_bined with the effects of enrichment columns, and had been
observed from previous flux traverses.

/

Safet_ Control Studi. es
r

' A new method has been devised for calcttl_ting total control requirements for
the existing reactors which premises to resolve s_e of the problems which
require a three-di_ensional approach. The method actually involves a unique
manner of viewing the pile geometry. By eliminating a central region whose
buckling is negative with control inserted and placing the two outside positive
buckled regions together, the controls which remain and the remaining pile

Itsel_,_ be treated u a vertical cylinder; the top and hotter enrichment
effects m_ be reallstical_ approximate_ by usuaing the cylinder is infinite

in the vertical direction. The remaining two dimensions may be calculated
by Bessel functions with the simplicity of a one-d_nenslon calculation. The

method should give conservative results, yet initial calculations indicate

that same rels_ation of total control requirements ms_ be permitted by this
method.

A pre_i_n7 investigation indicates that it should be possible to provide
limit switches at a partial insertion point for half-rods without hampering
their normal operability. Half-rods will contribute more to total control
capacity in the dry xenon-free pile if their "black" section covers the more
highly enriched near side.

A survey stu_ for Process and Reactor Develol_ent indicates that control
system geometry is a much more important factor in total control than ball
blackness in the present reactor loadings and in the existing range of boron
content.

Calculations were performed for Process and Reactor Develolment on effects of
overboring on local control strength. The different migration areas due to
larger fuel channel geemetry would crease a decrease in local control strength;
this effect may be balanced, in part at least, by reduced control requirements
in the overbore@ loading.

Control_Iclenc_ Studies

Spline performance was quite successful for flattening at the K's and for

partial startup use at D and E_ during the month. Removal experience was
also good but there was some insertion trouble at D. E_ Reactor had another

long operating period in October which was aided considerably by splines.
The plant order of splines began to arrive Just in time to augment the dwindling
prototy'pe supply of solid splines.

DECLASSIFIED
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Control "Efficiency Stu,_ies (Continued)

Beneficial use of the displacement column prototype system has been delayed
because of winch binding troubles in out-of-pile tests.

_-61934, "Semi-Annual Summary Report of Pile Potential Gains and Operating
Efflclencies Through June, 1959t" was issued during the month. Routine

data processing factor evaluations have been initiated for equilibrium

potential gains in place of th_ semi-emplrical temperature map comparisons
previously used.

A rough draft production test on the "unit discharge" scheme was circulated
for ccmaent at ER, H, and KE. _IR Processing has indicated the intent to
try this method at their next heavy p_ase of the discharge cycle.

Calculat£ons in support of supplementa_'y control studies indicate that
absolute startup losses at the levels experienced three years frcm now will
be more than double those at the present time, assmning present initial
recovery levels and rates of ascension to equilibrium.

Shieldin_ Studies

One of the two plugged tubes in the H pile bottom thermal shield has been
returned to service after it was cleared by drilling and had been pressure
tested. The other tube, in line with column 70, will have a thermocouple
train installed_r dry readings before it is placed back in service.

Residue removed from the thermal shield cooling tubes has been chemically
analyzed and found to consist largely of calcium carbonate. It is hoped

that chemical flushing methods rosy be devised which will prevent the block-
ing of other thermal shield tubes.

The regular mint charges in the ten central tubes of Row 46 in H reactor have

been replaced by 'black mint." At the seine time natural uranium in layer 45
was replaced by E metal. The resultant observation of no change in top shield

temperatures from this double changeover would indicate that the blacker mint

would by itself lower maximum shield temperatures l0 to 15 degrees C.
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TESTING OPERATION
i lilII

IRRADIATION TESTING
ml

KAPL-120 Loop

The e_ty in-pile loop was on recirculation cooling for 15 days and on process
water cooling for the remainder of this report period.

The clean-up of the magnesium oxide in the loop was completed. The final water
analysis showed a magnesium concentration of less than 0.05 ppm. WAPD had
requested that the final concentra_Lon be less than 0.i ppm.

Repair of the three-inch check valves has been completed. The drawings on the
circular flow tubes, rectangular flow tube, and tee section have been revised
and up-to-date copies sent to WAPD. o Review of the remaining mechanical draw-
ings is 25 per cent ocmplete. £ review of the electrical drawings is underway.

A series of Hanford test reactor irradiations is in progress to determine the
probable heat generation rates of the PWR plates which are to be charged into
the KAPL loop as part of the 120-8 B experiment.

Flow decay tests on the KAPL loop were performed, the data analyzed and graphs
prepared and distributed to interested HAPO and WAPDpersonnel. •The data show
that the time for the flow to deca_ to zero when power to the canned-rotor pumps
is interrupted, is approximately one second.

DR Gas Loop

Construction work on the loop was completed with the acceptance of the emer-
gency gas storage tanks. Project completion papers are being processed.

Repairs were completed to the standby helium compressor and it is now ready
for test runs.

The first test element was charged into the loop on October 13, 1959, under
the provisions of Production Test IP-265-D, ,Irradia_on of M_CR-II Test Fuel
Element, Supplement A," _-61122s September 28, 1959 (Secret), by R. E. Baars.
Irradiations of the element began on October 16 under low temperature condi-
tions and without preheating of the coolant gas. Operation was satisfactory,
with the exception of several inconsistencies in the element themocouple
temperatures. The test element power generation averages about 8.5 _, or
about 75 per cent of the expected power operation rate. On October 20, gas
preheat was added and coolant flow reduced to raise the element surface tem-
perature to 1500 F. Due to excessive 02 in the coolant, the temperature was
reduced after about one hour and the elanent is being held at 1250 F surface
temperature until 02- CO2 reaction rates can be evaluated. One test element
thermocouple failed on October 24, leaving a total of nine operable thermo-
couples.

Two equipment failures have occurred since the start of the test. The drive
result Qf excessive wear on

couplings on No. 2 loop Fulsafeeder failed as a 0_C_ S_I_ED
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the drive shaft key and keyway. The couplings were repaired temporgrily with
oversize keys, pending the arrival of new shafts. The coolant gas heater

failed because-of two shorted rectifier, diodes. The diodes were replaced and
the heate_ returned to service. No reason fer the diode failure has been deter-
mined.

Nr. R. C. Howard and Kt. Harvey Hopkins of General Atomic Division of General
D_cs Corporatien, San Diego, California, visited the loop on October 20, to
observe the initial operation of the loop and fuel element at full test condi-
tions.

Other Irradiation Tests and Services

I. Gamma Facilit_

The dose rate in the gaz_nairradiation facility utilizing well-age_ spent
fuel elements as garonasources was determined to be 5240 r/hr. Ceric-
sulfate chemical dosimeters were used in this determination.

2. z xi

A Zircaloy-2 sample has been discharged from the F Quickie Facility after
a one-month irradiation. The initial decay half-life (25 hours) was
approximately that of Zr 97 (17 hours). Attenuation data through lead
plates indicated the ganm_ energy to be I Mev which also corresponds to
Zr 97. Two more samples are undergoing longer irradiations and more
detailed data will be obtained.

3. Discharge Area Neutron Fl_x

A lucite dosage integrator was irradiated in an access port of the discharge
area wall of the F Reactor to determine the neutron flux. The radioactivity
of the foils is being determined.

4. Test Hole Flux
m!

The radioactive decay of the gold and sulfur foils irradiated in the _g
snout facility is being determined. These samples were irradiated to
determine the flux spectrum in this facility.

Boresco_ing Activities

HCR channel No. 2 in DR Reactor was inspected to determine whether or not an
obstruction in the channel was ca_singSo. 2 HDR to stick. The channel was in
good conditio_ and the malf_nctlon of the rod resulted from misalignment in the
step-plug.

Several process channels in B and F Reactors were inspected to determine the
condition of the thrust bearing washer located near the inner ends of the gun
barrels. The washers and tube entry blocks appears to be in good condition
and located as shown on the "as-built" drawings.
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@ ,
VerticalBo_ Measurem_ts

A summary of the results of vertical bowing measurements follows. All distances
are measured from the front Van Stone.

Are_ Da.._ Tube N_m:ber Distance Results

105-S 10-8-59 4574-B 37,e" up .o8.at 9'8"since5-]A-59
No chamgeat20, since5-IA-59

|

105-F 10-26-9 46764 I0'8" Up .02" at 9'4" since 9-11-59

105-F 10-26-59 4276-F 10,8, No previousdata

COOLANT TESTING

During October, 1959, activities of the Coolant Testing Operation included
operation of the 1706-KE in-reactor and out-of-reactor equipment, op_ation of
the 1706-KER in-reactor loops, installation of new equipment, and revisions to
existing equipment.

A summary r_cord of activities involving each facility follows, including
significant items of performance, chaages, and improvements:

17_-_ sinz_-_ass_s (n _-197_)

The six central zone tubes were operated during the month under specified
production test conditLons, namely:

Tube _ Water Dichromatei i| II I

4355 7.0 Filtered 1 ppm
4h56 7.0 Filtered i ppm
4557)Control 7.0 Process --
4863)Tubes 7.0 Process --
4963 6.5 Filtered 2.0 ppm
5063 6.5 Filtered 2•0 ppm

On start-up following the October 15 outage, it was not possible to establish

satisfactory flow to tubes 4963 and 5063 from the 1706-KE system. As a result,
these were switched to reactor process water s_ply for the ensuing reactor
operating period.

Ali single-pass tubes were returned to normal operation during the October 30
outage. It was determined that the previous flow difficulties on tubes 4963
and 5063 were due to the lower pressure drop of K-III-N fuel elements. Thi_
lower pressure drop had reduced the back pressure in the 105 valve pit to the
point where there was not enough available 1706-KE punp pressure to close the
process water check valves with process water pressure up. Corrective action
will be the raising of 1706-KE pump pressure before process water pressure is
raised.

OfCL4SS/F/Eo
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Phosphate addition tests to tubes 4557 and 4863 were initiated the month
as authorized by PT IP-197-A, Supplement A. This test increases the P32 efflu-
ent activity by a factor of 20 on these tubes for effluent activity build-up
studies.

1706-KE Mock-up Tubes
i

The steam supply was restored to the mock-up tube system on October 23. Testing
was resumd on:

i. Corrosion evaluation of electro-nickel plated slugs in process water
at 120 C.

2. Raw water corrosion of carbon steel at 140 C raw water temperature.

3. Hydriding effect of IiO C process water on etched and unetched
Zircaloy-2 coupons.

The test was completed for evaluation of special coupon holders for use in
normal tubes, using process water at 130 C. All holders performed acceptably.

Out-of-Reactor Loops

i. ELMO-4 - This heated-slug rupture loop was moved from IO0-H Area and is
p resentl_ being installed in the recently completed hot loop room.

2. E_O-5 - The loop operated at 290 C and pR 10.0 for continued testing on:

a. Samples of carbon steel and stainless steel which have previously
been exposed to various decontamination processes.

b. Surface treatments of carbon steel and stainless steel coupons for
decontamination studies.

c. A stress corrosion heat exchanger for determining stress corrosion
in a simulated NPR heat exchanger.

3. ELMO-6 - The loop has oper ated during the month at 300 C and pH 4.5 with
nitric acid used as the pH control medium. Testing was begun on samples

" of 304 stainless steel, sensitized 304 stainless steel, and X-80Ol aluminum
at varying flow velocities to determine the protective properties of the
low pH film produced by nitric acid addition.

4. EIMO-.___/7- The loop continued operation during the month for tests on:

a. A modified K_ nozzle cap for use with thermocouple trains. A
total of 2200 temperature cycles has been completed with no leak-
age.

b. A "Graylok!,flanged joint. This is a high pressure piping connec-
tion designed for occupying a minimum of space. This joint has
completed llO0 cycles with no leakage.
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c. Screwed NPR nozzle-to-tube Joint with a bell-ring cap seal. This
assembly has completed 200 cycles with no leakage.

d. Flexitallic-gasketed NPR cap. Leakage was noted after 80 cycles
using the manufacturerws recommendations on gasket loading pres-
s_reo

e. Corrosion testing of nickel-plated, aluminum-clad solid d_mnies at
572 F and neutral pa.

All the_ml cycling has been between 250-550 F at 1800 psi.

5. ED_O-8 - The loop has remained shut down dnring the month, awaiting com-
p-_n of project revisions.

6. ELmO-lO - Six short-term tsste have been completed. These have been corro-
sion and film removal tests of various decontaminants.

7. CEP-1 - The eleventh cycle in -- extended series of Turoo decontamination
tests was completed during the month. Long-range effects of Turco on loop
components and samples of stainless steel, stellite_ Zircaloy-2, stressed
samples of stainless steel, graphitar, and Zircaloy-2 NPR tube sections, are
being examined.

8. CEF.-2.andCEp-_ - Installation of these loops is continuing. Final comple-
tion of CEP-_ is _aitlng Chempump replacement parts.

9. ORA-I - This loop was dismantled and removed during the mo_th. Some parts
we_ salvaged for use on other facilities.

EER Loops

i. Loop i - The loop operated at 225 C and pH I0.0 during the month. The
charge consists of six 1.6 per cent enriched 20 and 30 railwall, Zircaloy-2
clad, seven-rod cluster elements and a Fu-Al Zircaloy-2 clad, seven-rod
cluster element as authorized by Supplement B to PT IP-226-A.

2. Loop 2 - The loop continued operation at 255 C and pH i0.0 until October 15,
when a rupture occurred in the loop, causing a reactor shutdown. The fuel
elements were successfltllydischarged, using a special tray to prevent
damage from the elements, dropping into the basin. The rupture was a one-
inch long longitu_4n-1 split on the outside surface of a rod located in the
outer ring of the cluster. The loop was flushed and the tube recharged with
d_.es and left on single-pass operation. During the October 30 outage,
loop 2 duznies were discharged and the tube bcrescoped. Borescoping re-
vealec no visual damage caused by the October 15 fuel element rupture. The
tube was recharged with dummies, pressure tested, and put on recirculation.

3. Loop 3 - Loop 3 remaiued on recirculation vith dimples during the month.
During a test of raising temperature with dummies charged, a 10-15 fold in-
crease in neutron activity was observed. After considerable temperature

and flow cycling, feed and bleed, and clean-up operation, the activityreturned to essentially normal by the end of the month. During the October
30 outage loop 3 was charged with seven unenriched seven_rod clusters, as
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authorized by 9T IP-288-A.

_. Loop 4 - Loop _ re]_Ll_d _:11_t c]D_ln (:_::L_g the month_ aws_t:_ fl_l elements
for charging.

Coolant Testing Operation Outage Performance

During the month a total of 20.6 hours of reactor outage time was charged to
pro_2ction tests being conducted in KER loops and 1706-KE single-pass tubes.

October i - 2 - Production time lost at rea _r start-_p and 7.7
special discharge of loop 3. FT IP-250-A_
_lemeat B.

October I - 2 - Change loop i nozzle. Suvplement B, IF-226-A 1.2

October i - 2 - S__p delay on single-pass tubes due to 0.6
fault,/flow control valve, Supplement B,
ZP-197-A

October 15 - Loop 2 rupture - lost production time and 10.3
special discharge, Supplement A, IF-226-A

October 15 - Star%-_ delay due %o p_ing difficulties, 0.8
single-pass tubes, Supplement B, IF-197-A

October 30 - Loop 2 borescoping, FT _-226-A 3.0

October 30_ - Loop 3 charging, FT IP-228-A 2.1

Total 25.7 hrs.

One unscheduled reactor shutdown was caused by the fuel element r_pture in
loop 2 on October 15.

CCMPONENT TESTINO
i

Irradiated,,,, , Fuel,Element ,Examination

Examinatlons were completed on fuel elemen_s from the following 40 tubes at the
Metal Examination Facility during October:

P.T. No. Tube No. P.T. No. Tube No.

39A 2392-F 95A 3376-D
3065-F 168A 2464-C
3754-F 2564
3785-F 0973-C
4387-F 2775-C
4358-F 178A 1863-_d

95A 0481-D 2275-_4
3386-D 2566.o_W
3h74-D Reg. I&E and Solid 19 tubes
3284-D Ruptures 3 tubes
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The fuel elements from rupture tubes 1689-DR,and 3678-D, and rupture suspect
tube 1371-DR, were examined, lt was found that in positions i through i0,
from the downstream end of the charge_ four to six fuel elements had severe
groove-type pitting. On three of the fuel elements the groove pits were deep
enough to go through the jacket and the AISi layer. The 19 tubes were examined
to compare hot spot patterns.

Ultrasonic Bond Testin_

One-hundred-four rejects from FT _-210-A, .Bond Quality vs. Reactor Perform-
ance of Enriched Y2_ Fuel Elements," were measured to determine the longitudinal
and circumferential length of the unbonded areas. The majority of the pieces
were found to contain unbond areas apprc_atel_ i/2 inch long circumferentially
and 1/2 to 3/4 inch longitudinally. Twenty-one of the rejects contained hot
spots. Three of these contained unbond areas 3/4 of an inch long circtnnfer-
entially and 3/4 to I inch longit_4--11y.

Process Tube Corrosion _onitorinK Fro_ra m

In-reactor measurements of 189 process tubes were made during the mo_th.
Listed below are the number of tubes measured per reactor and the document
numbers of the reports issued.

_iiactor, _O. of Tubes ProboloKKed Report NO, H_ii,N_mbe _

F LI 45 62130
B 6o 46 62rL.
B 18 47 62479
F i00 48 62495

Visual examination, wall thickness and rib height measurements were completed
on four tubes from DR Reactor, four tubes from F Reactor and six tubes from
KE Reactor.

Tubes were removed from _ Reactor for the following reasons: Two were
suspected leak.rs and two contained one rupture each. A leak was located
in one of the two suspected leak.rs.

A crack approximately 23-1/2 feet from the rear van stone flange was found in
tube 0759-DR. lt appeared that the crack was caused by a flaw in the tube.

Tubes 0187-F and 0393-F were removed as leak.rs. Tube 2073 was removed because
the Frobolog trace indicated that external corrosion was present. Tube 2866-F
was removed to check corrosion on a second generation tube. The leaks in
tubes 0187 and 0393 were identical in appearance, and were located 9-1/2 feet
from the rear van stone flange. They were caused by external corrosion. Both
tubes had indented areas nine feet from the rear van stone flange, caused by
the large amount of corrosion product build-up on the outside surface. When
the sl_gs were discharged, they hit these indented areas, causing a plateau in
the inside of the tube.

Four tubes from KE Reactor were removed for the Corrosion Monitoring Program,
and two tubes were removed as leak.rs. In tube 0749-KE, a hole was found
between the ribs, 6-1/2 feet from the rear van stone flange. Iu tube 1941-KE,
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t_ hole _a_ found b_en the ribs, bet_en 36 and 37 feet from _51__n

stone flange, lt could not be determined what punctured the tubes from the
inside out to cause these leaks. The measurements fr_n the four tubes for
the Corrosion Monitoring Program revealed that the top half of the tube was
corroding faster than the bottom half.

Fanellit Programs

During the month, 310 gages were processed b7 Maintenance personnel. Inspection
of these gages resulted in detection of 109 gages which did not met acceptance
criteria for a rejection rate of 35 per cent.

In-board reliability exmninations were performed on 510 gages. Sixty-six of
this number were found to be defective and were removed fran service. This is
a percentage defective of 12.9, 2.9 per cent in excess of predicted-gage
service ability, and is accounted for by detection of some 30 gages during
this period _hich were slightly out of calibra_ on limits.

A total of 875 gages received in-board Bourdon coil leak examination (all gages
were in F Reactor Panellit board). No coils were found to be leaking. Previ-
ously, average leak detection has been approxin_tely 0.50 per cent. Exceptional
results this month is .attributed to two factors: (1) Ali gages examined had
been examined thoroag_.,V', c_x'i_ the preceding 30 d_s, and (2) approximately
50 per cent of the 875 gages contained the newly designed B0urdon coils.

Five-hundred-ten gage and gage sensing line response times were determined.
Of this total, 35 showed slow response and received corrective action. This
amounts to a slow response condition percentage of 6.9, compared to 4.9 per
cent for September.

During the month, 27 gages failed to perform satisfactorily and were subjected
to a thorough failure analysis.

Production Test IP-266-B, ,on-reactor" testing of 2B-XI and 2B-X2 magnetically
operated mercury switches, continued during the month. An additional 58 gages
were placed in service and 3480 additional exposure da_s acc_u_lated. Exposure
day total is now 5220. The Production Test requires a _-_,_n of 6000 exposure
days. No defects have been noted to date.

Iu addition to inspections of gages in-board and in Maintenance shops, 501
Bourdon coils were received and inspected, 150 switches were inspected, and
165 gages were inspected. Sixty-one of the 165 gages were processed for
installation on FT IF-266-B, and the balance had been processed by Panellit
Inc.
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Ali Research and Engineering Operation personnel engaged in work that might
reasonably be expected to result in inventions or discoveries advise that, to
the best of their knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made
in the course of their work duri_ October except as listed below. Such
persons further advise that, for the period therein covered by this report,
notebook records, if an_, kept in the course of their work have been examined
for possible inventions or discoveries.

Inventor Title
H _ ii

None None

o,4.
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B-C REACTOR OPERATION _.

z. ORGI TZ0 ANDiz mOTZO m- No c nge.

II. PERSONNEL September 30 October 31
E NE Total _. NE Total Change

B-C General 5 3 8 5 3 8 0
B Processing 16 38 54 17 37 54 0
C ProcessIng 16 3_ 50 17 35 52 _2
B-C Power 15 96 iii 14 99 113 /2
B-c 2_/  _29 2_2 lo_! !

TOTALS 75 277 352 75 280 355 /3
The above totals include _2JRtrainees.

Movement of People - Exempt: R. H. Steach, Assignment Supervisor into B
Processing from Purex Operation, CPD; R. L. Ferguson, Assignment Supervisor
into C Processing from Research and Engineering,IPD: two temporary assign-
merits(exempt) were completed and the incumbents reclassified to their former
B-C nonexempt status. Nonexempt: 6 transfers out, 2 deactivations (personal
illness), 1 termination(death), I0 transfers in and 2 reclassifications from
temporary exempt status.

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES- A mansgemsntinformation dinner meeting held October 29
by the Manager, B-C Reactor Operation was attended by 33 exempt B-C employees
and 5 guests from other HAPO components. H.A. Laybourn, Supervisor-100
Operations, B Processing, was assigned October 14 (on loan basis) to the
Reactor Plant Engineering Operation to participate in development of irra-
diated material (slug) handling equipment. F. F. Vlacil, Manager, B-C
Maintenance visited G.E. plants at Schenectady, N. Y. and the Savannah River
Plant at Aiken, S. C. October 19-28. L. H. Rice, Safety and Fire Prevention
Specialist, attended the Annual Safety Congress in Chicago, October 19-23. _

IV. SAFETY AND SECURITY - There were 16 medical treatment injuries and no serious
accidents, disabling injuries or security violations. There was one fire when
one wire of 13.8 KV line C2LI broke; the electrical fire damage was $20.00.

V. NON-ROUTINE NEPC_ - HW-62355, IPD Radiation Occurrence Investigation,
0ctober"6, 1959, by J. H. Soehnlein.

VI. COMPONENT ACTMTIES
|,,

General

A. Administrative Activities - Review and comments on N Reactor design
c'riteriaand approved prints for construction was continued. The studies
started in September to simplify the bus transportation procedures in
B-C Area wer_ continued; however, the stud? was centrallized and expanded
to include all I00 Areas. Two revised OPG's were reviewed and commented
upon: 0PG 55.14 "Authorization and Performance of work" and 01_311.5

"Delegation of Routine Authorities." A HAPO-wide
suggested new procedure

for "Control of Access to Documents in the Classified File_'was reviewed
and commented upon.
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B. Personnel Development - Technical Graduate John P. Hawley started a 3-month

rotational training assignment October .1 with B-C M_intenance Engineering.

C. Cost Control - Review and revision of FY 1960-1961 budgets (PA&C, Equipment
and lpiarmed Maintenance) and compilation of reason sheets for proposed FY

1962 budget items were completed.

D. Landlord - Crosswalks were repainted and some additional traffic signs were
installed.

_. Suggestions - Start of Mohth - 39, received - 9; completed - 14; end of month -3_.

B PROCESSING O_ON
I j iii

A. _Production - Input production was 97.0 percent of for.ecast and was limited by tube
powers and graphite temperatures. After the October 20 outage, tube power limits
were lowered slightly as a result of reducing to seven-pump operation at 190-B.
TOE for the month was 79.6 percent.

..

B. Operating Experience - There were eight outages during the month, seven of which
were unscheduled (recovery was made on six).

Hour___ss Cause

3 0.3 Momentary line fault in BPA system.

4 113.7 Scheduled outage for charge-discharge, tube replacement, and
project work.

9 1.3 Shutdown to discharge Tube 0160 because of abnormal panellit
pressure.

20 35.0 _nexplained panellit trip on row 36. During recovery

0.3 attempt, a second panellit trip (row 14) occurred. Charge-
discharge and project work was done.

22 0.4 Three panellit scrams occurred during startup. One occurred

0.4 when removing a Jumper from a gauge, 1592. The cause of the

0.3 other two was not definitely determined, but probably oscillating
gauges were responsible.

C. Equipment Experience - 38 process tubes were replaced; another which showed severe

erternal corrosion on the probolog was removed for later replacement. One leaking

front flexible connector was replaced. The No. 9 HCR gas seal was replaced, and
4 rear gas bellows were repaired. Seven faulty panellit gauges were replaced. The

downcomer was inspected and found to be in good condition. The 3-X system battery
cells _._ererenovated with the assistance of a representative from the manufacturer.

A new brake assembly was installed on the No. 6 HCR, and a leak in the rod cooling
water supply line was repaired.

D. Improvement Experience- Production Test IP-84 A_ "Evaluation of Slu_s Having
_oJections for use in Ribless Process Tubes" - Four tubes were discharged and re-

charged. Project CG-666, "Zone Temperature Monitoring" - Discharge area work was
completed and the system was put into use on a limited basis. CG-707, "Improved -
Reactor Nuclear Instrumentation". The installation of the second of two sub-

critical monitoring channels was completed. CG-806_ "Nuclear Instrumentation for

Reactor Safet_ and Control" - Three special rear connectors were installed for use
With the stop-gap rate-of-rise meter.

gECL4SSIFIED
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CG-791, "Reactor Confine:snr" - Preparatory work was started for ca_bion
of the B_C' scram annunciator inter-tie line, the evacuation signal line to
I05-C and the B-C telephone line. A filter test unit was installed in the
I05-B exhaust air tunnel under Design Test No. 1070.

E. Radiation. M_n.itor rience - During remnval of an assembly from an
ezper e, two Maintenance:sn vera exposed to dose rates of 200
r/ht and 45 r/ht respectively. The maxisnua dose received was 150 mr
(Investigati_ reported in HW-62377). Tvo" cases of l_w-level contamination
on shoes add one case of ski= contas_Luationwere reporbed. The average acti-
vity of the effluent water at the retention basin outlet was 1,037 mrads per
operating day, with the :axi_um being 1,665 mrads.

F. Events Influencing Costs., 177 hours of overtime were used, which is less
than_half that used in September. Helium consumption _ras46A,200 cubic feet
as compared to 237,000 cubic feet in September. This increase van due to
an increase in the concentration of helium in the reaci_,orgas, one helium
sta_up to reduce non-equilibrium losses, and the upset of the building
ventilating system and the gas control instrumentation resulting from the
failure of a 13.8 EV power line. Work was continued in repairing gas leaks
and in improving ventilation air balance to reduce gas leakage.

C PROCESSIRG OPERATION "
I I l ii III

A. Production - Input production was 130.1 percent of forecast, and TOE
wls _'._ I_rcent. A new high input production record' _as achieved. Power
level was controlled by a tube power rupture control limit.

B. Operating Experience - Only one (unscheduled) outage occurred (October 12,
41.4 hours); it was for removal of a rupture in tube 2166. The charge was
stuck and required 8000 pounds force for discharge. The tube van removed for
later replacement. The rupture was an I&E regular metal slug, lot KJ-147-D,
charged August 4, 1979. Examination of the slug revealed the rupture was a
"hot spot" type failure .....

C. Equipment Experience - Octant monitor chamber 3-L was removed and repaired,
but was not re-installed due to a binding condition in the thimble. Thir-
teen rear face thermocouples required repair before startup from the October
12 outage. The Beckman controllers for flux ,_nitors 2, 3, and _ required
replacement as a result of malfunction of the mercury cells in the units.

D. I_provement Experience - Nothing significant to report.

E. Radiation _Itorin_ Experience - Tvo maintenance employees performed work
on the wash pad prior to havi_ a deesrate established; _otal estimated
exposure was 7 :rem. Significant personnel exposures _mre: Tube removal in
the discharge Area - 1,000 mr/hr.; Push pole removal on the charge face -
1500 ._-/hr.; Octant monitor repair on the experimental level -2000 zr/hr.
There vera two instances of personal clothing contazina1:Ion;both items
were decontasLinatedand released. There vera five reported cases of skin
contamination and all were easily decontaminated.

F. Events Influencing Costs - 202.6 menhours overtime vera required.
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PO_ OPERATION

A. Operating Experience - Part of the export water pumping load was temporaril_
transferred to 100-D Area while the 15 million gmllon reservclr was cleaned
and alterations were made to the suction flumes according to recommendations

from the Plant Emergency Task Force. lO0-B Power reduced to 7-pump operation
October 22.

B. Equipment Experience - The 190-B storage tanks were re-lnspected for rubber
debris and the seven near screens in 105-B valve pit were re-inspected for
proper seating; all were found to be satisfactory. The 700 kw emergency
generator turbine in 18h-B was inspected by a factory representative on
October 7, and found to be satisfactory. The 4500 EP motor stator was removed
from No. 4A process unit October 27 and returned to the mmnufacturer far
experimental study; installation of a new stator (No. 22) was started. No.

4A process pump impeller was removed and installation of a new-design impeller

was started. Straightening vanes were installed in the pump suction.

190-C - No. ll-C process pump impeller was inspected October 7, and all vanes
were found to be cracked and a piece of one vane had broken off; the impeller

was replaced with a new-design spare. No. 5-C impeller was inspected on

October 12 and three vanes were found to be cracked; since no new type impeller
was available, the vendor returned am old type which was installed on October 23.

On October 22, one wire of 1 3 .8 EV Line C-2-L 1 broke causing a temporary

loss of normal power to buildings 190-B and 105-B. There was no interruption
of production.

C. Improvement Ex_,erience - 98-IP Aluminum Oxide Sulfuric Acid Feeders 18B-B -
A new prototype reaction chamber was installed in No. 3 llne feeder and was

placed in operation. CGI-8h.5 Increased Pumping Capaclt_ - 181-C - Design
work was approximately 7_'completed.

A Telautograph transcriber system was installed in 190-B and 105-B control
rooms, providing an instantaneous method of written communications between

these two buildings.

D. Events Influencing. Costs - Coal consumption increased due to increased
steam requirements. Chemical costs of treating water remained low due to the
seasonal high-quality of raw water.

MAINTENANCE OPERATION

A. Outage Experience - Of the 193.1 total outage hours experienced at lO_-B and

lOS-C,44 percent was devoted to reactor maintenance. The major work accom-
plished wms: a) 105-B - replacement of 38 process tubes and effluent water

basin facility repair; b) lO_-C - removal of one ruptured fuel element.

B. Equipment Experience - An unexplained reduction of process water flow

prompted inspection of the No. ll Process Pump at 190-C Building. The
impeller had en approximate slx-square-lnch area of one vane broken out

and all other vanes had visible cracks. The impeller was replaced, gub-
sequent inspection of the No. 5 Process Pump at 190-C revealed three visible

cracks, vane to hub. The impeller was replaced on this pump. also. Represen-

tativcz from B_Ton-Jackson Company inspected both impellers and began a study

of the problem and corrective action. DEC_SS_ED



existing coil insula_ theAs a result of questionable value of the on
4500 HP 190-BA Process Pump motors, the stator from the No. 4 motor was
removed for shipment to the General Electric factory for study and repair.
A new stator was in the process c_ installation at month-end.

At 183-B Building, the No. 3 Ball Valve (36-inch ball) and operating
linkage ras systematically dismantled to determine the cause of valve
inoperability; a small, but exacting, adjustment to the operating crosshead
linkage was made and apparently corrected the problem.

C. Improvement _erience - A three point suspension trolley ras installed
on the I05-C overhead charging machine to facilitate use of less manual
force in moving the machine across the elevator. The continuous monitor
for checkingair conditions in the discharge area at I05-C was completed.
To further the safety of operating personnel, oil drain troughs were installed
on all turbine bases at 190-C, thus eliminating a floor slippage hazard. Au
estimated 53,300 cubic yards of silt and sludge were removed from the 182-B
storage basin.

D. Maintenance _ngineering - The reactivation of the closed loop television
System in the IO_-B discharge area was completed; chart-gesincluded newly
designed camera mounts and removal of the existing vertical and horizontal

traversing mechanism. The flush-discharge s_stem at I05-B was completed and
tubes were discharged using the nev facility. To facilitate training,

a manual on reactor instrumentation has been prepared and distributed.
Design Change No. 153-C, which will permit the installation of a new an-
nunciator s_stem at C Reactor, ras prepared and routed for approval; th--e
equipment has been received from the vendor.

E. Productive Maintenance - Of the 9,090 _n-hours scheduled for productive
maintenance, 93 percent was completed.

Manager
B-C REACTOR OPERATION

AR Maguire:IL_:dip
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D-IR REACTOR OPERATION
inr I

ocwmm,19_p

z. 0_N, A_D_C_Z0_S-NoC_mge.

II. PERSONNEL
llpil iiiii

A. Po_,eS_ma_r ___ z_ zot_ _ ZotalCh-"_ge

General 3 5 8 3 5 8e

D Processing 39 16 55 39 15 54 -i
DR Processing 33 15 48 33 16 49 +I
Po_mr 102 14 116 102 14 116

308 70 378 _08 71 379 +i
The _bove totals Include _R trainees.

B. Movement of Pe le - The following changes involving D-DR Reactor Operation
_mre effective October i, 19591 J. W. Hedges, Engineer, Equipment Develop-
ment Operation, Facilities Zngineering Section, was transferred to Sup_r-
visor, Maintenance Engineering, D-DR Maintenance Operation replacing H. G.
DeVoss. A.R. Sutton, Su_ervosor, i00 Operations, D Processing Operation
was %rmu_erred to Assignment Supervisor, D-DR Power Operation, for devel-
opment purposes. E. C. Haynes, Specialist, Reactor Operations, D Proces,
sing Operation, was promoted to Supervisor, I00 Operations, replacing
A. R. Sutton. V. L. Kerstetter, Supervisor, I00 Po_r, D-DR Power Operation
was transferred to Assignment Supervisor, DR Processing Operation, for
development purposes. Nonexempt personnel movement during October included
six transfers in, five transfers out (including one to a non-HAPO compon-
ent), and one termination.

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES - Routine
llli i i

IV. SAFETY AND SECURITY - There were 19 medical treatment injuries, including a
fractured toe Nhan a piece of steel was dropped on it. Details are reported
in Serious Accident Report No. 59-15. There _re no security violations.

V. NON-ROUTINE HEPORTS - None were issued.
i

v_. _m_ZNT _nvzn_s

QE_ERAL

A. Administration - The 6"/-1959pre-retlrement interview program involving
twenty three D-DR Reactor Operation employees was completed during the
month. Coordination was provided in making arrangements for the 100-D
Area tour of IPD Central Health Safety and Security Council members
following the monthly meeting on October 13.

B. Suggestions - In process at beginning of month 28, submitted 12, reopened
I, completed 8, in process at month end 33.

I)I I:UIS, IFI['I)
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C. Personnel Development - On October i, the initial moves were made in the
exempt employee training plan aimed at meeting D-DR Reactor Operation's
obligation toward NPR manpower requirements and the broadening of funct-
ional experience. Three rotational Technical Graduates began assignments
within D-nR Reactor Operation during the month, making a total of four
technical graduates on assignment to the operation at month end.

D. Cost Control - A listing of certain Plant Acquisition and Construction
budget items, submitted in previous years, was sent to Facilities Engine-
ering for consideration in the FY-1961 and FY-1962 budgets. Preparation
of the Planned Maintenance and Equipment budgets for FT-1962 and revision
to those of FY-1961 was begun. The quarterly report of Representative
Economy Measures was prepared and forwarded to the Financial Operation.

E. Landlord- AEC Directive No. 166, relative to Project No. CAI-835, Addit-
ional Office Space - I00 D Area, was issued on October I. Estimated cost
of this project is $III,000 with a physical completion date of October
15, 1960.

D PROCESSING OPERATION
man i lanl I in

A. Produc t.i.on
INI

Input production was 119.1 percent of official forecast. Operating levels
_re limited by the bulk outlet temperature limit and a rupture control limit.
Time operated efficiency for October was 89.9 percent, which was 111.7 per-
cent of forecast.

B. Operating Experience

i. Operating Continuity - There was one shutdown dur_g the month:

Date Hours Reason

10-10-59 75.3 Rupture - Tube 3678-D.

The rupture piece, an IAE piece from Let Nmnber KL-214-D, had an exposure
of 736 M_D/Ton. The rupture charge was displaced with a force of Ii,000
psi, using the pushing machine. The charge machine was used to complete
the discharge. During regular charge-dlscharge, 21 tubes were discharged
as rupture prone material. Rupture removal, rear face decontamination,
venturi replacement, charge-discharge and miscellaneous shutdown items
resulted in an outage of 75.3 hours, including time spent discharging
temporary poison.

2. Equipment Experience - The spline system operated satisfactorily during
October. Nine splines were removed, eight installed and eight remain in
the reactor at the month end. O-ring gasket failures on two J-type pig-
tails were found and repaired. The re-orifice program was continued with
284 venturis remaining to be replaced.

C. Improvement Experience - CG-780 "_proved Ventilation - Bu_dings IQ5 and
II5-B, D, and F" J Installation of equipment and acceptance tests were com-
pleted during October. CG-817 - "Crossheader D.ifferenti_ and Alarm System"

Cc
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Work on installation of the C Elevator annunciator alarm system continued
throughout the month. More _rk remains. •

' D. Radiation Monitoring Experience - One lapse of radiation control occurred _hen
broaches _r_ umloa_d at Io_-D building. The broaches, presumed contamination-
free, _re smearable up to 10,0OO c/m on the outside of the containers. Con-
tamination was spread to the truck and an employee's gloves. Discharge of a
ruptured element increased mrk_ dose rates on the rear face during the
October I0 outage. Spline removal dose rates received _re up to 2 r/hr. Con-
tamination equivalent to I r_ corrected, was found on a routine survey of
an office in I08-D.

E. Events Influencing Cost - A total of 127.5 hours of overtime was used during the
month •

Nonexempt S_ift Overlap 15.5 hours'
Shutdown Coverage 104.O
Exempt Overtime 8.0

Total _/_ hours

Helimm consm,ption increased 20 percent over the September figure. This was
caused by adherence to the more restrictive limit on Nitrogen concentration
which has been recently added to the Process Standards.

_R PROCESSING
i

A. Production
! ,i

Input production was 97.6 percent of the official forecast. Time operated
efficiency, 80_ percent, was 97.1 percent of forecast.

B. Operating Experience

I. Operatlng Continuity

Operation was interrupted by one scheduled and three uncheduled outages. A
breakdown of the shutdown time follows:

Date Hours Reason
q

10-12-59 102.2 Scheduled outage
10-16-59 1.7 Shut reactor down to

change venturi in tube 3072
10-27-59 38.4 Shut reactor down to remove

ruptured slug from tube 4080
10-29-59 0.8 Scram required by Phase III,

of Bulk Outlet Temperature
143.1 Total Tests

2. Equipment Experience - Thirteen tubes %rarereplaced during the October 12
outage, one of the lot because of high pressure to discharge and one a
leaking tube. HCR #2 was found slightly deformed and is scheduled for re-
placement. Two thermocouple well plugs blew out of Y-type pigtails on the
rear face during reactor operation, making three such failures in the past

oo. DECL4SsI7EO
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two months. Reactor operation was not interrupted. Charging machines
continued to present difficulties. A task force has been organized to
improve the mechanical state of the DR charging machines. Measurements
of the Ball 3X vacuum w_re obtained through an empty channel in connect-
ion with tests for graphite overboring feasibility.

C. I_rovement Experience - PT-IP-278-A."Verificati°n of Transfer Bulk Tempe_
ature Surges at the DR Reactoru m Phased I and III of this production test
were performed on 10-29-59. Approximately one hour base data for the test.*
Readings _re obtained during startup and at equilibrium. Phase II is schedu-
led for the beginning of the next scheduled outage. CG-791 "Reactor Confine-
ment" - A minor amount of work was performed this month, chiefly restricted
to installing Control Room instrumentation and checking out the instrumentation
in the #I0 Exhaust Fan Cell. CG-706 "Improved Gas Instrumentation" - Connect-
ions were made in the gas lines in the vicinity of the drip legs. Part of the
tubing was installed for the top of the unit outlet vent valve. CG-707 "Impro-
vements to Reactor Nuclear Instrumentation - Sub Critical Instrumentation" -

The chambers _re installed in A and X test holes during the 10-12-59 Outage;
the instrumentation was installed in the Control Room; and the system has been
used during the past four start-ups. Initial indications are that this system
will be a great asset toward safe startup of the reactor. CG-806 "Nuclear
Instrumentation for Reactor Safety and Control - Stop Ga Rate of Rise Meter"-iu nli i 'P ii ,

The 15 therm'ohmswmre installed on the rear during the 10-12-59 outage. The
Control Room equipment has been installed on a temporary basis. During the
past four startups, the rate of rise meter has performed as expected. AEC-160
"_RecirculatingGas Loop" - The fuel element was installed in the gas loop and
the gas loop was placed in the #I Safety Circuit during the 10-12-59 outage.
The gas loop is now in full service. Storage Basin Cleaner - The 3" line has
been run from the back of the Wash Pad to the burial pit. Installation of the
basin cleaner system is now complete and it will be placed in service in the
near future.

*Five thermocouple trains _re installed in the rear of tubes to obtain
temperature data for this test.

D. Radiation Monitorin_ Experience - Three lapses of radiation control occurred
during the month. The first was low level contamination to the wrist and shoe
of an employee during protective clothing removal. The second'lapse was skin
contamination of 5 rads_r received in the discharge area. The third was
brought about by a 900 mr/hr beam in the water tank shield on the X-I level,
where personnel traffic passed. High dose rates were received while installing
a funnel on a rupture tube nozzle (2 rads/hr), pulling #2 HCR (i r/hr), and
installation of a sub-critical monitoring assembly at the X-hole (40 r_r for

Tecnnlca_ overexPosure.l

E. Events Influencing Cost - The overtime usage rate was 3.48 percent. Unit cost
should be slightly higher than last month due chiefly to the uncheduled rupt-
ured outage at the end of the month.

D-DR POWER OPERATION

A. Operating Experience - lt was necessary for IO0-D Area to assist IO0-B Area
to maintain pressure on the ex_ort Dumping system during October. Boiler
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operation was satisfactory during the month. Th_ steam generating l_d _,,as
114,861 pounds per hour average, and 146,000 pc_uudsper hour maximum. The evap-
oration rate was 9.01. The base steam load on each boiler in service _as de-
creased from _O,0OO pounds per hour to 32,000 pounds oer hour on October 28.

B. Ec_uipmentExperience - The #1 filter in 183-D was removed from service to replace
the effluent valve and stem nut. Seven pump operation was resumed in both 190
buildings early in the month. The #5 pump unit in 190-D was removed from service
for an impeller replacement and motor inspection. The #8 pump in 190-nR was
removed from service due to a water leak in the motor air cooler, Repairs were
completed. No. 5 process pump in 190-ER was released to Facilities Engineering
for grinding of the pump case under direction of the DeLaval representative.
New wear rings, impellers, and an enlarged shaft were installed. Similar work
was performed on #2 .process pump and straightening vanes installed in the suction
header.

C. Improvement Experience -'_ork Order - A,53879 -- Install 3-inch Blendin._Valve
at the Dichromate Pumpin_ Station " - Work was completed by J. A. Jones Company
on October 23.

D, Events Influencing Cost - No unusual cost variations.

D-DR MAINTENANCE OPERAT3DN

A. Equipment Experience - During the October 12 outage one of the back seati_g
crossheader valves on the front face of IO5-ER was repacked while under pressure.
It is indicated that repacking can henceforth be done while the unit is in
operation, releasing the C elevator for outage work. Of some 500 "J-I" pigtails
presently installed in ZR reactor 13 _re replaced with "J-2" type due to leak-
age around the "0" rings. No. 2-N backwash valve in 183-DR was replaced _vitha
spare. The leaking valve was missing a seat ring and the gate ring was severly
damaged. Overtravel of the gate is the suspected cause of the trouble.

B. Maintenance Engineering - Reactor Safety Circuit Trip Identification - Two
hundred vertical jumpers have been received. Installation of these jumpers
will proceed when the remaining jumpers have been received on site and when
Design Change #328 has been approved. Design For High Tank Low Level Alarm -
An alarm system accurately assuring that operating personnel are aware that
high tank water level has dropped 3' below the full level has been developed.
This system will utilize mercury manometers with electrical probes which will
in turn actuate an annunciator. Imprpved Panellit Ground Detector - Design
Change #318 has been approved and fabrication of the component parts of this
system is now in progress. Modification of Control Room VSR Switch Panels -
Design Change #325 is now being routed for approval. The materials required
to complete this modification are now on order. Revision to llO Gas Piping -
Installation of the low pressure CO2 piping and new pressure reducing valve
at the He unloading station was completed during the month. Completion of the
llO - ll5-D piping revision awaits delivery of the He make-up pressure reduc-
ing valves. Lead Cab Removal 105-D Discharge Elevator - Field measurements o.f
existing step plug openings have been taken. Based upon these limiting dimen-
sions a print denoting cutting lines and a procedure for removal of the cab
have been prepared. This work will be done as outage time is made available°
Spot Decontamination Facilities - Design of the spot decontamination facilities

OEC SSIFIED
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is complete. This design proposes that a wash and rinse tank be located on the
catwalk outside the "D" machinery room, and that piping and trail hoses be car-
ried from these tanks into the rear face. Drive Replacement #4 and #5 Dr_r
Blowers - Excessive maintenance cost required to keep the present '"_aridrivej'
units to #4 and #5 blo_rs in operation has led to a redesign of this system.
The new desig_ will utilize the same steam turbine that has been relatively
maintenance free for the other blowers.

C. Planning and Scheduling - During the month 12 Class A, 31 Class B, and 20 Class
C inspections and overhauls _re made. Generally all crafts are current in their
P. M. work except Electrical, which is somewhat behind due to the extra work on
190 annex pump motors during the month. There was a decrease in the manhour
backlog for carpenters and pipefitters. The backlog for the electricians and

painters showed au increase. There was no sigmificamt change for the balanceof the crafts.

D. .EventsIn_uencing Costs - Overtime usage for the month is as follows:

Nonexempt - 853 hours
Exempt - 176 hours

Manager
D-DR Reactor Operation

WD Richmond:JE_:jf
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F REACTOROPERATION
OCTOBERa 1959

I. 0BGAN_2gtTIONAND _N/NCTIOES

NOchange.

ii.

A. Force Report

September 30 October 31 Net Change
_z Total Total ofTotal

General" 3 2 5 2 2 4 -I
Processing 15 38 53 15 38 53 o
Power 7 5.0 57 7 51 58 +l
Maintenance 14 6__9 83 14 70 84 +i

Total 39 159 _ "_ _ 19--9 +-T

_. _vement of Pe0_e

M. W. Dickerson, Supervisor, i00 Operations I, was promoted to Analyst,
Reactor Operations, effective October i, 1959.

G. B. Jex, Specialist, Administrative Programs, was removed from pay-
roll - deceased.

Nonexempt personnel changes included one deactivate, one reactivate,
six transfers in and six transfers out.

III. P_O_NEL ACTIVITIES

Two Conference Table meetings were conducted by C. N. Gross, Manager, F
Reactor Operation, with 17 nonexempt employees attending.

Two exempt employees attended a talk given by O. S. Hulley, Consultant,
• Manufacturing Training and E_Acation, in relation to the Manufacturing

Training Program.

R. J. Schler, Manager, Relations Operation, conducted a Union Relations
meeting with six first-line exempt employees from 100-F, and nine from
100-H attending.

IV. SAFETY AND SECURITY, i

Two medical treatment injuries were reported. No disabling injuries or
security violations were reported.

V. NONROUTINE REPORTS ISSUED
,

HW-62633 (unclassified), "IPD Radiation Occurrence Investigation Report -
F Area," by W. G. Westover, dated October 25, 1959.

DECL4SSITED_d-1



VI. COMPONENT ACTIVITIES

GENERAL

A. Administration
i iii ii iii

Procedures were completed for the new Badge House facility and will be
placed in effect dua_Ing November.

B. Personnel Developmenti

G. L. Givan, P. J. Crowder, and W. DeGooyer enrolled in "Effective

Communications" training.

S. A. Erleg, Technical Graduate, was reassigned from F Processing Oper-

ation to F Maintenance Operation, effective October 26.

C. Costs

Reviewed FY-62 and revised FY-61 Plant Acquisition & Construction,

Equi13nent, & Planned Maintenance Budgets, and submitted them to the
Manager, Manufacturing.

D. Landlord
L

Work starte_ on the renovation of the new Patrol Headquarters in the

1707 Building.

E. Suggestli0n _valuiatlon

Suggestions on hand at start of month: 40; received: 12; evaluated and
returned: 21; on hand at end of month: 31.

F PROCESSING OPERATION

A. Production

Input production was 102.4 Percent of forecast, with a TOE of 83.5 per-
cent. Maximum operating limits were limited by rupture control tube
power limits.

B. Operating Experience

1. 0_eratin6 Continuit _

Outage Date Hours

10-23-59 122.9 panellit Trip - Completed

Tube Replacement and Charge-Discharge.

C. Equipment Ex_erIience

1. Tube Replacemen t - A total of 100 tubes was probologged and 26 were
replaced due to external corrosion. Three air channels and one

Cd-2
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'_ problem tube were retubed. One tube was removed for inspection of
top of annulus corrosion and one was removed and left as an air
channel as the result of a stuck charge. A total of 31 tubes was
installed.

2. Stuck Charge 4_70 - Charge stuck when attempting to discharge;
removal made by backseating at 3500 pounds and using a Blackhawk
Jack from the front at a force of 5000 pounds. The tube was removed
and the c_=--el blanked.

3. Rear Pigtails - Four leaky rear pigtails were replaced.

4. Gas Conservation - One leaking rear face boot was replaced.

5. G Stringers - Two Geminol T/C graphite stringers were installed.
Connections to the control room instruments will be made when lead-

in wires are received.

6. Channel 2662 - During the tube outage, a rear nozzle was connected

to the graphite stringer channel _o62 and resulted in water being

discharged into the reactor.

7. Graphlte Distortion - A horizontal traverse was completed on 4453
and _9_. A vertical traverse was completed on 4276 and 4676.
Twenty-t_o tubes in the top section of the reactor passed a nine-
inch probe.

8. Panelllt Sensln_ Lines - A scram was caused when the Panel/lt
senslng llne on 347_ was inadvertently pierced d_ring installation

of flashing over an exhanst air duct; subsequent inspection revealed

that ten sections required repair. The work was being conducted

under the approved "Improved Ventilation" Project by Construction
forces.

D. Improvement Experience

i. Start-Up I.nstrumentation - CG-707 - The second sub-crltlcal monltor
was installed and functioned properly during start-up.

2. Van_one Seal Inserts PT-27_-E - Eighteen inserts were removed for
i'nspection and evaluation.

3. Develo_zent Test i_0 - Test filters to determine the effectiveness
of the proposed 0Q-791 exhaust air decontamination were installed
at the Junction of the 105-115 exhaust tunnels.

E. Radiation Monitorin _ Activities

Two radiation occurrences (both within permissible limits) were formally
investigated and will be reported separately. The first involved an
irradiated metal fuel piece that was caught in the chute rake reinforcing

bars and raised near the surface of the storage basin. Personal exposure

was limited to less than 5 mr when the operator visually detected the

DECIAS$1FIED.
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fuel element before the rake had been fully raised. The H. M. alarm
system in the pick-up chute area has been improved and the rake design

has been modified with mete _ gusset plates to prevent repetition of
the incident. The second occurrence involved contamination of nine

employees to levels up to 5000 c/m and contamination of building
corridors to levels up to lO0,OO0 c/m, following work on the "A" and

"D" hole subcritical monitoring project. Decontamination of personnel
and building facilities was successfully accomplished. Bioassay

samples were scheduled for all affected employees.

Personal radiation exposure rates were limited to less than 3 r/hour
with the exception of a momentary exposure of 5 r/hour during replace-

ment of the "A" hole subcritical monitoring assembly into the reactor

after addition of improved shielding.

Y POWER OPERATION
, • ,,i ,

A. Operating Activities

On October 15, the far high tank water level impulse line was cut

while excavation for repairs to pipe Joint in the raw water export
line near the 105 Building and caused the 105 Groves valve to trip but

caused no damage. The valve remained in a tripped position during

reactor operation from ].1:02 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. on October 15 when repairs

were completed.

The power stesm generation rates for the two boilers in service were
redmced in accordance with letter from R. L. Dickeman, dated October 27.

B. Equipment Experience

Four spare cells of storage battery set with damaged negative plates
were replaced with spares in the 190 Building.

A surge voltage recorder was installed in conjunction with motor-
winding studies on C phase motor lead for No. 5A motor in 190-A.

A quick examination of the raw water cone valve on the east side of
filter plant did not disclose the cause of the operating problems
which have been experienced; a complete examination is scheduled.
Repair of 24-inch gate valve at the downstream side of this cone
valve was completed.

C. Improvement Experience

pro_ect 0G-558-190 Buildin_ Annex - Pump modification work on No. 3A
process water pump started. Installation of latest design rotating

assembly with PW-1417-2 impellers on both first and second stages has

been completed; realignment work and pump discharge piping modification
work continues.
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Inspection of pump impellers for Nos. 5A and 8A pumps revealed varyin@
degrees of erosion on first-stage impeller vanes. These units have
operated for $489 and 3842 hours respectively since installation of
latest design rotating assemblies. Straightening vanes were installed
in suction piping for Nos. 3A, 5A, and 8A pumps.

D. Events Influen.cin_ Costs

Protective painting, installation of coupling clamps on bell Joints
of export raw water llne, inspection and minor repairs to No. 3A
motor, and repairs to the raw water inlet valves in 183 Building will
increase maintenance costs.

Y _CE O_ON
i iii i

A. Equil3nent Experience

1. Instruments - The No. 10 row relay lighting coil circuits shorted
and caused the No. i0 Panelllt trip light to burn bright. The
pressure monitor system was bypassed for 15 seconds to replace the
faulty relay.

Fifteen rear face reactor thermocouples were repaired without
using a_7 spare lead.re.

Nine Panellit gages were replaced and 700 were adJus ted.

2. Electrical - Noise and interference filters were installed across

t_he Beckman relays connected in the reactor safety circuit.

3. Mech_-n!cal - A Class "A" overhaul of the No. 12 process pump at
the i_i Building was completed. New size shaft and pump bushings
restored the unit to good operating condition.

Fourteen orifices were changed to .283 venturies and twelve ._3
vent_rles were changed to .310 venturies.

The chute vibrator in the 105 storage basin was mounted on a
permanent holder to increase its effectiveness.

B. Maintenance Engineering

i. Instrument Engineering,,,

l_-Y Pressure Momitor S_stem - Examination of the failed row
relay showed tha_ a conducting film had built up across the glass
insulator in the base of the relay container.

2. ElectricsI Engineering

_4-F Emergenc_ Generator Safety Devices - Design Change 322-F,
Emergency Generator Safety Devices, providing a remote emergency
turbine stop push button and au oil pressure interlock for bearing

• protection was completed.

DECLASSIFIED



EfTluent Line Re_rs - Explors.toz'y excavations were undertaken at
19_ _mc_ion box and the lines from the Junction box to the

river. Repairs will be necessary at the Junction box to pz_vent
excessive leaka4_e.

c. Pro r

The inventory of Yixed Plant and EqulI_ent was completed with all but
seven items located or disposition verified.

Planning and Sche_tlln6

Approxima_7 25 percent of available manpower was assigned tc, productive
maintenance _rk. The activity included the completion of nine Class "A"
overh_ and 347 _ass "2" overhauls.

D. Events Influencing Costs

Costs are expected to increase due to paintin6 and excavations of the
outfall _ at 190A.

In maln_Lug the F Reactor facilities, a total of 341 none_npt over-
time hours and 82 _ overtime hours vere required.

Y REACTOR OPERATION

CN Gross:REA:der
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H REACTOROPERA_0N

oc_ssa, _.95_

I. 0BG£N'_ZA_ON A_D I_E'A'ION

No cba.ge.

A. 1,'or_e
__r _o october_i wetch=_e
E NE Total . E IqE-Total Of Total

General 3 1 4 3 1 4 0
•Processing_ 16 36 52 16 35 51 -1
_.,er 852 6O 7 5Z 59 -i
_ce 15 61 76 15 60 76 0
Centrsl_ainteaaace 18 L_I 129 18 _4 131 +2

,.

Tot.ll 60 261 32I 59 262 321 0

_..I¢_bo'_ totals include NPR trainees.

Q ,B. Movement of Peoplei

Exemp_ personnel movements consisted of the transfer of K. W. McKay,
Supervisor_ Power Operation to the KE-_g Reactor Operation.

Non-Exempt personnel movements consisted of five transfers into and
six transfers out of the O_er_tlon.

N_ significant to report.

_ere were no disabling i_uries or security violations. TVenty-t_o medical
treatment i_uz_es were reported.

V. _- RO_A_J_

A. _-6_93 - "Erroneous Power Indication _ I05-H Reactor Startup of
October 20, 1959," by E. T. Hubbard.

B. Ng-62395 - "Radiation Occurrence Investigation Report," by F. E. Owen.

OEClAsS/F/
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Vl. CC_PONENT ACTIVITIES

General

A. Administrative Activities

Routine during the month.

B. Personne! Development

Nothing significant to report.

C. Cost Control Activities

Routine during the month.

D. Landlord Activities

Industrial Engineering was requested to undertake an office space utili-
zation study and recommend needed action to alleviate the current acute
need for additional office space.

E. Suggestions Evaluation

On hand at beginning of month 36
Received 6
Processed 12
On hand at end of month 30

l_ocessin_ Operation

A. Production

Input production was 2.0 percent above forecast.

Equilibrium power levels reached 1700 MWwhich represented a new high for
H Reactor. _he tube power limit was increased from 1020 KWto 1035 KW to
compensate for the Operational Severity Index decrease brought about by
.the seasonal drop in water temperature. The plan to return to seven-pump
operation with the coming of cooler weather to enable pump maintenance
was carried out this month.

B. Operating Experience

I. Operating Continuity

The operating continuity of the H Reactor was affected by the events
listed below;

Date Hours Reason
10-2-59 48.1 Excessive water collection- tube leaks.

10-11-59 36.7 Unexplained Panelllt trip with insufficient
reactivity for recover.

I0-18-59 32.1 I & E natural rupture with associated tube leak.
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\. 2. EqUil_ent Experience

Four process tubes were replaced. _o were leakers, one was
damaged by a ruptured fuel element and the other replaced because
of normal tube corrosion.

___ a_lcl_tiOD_l. 10-90 _-_111t _t_es were installed;
_.7 percent of the Pane3.1_t board now contains these gauges.

SL_y-six serious pi&_Lt_ or adaptor leaks were corrected and 17
thermocouple wells were replaced because leaks had developed, Three
of the wells with end holes are undergoing metalographic exandmation.

Seven worn mattress plates in the discharge chutes were replaced.

In the continued attempt to reduce gas loss, 17 rear bellows were
foam sealed.

Split sections in five separate stainless steel header sample lines
located on the far side of the rear face were repaired. No leaks
were located on the near side lines.

TWo plugged bottom thermal loop tubes, #60 and #70, were cleared by
drilling through the plug material which analysis showed was primaril_
carbonates.

A start-up delay of 50 minutes was caused by the failure of the
upper limit switches on vertical safety rods #20 and #40 to make up.
A_us_ments corrected the trouble.

The power level recorder indicated about 25 percent low on the last
s_ because of mechanical binding in the flow transmitter
feeding to the power level calculator. No limits were exceeded.
The incident was formall_ investigated and reported in document
Ng-62493.

C. ImproveMnt Experience

With a few exceptions, the Zone Temperature Monitoring, Project CG-666,
hsa been completed and is in operational use.

Continued study by Facilities Engineerln6 Operation on the rear pigtail
failure problem included the installation of three J-2 style pigtails
and strain gauge instrumentation on two pigtails. Additional vibration
data has also been taken.

, The demonstration EN striped loading, PT-IP-225-A-9-FP, was charged
during the month.

D. Radiation Experience

A Ra-Be source bug discovered missing from its shielding cask was found
laying on the X-I level Delay Neutron Monitor instrmnent. Be bug had
remained in this location for a period of five months. No excessive

Ce-3
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amount of radiation exposure to personnel occurred as a result of the
incident. The occurrence was formally investigated and reported in document
_-62395.

The unplugging of thermal loop tube #70 resulted in a case of hand contami-
nation which could not be r_duced below half of the original 7,000 c/ro.
The fixed contamination required two days to decay and/or wear ofT. All
other cases of skin and personal clothing contamination were decontami-
nated and released.

At present, the radiation exposure status of all individuals in H Reactor
is below the prorated 3 r/yr curve. The highest group average exposure
is the H Maintenance pipefitters who are at 80 percent of the prorated
cul-ve.

E. Events .Y_uencing Costs

Overtime for the month consisted of 46.0 hours.

Power Operation,,,,

A. Operating Experience

The process water lnnspi_ configuration was reduced from eight to seven
annex pump units on October 4.

The average steam generating rate was 70,200 pounds per hour. An evapor-
ation rate of 8.26 pounds of steam per pound of coal was attained. The
minimum steam generating rate was reduced from 40,000 to 32,000 pounds
per hour per boiler on October 27, as recomnended by Facilities Engineering
Operation.

A leak developed in the six-inch fire and sanitary water line servicing
buildings 182 and 183 Head House on October 31. Repairs are currently
in progress.

Standard quality water was produced, thA_ughout the month with an average
alum feed of 3.7 ppm.

B. Equipment Experience

Repairs were completed to the top drive wheel of No. 2 traveling screen
at the 181-E Building and the unit returned to normal service on October 21.

Anthrafilt will be placed in the 183-H filter beds during the first week
in November. lt is estimated that approxinmtely 170 tons will be re-
qulred to bring the beds to normal level. "B" inspections were completed
to process pump motors Nos. 4, 5, and 6. Filter backwash valve leak
tests were conducted on October 2, with the backwash pump in service.
Several valves are leaking excessively and will require repairs. During
the month, rebuilt valves were installed in positions 8 east and 9 west.

_he new style teflon O-ring hydraulic control valves were installed on

No. 8 filter panel for a test. DEC_SSI_ED



No. 2 boiler at the 184-H Building was placed in service on October 12.
_l_e boiler load was alternated between Nos. 1, 2, and 3 units for the
remainder of the month in order to respace grates in Nos. 2 and 3 units.
No. 1 boiler was removed from service on October 31. Rearrangement of
the coal storage pile has been in progress the greater part of the
month. All salvable coal rill be piled in one section of the pit and
a comprehensive physical survey v_.1. be made. _e nev arrangement will
provide a more realistic inventory value and reduce distance to transfer
coal.

An inspectica of No. 1 air compressor at the 190-H _Lilding was completed
on October _, and the unit va_ returned to service. Impeller modifications
were completed to No. i annex pump unit, and modifications to No. 3 pump
unit are in progress. Straightening vanes vere installed in the No. 3
pump suction line to improve cavitation characteristics. Straightening
vanes _ be installed in the remaining six units as schedules permit.
A comprehensive inspection of No. 3 annex motor has been started and a
representative of the General Electric Engineering Laboratory has con-
ducted insulation tests of the unit. Approximately 60 percent of the
stator coil wedges are loose. Complete rewedging is in progress. The
brace ring _ be reinsulated with Mylar.

C. Improvement Experience

Plant and Industrial Engineering continued studies of the steam gener-
ating facilities. During the month, cc_ustion characteristics and
aeceller_tion tests were conducted vith Washington coal. Test results
will be documented by them.

Maintenance Operation

A. Field Maintenance

_e left dewcel segmental recorder is not performing correctly due to
a faul_7 mlcroswitch. Replacement has been on order but not received.

The helium leak detector was out of service twice during the month to
Insta_ a hey mass spectrometer tube and preamplifier, and to remove
oil i_ the spectrometer tube caused by a faulty shutdown sequence.

The Class "A" overhaul of two of four Foxboro flow transmitters _as
c_npleted.

The monorail curved section of the _ 3X Monorail System installation
was completed. _mls completes the modification except for a performance
check.

Five leaking gamma monitor sample lines on the far side were repaired.
The sections of tubing removed had an exterior scale build-up with
cracks under aud in proximity to the scale.

A Class "A" inspection of No. 1 intake bay No. 7 at 181 Building ns
completed. The drum had shifted on the top shaft. Efforts to
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reposition without removal of the drum were not successful and removal to
accomplish repositioning was not warranted. A bushing was added to one
end and the bearing surface dressed on the opposite end to compensate for
shift.

B. Engineeri_

Bids were reviewed and rejected for the gamm_ monitor heat exchangers
because of excessive cost. It_as apparent after reviewing the bids that
more flexible specifications would be desirable in order to take advantage
of vendors' experience in heat exchanger design. Revised specifications
have been prepared by Instrument Design and are awaiting approval by the
Plant Engineering Operation prior to placement of the order. Additional
gamma monitor system difficulties were experienced recently due to failure
of rear face stainless steel sample lines. Plant Engineering has been con-
tacted and requested to include replacement of these lines in the Gannna
Monitor Improvement Project Proposal.

Estimates have been prepared for two graphite temperature monitoring
systems. _ese are:

1. A ccaplete system intended to replace the existing graphite temperature
monltor_ equipment.

2. Au alternate system providing only the necessary monitoring required
by operating standards.

Further work on graphite stringers will be delayed until a policy is estab-
lished.

Lock nut assemblies to correct loose thermocouples on the rear face have
been ordered and are expected to be delivered by the middle of November.

Sketches and cost estimates have been prepared for new moisture resistant
rear elevator controls. Interim rear face con_A_cation improvements have
also been designed. Installation will permit easier maintenance and
greater flexibility.

Central M£_intenance Operation

A. Engineering and Planning

The preventative maintenance system was completely reviewed and revised
to make it more practical as regards shop e_uipment.

A torque clamp for _1 tightening was demonstrated and proven to be
practical and a slug gripper was demonstrated for Mechanical Development.

Hot shop work involved routine repairs to contamim_ted equipment.

Fabrication work was performed for projects CG-707, 806, 817, and the
MJA-8 program.

DEC SSI ED
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In adAitioa, repairs were made to the E_-EM charging machine magazines;
6 bearimg spiders vere bushed and rebored for river pumps at F Area;
_eJ_1 ring sea._ were fabricated for _1_; components for 12 thermocouple
stringers were fabricated and two river pump shafts were metalized for
D and F Areas.

C. Pro_eets and Special Services

Precesl scales were checked and those out of tolerance were corrected.
Deslgn Tes_ 1050 _ installed in B and Y Areas. Fans and ducts vere
repaired in 18S-KE. A spill-over damper was installed in the DR main
air supply, be flashover protection for the I0,000 hp motor and the
trail cable access platfoz_awas completed in KM. Repairs to the Fire
A_ systems included a ground at 720-K, test panel headquarters at
White Bluffs, and a ground in 190-B and 100-D loop.

_REA_ OPERATIONe
EJF: JGM_ore
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k.__ KE-KW REACTOROPERATION
MONTHLY.REPORT
OCTOBERI 1959

z. O A ZZA O

Responsibility for obtaining Labor Standards Board approval for applicable
work within the Irradiation Processing Department was assumed by the
Facilities Engineering Operation.

zz. mmsom L

A. Force Summary
Seotember 30 October 31 Net Change

o__f
E _ Total E_ NE Total Total

General 4 2 6 3 2 5 - 1
EE Processing Oper. 15 43 58 l_ _3 57 - 1
EN Processing Oper. 15 39 54 15 38 53 - 1
Power Oper. II 72 83 13 73 86 + 3
Maintenance Oper. 24 125 147 23 123 146 -1
Supp. Crews Oper. Ira0__ 6__66 I__0 56 66 0 "
SUB-TOTALS 79 335 _l_ 77 333 l_ -1

The above total includes iRR trainees.

B. Movement of Peoole

Within KE-KW Reactor Operation, D. M. Maxson, Specialist, Reactor Opera-
tions, assumed the duties of Supervisor, 100 Operations, KE Processing
Oper_ationand V. V. Johnson, Assignment Engineer, was transferred from
Maintenance to the Power Operation. C. E. Jones, Supervisor, 100 Opera-
tions, KE Processing, was transferred to Project Engineering, FEO.
R. B. Shoen, Specialist, Manufacturing Administration, was transferred to
the Production Operation as Specialist, Operations Ansl_sis. K. W. McKay,
Supervisor, H Power Operation, was transferred to KE-EW Power Operation
as Power Engineer.

Changes for the month included three transfers in and four transfers out.

There were five Technical Graduates assigned to the Operation at month end.

III. Pm_SONNEL ACTIVITIES

F. M. Stratton visited the plant of Monitor Systems, Inc., at Fort Washington
Industrial Park, Pennsylvania, to discuss equipment for Project CG-802, Passive
Scanning.

J. C. McLaughlin attended the National Convention of the American Society for
Testing Materials at San Francisco and delivered a discussion paper in con-
Junction with R. B. Richman's (HAPO) presentation, "Improvements in Water
Treatment for 0rice-ThroughReactor Cooling."



PERSONNEL ACTMTIES (Cont'd)

Seventy-six exempt employees and guests attended an information meeting and
dinner. O. S. Hulley, Consultant, Manufacturing Services was guest speaker.

Iv. S. ETANDSECURIT

Twenty-one medical treatment injuries were experienced.

Representatives of the AEC presented R. S. Bell with a plaque in recognition
of a fifteen-month period of security vlolation-free performance by K Plant
personnel.

v. NON-ROUTINEREPORTS

None

vi. ACT T ES

A. Administration

The second session of the 1959 K Plant Nuclear Safety Review was held.
Topics related to Nuclear Safety were presented by A. P. Vinther,
G. C. Fullmer, L. P. Reinlg and S. S. Jones.

Information relating to personnel on partial work restriction was com-
piled and forwarded to the Section Manager.

A campaign to obtain additional Good Nelghbor Fund participants was con-
ducted.

Suggestion Plan Statistics for the month were as follows:

Suggestions at start of month-- 61
Received for evaluation ........ 18
Replies submitted ............. 22
On hand at end of month ........ 57

B. Cost Activities'

Reason sheets for Planned Maintenance Jobs for the FY-61 and 62 budgets
were submitted to the Financial Operation along with recommended priority
listings for Equipment and PAeC items formerly approved.

Work was initiated on a PAeC Safety Improvement and Production Increase
package for FY-63.

An MJA for modification of the Panellit systems was submitted covering
revision of the coordinate light system and extensive gage modifications.

A review of personnel and servicing overtime requirements for the remainder
of FY-60 was made.
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C. Landlord Activltiesi NNI ml.i,

Arrangements were made with Central Maintenance to chamfer and tar the
166 building oll storage bunker roofs to eliminate water seepage.

Six excavation and core drilling permits were processed.

m_c_ssz_uOPmtATION

A. Production

Input production was 115.3 per cent of the forecast. Power level was
limited by the rupture control tube power. The maximum level was 60
units above the previous high.

B. Operatin_ Experience

i. O_erating Continuity

Reactor outages totaled 127.8 hours. Operating continuity was
affected by the following events8

Da_ Hours Remarks

l _.3 Extension of scheduled September 29 outage (includes
poison outage).

3 0.5 Panellit scram during startup.

15 32.2 Scram caused by rupture in K_ Loop Number 2.
Additional outage time used for metal processing.

30 40.8 Panellit trip caused by KE-EW crosstie pressure
surge. Outage time used for metal processing.

(to month end)

2. Equipment Experience

a. Instrument and Circuitry - A graphite thermocouple stringer was
installed in channel RS-I. All the thermocouples have failed
on stringer RS-7 and the leads have been disconnected. At month
end, stringers RS-l, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9 were active although some
points have failed on several stringers; RS-2, 4, and 7 are out
of service.

b. Process Water System - Process tube 1941 developed a leak during
charge-dlscharge operations. The tube was replaced. A total
of 353 gallons of water was removed from the gas system following
the tube replacement. Rear crossheader expansion Joint Number 22
(near side) failed and was replaced. An inspection of all the .
front nozzles revealed a number of lugs loose in the lug rings.
Thirty-slx lug rings were replaced. Six rear pigtails were removed
for corrosion studies.



c. KER Facilities - The reactor was down at the first of the month
due to a rupture in K_ Loop Number 3. The charge was removed,
recharged with dummies and operated on recirculation until the
month end ou+.agewhen it was recharged with FT-IP-288-A. Loop
Number 2 was operated with dummies following a rupture removal on
the October 15 outage. The tube was borescoped and pressure
tested prior to returning the system to high pressure recircula-
tion operation for loop cleanup. A new expansion Joint was in-
stalled on the front of this loop.

C. Imnrovement Experience °

I. Productign and Process Tests

a. IP-130-A. K Reactor Trip-out Test Down To Crosstie Back-U_ - The
trip-out test was performed on October 2 to obtain pressure-flow
decay data from a simulated power loss occurrence and to test
the back-up capacity of the crosstie line. lt was found that
the V-72 valves closed when crosstie back-up conditions existed.
Correction was made by reducing the trip point at which the V-72
valves operate.

b. FT Summ_r_.- At month end, fourteen tubes were charged with
production test materials.

D. Radiation Experience

I. Radiation Occurrences

There were no Lapses of Radiation Control.

2. .ExternalExposure

Dose rates up to 2 r/br were required for personnel removing poison
splines. A vaccum filter box with a surface dose rate of i0 r/hr
required dose rates of 2 r/hr for removal°

A 1706-KE rupture in Loop _ with initial dose rates of 1.5 r/ht
decayed to 25 mr/hr in 24 hours.

KW PROCESSING OPERATION

A. Production

Input production was 107.0 per cent of forecast. A record maximum power
level 85 units above the previous high was achieved under the planned
power increase program.

.

B. Operating Experience

I. O_eratin_ Contir_ulty

Reactor outages totaled 156.7 hours° Operating continuity was affected
by the following events:
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_. I. Ooeratin_ Continuity (Cont'd)

D__ Hours Remarks

1 107.2 Completion of outage initiated September 30. Startup
was delayed due to river pump shaft coupling failures.

5 1.9 Rupture in tube 4078.

30 47.6 Scheduled metal processing outage. Outage extended
into November.

(to month end)

2. _ipment Experience

a. Instruments and Circuitr_ - A Panellit ground alarm was experienced
when a water leak developed in the Bourdon tube of gage 4660.
The gage was replaced eliminating the condition without incurring
a ground trip. A second gage fitting (i_44) could not be corrected
and a trough was installed to carry water away to prevent a Panelllt
ground condition. A total of 14 inoperative RTD circuits was re-
paired and returned to service. A new graphite stringer, RS-7,
was installed.

b. Rupture_ - A ruptured slug in tube 4078, EN Reactor's first KIII N
rupture, was discharged October 5. The column was removed using
normal charging machine pressures. The charge had attained an
exposure of 395 _D/ton. Type of rupture remained unknown since
the metal could not be segregated from other material in the pick-
up chutes.

c. Crosstle Scram - During the routine monthly check of the "A"
Riser Mercoid trip settings which required the tripping of the
Mercoid pressure switch and the automatic opening of the KW V-73
emergency valve, a scram of KE Reactor occurred. As required
by procedure, the V-72 guard valve was closed prior to checking
the trip. When the V-73 valve opened, 165-KE experienmed a
pressure drop of about six psi followed by a surge. KE Reactor
experienced a Panellit trip which caused the reactor to scram.
Duplication of the test conditions was attempted shortly after
the scram, but no pressure variations occurred. Actual cause
of scram was not determined by month end.

C. Improvement Experience

i. Productlon and Process Tests

a. PITA-IP-8-1, "Char_inz KII_.Fuel Element Into K Reactors" - The
planned conversion to Kill metal loading was completed.

DECLAsSIRED
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b. PT-IP-130-_A,".KReactor Trip-Out Test Down to_Cro-s__ack-Up" -
The trlp-out test of a K Reactor with KIII metal loading down to
crosstie back-up was successfully conducted on October 2 during
an outage. The KW V-72 guard valve closed for approximately 30
seconds when the Mercold, designed for protection against a cross-
tie failure, tripped. The unnecessary valve operaticn resulted
from a trip setting which was too high. Water was re,ctoredto
KW Reactor well ahead of the time when slug damage migL'tbegin.
The Merciod trip setting was corrected prior to reactor start-up.

2.

• a. CG-79!. "Reactor Containment" - The ATP for Phase I, Fog Spray,
was conducted on October 30. Adjustments to the Grove valve
operation we_ made. _,._newaterproofing of rear face electrical
system leads proved satisfactory during the test, and no signifi-
cant discharge elevator problems was encountered. Water seeped
through rear face access holes and doors. Containment and prompt
clean-up kept this contamination problem to a minimum.

D. Radiation Experience

I. Radiation Occurrences

There were two Lapses of Radiation Control. One lapse involved the
movement of an over-limits contaminated tool to the Blue Tool Room;
the other involved uncontrolled exposure to personnel.

2. External Exposure

Rear face dose rates of 250 mr/ht were encountered on initial entry.
Average rates for metal processing were 120 mr/hr. One rupture was
discharged with an average dose rate of 1 r/hr. A section of balled
up thermocouple wire was removed from RS-2 on X-i level at dose rates
to 2.5 r/hr.

Several casks of irradiated 3X balls and shield plugs were moved to
the burial ground at dose rates of 2.8 r/hr. The trench was subse-
quently backfilled to reduce the radiation level°

3. Contamination Control

Smearable contamination up to I00,000 c/m was deposited in the Blue
Tool Room from a contaminated mandrel. More rigid control over con-
taminated tool movement was initiated. One well car was received on

October 16 with smearable contamination up to 60,000 c/ro.

KE-EW POWER OPERATION

A. Operating Experience

1. Electrical Peak Control

A peak of 32508 megawatts was established on October l0 in excess
of the previously set control point of 323 megawatts. The peak
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resulted from malfunction of the megawatt meter'in 165-EW, which
indicated 28 megawatts below true level. A control point of 325
megawatts was retained for the remainder of the month.

2. Start-Up Delay- 181-EW River .Pumps

A start-up delay of 55.5 hours occurred due to failure of Number 2
and 4 181-K_ river pumps on October 2. Details of these failures
are discussed under Eaulwaent Ex_erlence.

B. F_u_nent_Ex_erlence

I. River pum_s - .181-EN

On October 2, during Production Test IP-130-A, Number 4 pump at 181-EW
tripped off from overload. Shortly thereafter attempts to start
Number 2 pump were unsuccessful. Number 4 p_mp was pulled and found
to have a broken thrust nut shaft coupling, allowing the impeller
and shaft to drop and cause the impeller to ride the the pump bowl.
The pump was repaired, and a new larger impeller was installed.
The Number 2 pump shaft was found in the same condition. Repairs
were completed on October 6, and the pumps w_we returned to service.

2. N_r 1 Turbo-Generat?r Governor- 16_-KW

On October 28, the Number I generator at 165-KN would not pick up
load when the governor speed control was actumted. Number 3 generator
was put on the line. While attempting to reduce the load on Number i
and back it off the line, the generator suddenly dropped its load
causing a slight power surge but affecting no other equipment. The
oil relay shaft of the governor was found tc,be bent. Necessary
repairs were completed.

KE-KWMAINTENANCEOPERATION

A. E_ui_ment Experience

I. Instruments

a. Panelllts - Range changes were made to 1,512 gages. Fifty-eight
dual trip switch Panellits were installed in lOS-KW under PT-IP-
266-B. Guard rails were installed on the Panelllt manifold in
105-KE to prevent Inadv@rtent swltchin_;of a toggle valve.

O

b. Therm_ Shield Therm0couples - Number }_15 thermocouple was repairel.
Failure of the insulation on the leads, partlcularily near the
cormectors, was evident. Long range plans were made for lead
wire replacement during FY-61.

c. Total Cooling Water Flow Indicator - A calibrated gage was in- -
stalled in 105-KE to read the water flow from 190-KE to 105-KE.
Plans were made for similar installation in KW Reactor.

..... f
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2. Electrical

a. Radiation Alarms - 105,KW - A modification to the pick-up chute
alarm system to include red indicator lights, bell muting and
automatic resetting was designed, approved and installed.

b. Design Ch_n_es - lOS-EW - The following changes were completed:

(1) Number 198 - Retention Basin Inlet Valve Control.
(2) Number 177 - Safe to Unbypass Indicating Lights.
(3) Number 258 - Temperature Monitor Resistor Bypass Switch.

c. Fog Spray System - IO_-KW - Waterproofing of "D" elevator electrical
equipment was completed.

3. Mechanlcal

a. Char_in_ Machines - 105,KE_KW - All machines weze overhauled and
modified in accordance with recommendations of Do Lenkersdorfer

of Reactor Plant _gineering.

b. Eff!uent Lines, 105-KE - Permanent repairs were made to the
leaking Dresser coupling.

c. 1706-KE-KER - Repairs were made to the anchors and a new expansion
Joint installed in the steam line located in the pipe tunnel
between 1706-KE and 165-KE.

4. Engineerin_

a. Filter Plant B_ckwash Valves - Examination reveals that corrosion
of valve bodies occurrs where the brass seat rings screw into
the bodies. Recommendations for use of oversize monel seat rings
in valve bodies with threads machined to take the new size were
received from the vendor.

b. Design Change 326 -Riser Pressure Annunciator Modiflcation - The
d_ign Change covering removal of relays not essential to circuit
operation was prepared and circulated for approval.

c. Panellit Concideuce Scram System - 10_-KE-EW- Assistance was
given to Component Testing for preparing a design change which will
modify the present panellit system (single trip) to a dual trip
system.

d. The following procedures and check sheets were prepared and cir-
culated for comments:

1. Horizontal control rod, functional electrical inspection
procedure and check sheets.

2. Electrical inspection of the lO,000 H.P. hi-lift pump motors.

3. Electrical inspection of the hi-lift pump pressure lube oil
system.

i
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B. P%annin_ and S_edulin_

i. Class "A" overhauls were completed on 162 items of equipment, class
"B" on 275 items and lubrication or inspection on 82 items. The
class "A" overhauls included the two river pumps at 181-KW, chemical
feed pumps in both 183 buildings, and a glycol pu_ in 165-KE. The
"B" overhauls included Number 3 boiler in 165-KE and Number i boiler
in165-KW.

09X,

A. Events Influencln_ Costs

i. Suwplemental crgw_ Time Distribution

The non-exemPt time distribution from September 28 through November I,
was as follows:

___ Percent Hgurs ___ Percent Hour_

100-B 19.5 189_ 100-F 20.1 1961
100-C 4.8 465 100-H 10.7 I0_2
100-D 9.5 920 100-KE 7.4 716
100-_a 12.2 1189 100-KW 15.8 1540

Manager
KE-KW REACTOR OPERATION

RSB:GB_:ced
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Iq_D_"I'IONOF_:tA'I_ON

__O_l_lBZR, 1959

i. i ZAl O

1toaban_.

II. P_SONltZL
Ill

A. F.oreeSu_r_

September 30 October 31 Net
Ex_._.N.E. Total Ex. N.E. Total Change

General 2 1 3 3 i 4 _i
Prod"n l_-pts.& S_tisti_s i 2 3 I 2 3 0
PTod'n Planning and Sched'g 5 _ 9 5 _ 9 0
Prod'n Computing 3 3 6 3 3 6 0
Essential Mst.ertals 1 1 2 1 I 2 0

II 23 13 11 24 /1

R. B. Shoes, Speelalist, Manufac_urin_ Administration, Km-KY was
transferred to Produ_tlon 0perstlon as Specialist, Operations Analysis.

III. PERSORREL

On 0ctober 27 the Production Operations of IPD and CPD held their third
annual Joint dinner and information meeting at the Desert Inn. All Personnel
of both Operations were invited, and participation was excellent. A few
close working associates from FPD and Contract & Accounting were included as
guests.

.. IV. SAF_'T A_D SE_,,m

Thez__UrA'e.no in,_'_'tes
or securit7 v__Stions. Safety and security meetingswere attended as scheduled.

V. NON-ROUTII_EREPOR'I_

Doc. No. Title Author l'_.'' Date Class.
-- II II l 1 ...... _ lllll

HW-62392 HD Production Forecast - W.G. Albert- 10/14/59 Secret
N Reactor.,

• •_._:

Ng-62396 Forecast Process.Tube Re- E.F. Fairweather 10/15/59 Confid-
placements Fisc_l Tear_ W.S. Slippers Undoc.
1960to 196_ J.R. Toung

VI. FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

A. .ProductionPlannin_ and Scheduling 0_eration
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I. Forecastin_

A reactor production forecast covering the period october l, 1959
through June 30, 1961, was completed and issued as Document No.
HW-62172 RD.

2. .ProductionScheduling

a. Disc_bargeConcentrations

There were no discharge goal exposure changes during October.
A correction to the values previously reported concerns I and E
enriched slugs at F Reactor which are being discharged at 850
MWD/ton rather than 950. The goal plan in effect is the result
of administrative decision based largely on fuel supply limi-
tations and the pilot concept of probing higher power operation
at certain reactors.

Material discharged outside the d_scharge goal plan is listed
below:

Below Goal Discharging - October 1959

Tons Tons Excess Material

Reactor Dischg. Usable T_e ..... Reason

B 1.5 0.9 Regular Process tube replacement.

D 1.9 0.9 Regular Rupture prone lot KL-21_-D.

DR 0.7 0.2 Regular Tube replacement and enrichment
pattern adjustment.

F 28.3 _.6 Regular Represents the additional uranium used
as a result of the across-the-board
goal reduction versus a goal based on
the integrated power and temperature.

H 6.3 2.3 Regular PT-IP-177-A, Conversion ratio test.
3.3 2.2 Regular Charging of E-N striped load under

PT-IP-255-A.

KW 0.8 0.2 Regular Tube replacement and temporary poison.

EE 0.5 0.4 Regular PT-IP-216-A tubes discharged in error.
0.6 0.2 Regular Temporary poison

43.9 li.9 Totals for regular metal

A comparison of October discharge exposures for each metal type .
with data from previous months is as follows:

' _ ','_."_Cg-2
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_., Co--icon of October Discharge _x_osures (_dDLT)

Regular U Enriched U
Solid I & E Solid I & E

August 757 743 953 824

Sept_ 741 745 904 772

October 739 700 928 739

b. Process Tube Replacement

Tube replacement activity for October is given below:

B - 38

DR - 13

F - 31

KZ - 1

KW - 5
',1 I t01_l _ tubes replaced

Six casks of polonium were sent to Mound Laboratory as part of the
large October request for this product. However, Just before the
material for the remainder of the October requirement was to be dis-
charged, the AEC requested that it be held in abeyance pending a _l
valuation of the program.

3. Operations Analysis

Work continued on assembling data, both current and historical, for
mmalagement use. The five-year tube replacement forecast was reviewed,
up-dated and issued as Document No. Ng-62396, Forecast Process Tube Re-
placements - Fiscal Tears 1960 through 1964. Outage Time Accounting
system changes were r_v_ewed from the standpoint of developing a more
effective reporting system.

B.  oduetienCo=Eutinope tion
°_

Tube-_-tube source data were processed to establish the current production
and corrosion status for each tube in all reactors. Routine and emergency
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reports were issued to implement the scheduling, forecasting, and ac-

countability functions of the Production Operation. Charge-dlscharge

and tube replacement information for each reactor operation was pro-
vided in accordance with production schedules. Production data were

supplied to each Pile Physicist for reactivity evaluations, and to

Process Technology for EDPM processing.

Individual tube source data were supplied to the Sm Accountability

Operation for calculating weights of SS material in discharges and
month's end in-reactor inventories.

The Production Computing Function Study group continued with the evalu-

ation of a proposal to perform some PCO work on the large 709 EDPM.
Research and Engineering does not now have a representative in the group

due to the resignation of the Specialist, Reactor Data Analysis. Cur-

rently a cost and procedural analysis is being made of a specific tube
corrosion data processing application.

C. Production Reports and Statistics

Routine processing of the Daily Production and Daily Operations Reports

and the monthly Manufacturing Section Record Report was continued.
Data involving reactor operation and associated equipment were collected
and tabulated in historical record books. A Chart Book was maintained

for the HAPO General Manager and preparation of Chart Books for the IPD
General Manager and Manufacturing Section Manager was continued. A

large volume of both routine and non-routine data were supplied to IPD

personnel. Some routine data were also supplied to the FPD, CPD, and

HLO. Attended a Planning Meeting, representing II=D, for the preparation
of the 1959 Annual Report.

D. Essential Materials

Rail and truck shipments received in October were as follows:

Carload shipments for IPD 347

Carload shipments for other Depts. 173

Turck shipments for IPD 1Bl

Total 651

Helium consumptions during the month of October in all reactors were
as follows:

IO0-B 46_,200
lO0-C 464,200

IO0-D 241,400

IO0-DR 278,400
IO0-F 248,300 "

IO0-H i£7, i00

DECgTrD
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IO0-KE 252,700
loo-m_ 2_8_9oo

Total 2,345,200

In addition to the routine duties involved in the procurement and
_elivery of essential materials, the following items were included in
the group's activities during October-.

I. Increased the quantities of coal, aluminum sulphate and sulphuric
acid shipped during the month to adjust these inventory levels
up_ in the event trs_s_ortation delays should develop during
the coming months.

2. Inspected and sampled a barge loaded with liquid sodium dichro-
mate that arrived at the Snake River Terminal on November 2. This
barge represents one-half of a 700 ton order shipped from Paines-
rills, 0his via Baltimore, Maryland and Portland, Oregon. The
analysis and color of this material was satisfactory and unload-
ing was authorized to begin on November 3.

E. Miscellaneous Activities

Security classification matters continued to be handled for the depart-
merit. NeW guidance from the AEC-HO0 and the Hanford Laboratories
Operation was given appropriate distribution and interpretation within
IPD. Special liaison was maintained with Relations Practices relative
to unclassified employee cosmmnications involving production and tech-
nology information.

O. S. Hulley, Consultant - Mrg. Education and Training in G. E. 's New
Tork Office, spent October 6-8 at Hanford for orientation in manu-
facturing operations here, and for discussions of associated personnel
training in IPD, CPD, and FPD. His visit was administered by the IPD
Production Operation, with full integration of the interests of the

" other HAPO departments. Consideration was given to participation in
G.E. 's Manufacturing Training Program and the associated Manufacturing
Studies course.

For more immediate application, the course in "Fundamentals of Manu-
facturing" designed by G.E. 's Mrg. Personnel Development Services for
local adaptation was seen to meet many of the training needs of IPD
Manufacturing's first-line supervisors and equivalent specialists.
Preliminary azTangements were made for a Services briefing in this
course, together with CPD and FPD, and for requesting AEC-HO0 approval
of the instructional expense in utilizing this course.

Initial scoping of the training needs of Manufacturing Section exempt
personnel was completed. In addition to the Fundamentals course
approach noted above, agreement was reached on proceeding with the
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development of a 6-8 week course in Radiation Protection for reactor
supervision and specialists.

Liaison with the reactor plants continued in connection with ar-
rangements for tours of facilities by authorized offsite visitors.

Production Operation
CAP:DLD:ng
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FACILITIES ENGI_ OPERATION
i |

OffZ'O_, 1959

I. OIE_RTZA_nVIONARD PERSONNEL
n|

A. aes_ponsi_ility

Effective October I, 1959 responsibilities for liaison work with
J. A. Jones & Co_peu_7- CPFF Construction Service Contractor - an_
work review determinations were added. Other responsibilities re-
main unchanged.

B. Personnel Statistics

Sept. 30, Oct. 31, Net
1959_

Employees on Permanent Roll 175 180 * 5
Technical Graduates (Rot.) i0 6 - 4
Technician Trainees S 2 0

Technical Graduates
FE0 Rotational

, _, ,

Transferred into Operation 8 2
Transferred out of Operation i 6
Payroll Removals 2 0

C. Personnel Changes

C. T. Ha_ert Engineer_ transferred from Fuels Preparation Department
to Plant & Ind_strlal Engineering on October i, 1959.

C. E. Lan_et Engineer_ transferred from Construction Engineering to
Project'Engineering on October I, 1959.

J. W. Hedges, Engineer, transferred from Equipment Development to
D-DR Reactor Operation on October i, 1959.

Bernadine Pleiss, Clerk, transferred from Construction Engineering to
Plant _ Industrial Engineering on October 12, 1959.

Bonnle Richax_s, Clerk, Plant & Industrial En61neering terminated on
October 16, 1959.

Jo Ann Mi11_-_n, Clerk, transferred from Fuels Preparation Department
to Equipment Development on October 19, 1959.

C. E. Jones, Engineer, transferred from K Reactor Operations to Reactor
_bdlfication Design on October 15, 1959.



F. L. Bramer, Engineering Assistant, transferrel from Fuels Preparation
Department to Equipment Development on October I, 1959.

G. L. EricEson, E_ineer, w_s place_ on the rolls with Equipment
Development on October 26, 1959.

F. H. Myers, Design Draftsman, Plant & Industrial Engineering, was
removed from rolls _ue to illness on September 24, 1959.

D. Personnel Development

No courses were offered.

E. Safety an_ Security Experience

Seven medical treatment injuries were reported.

One security violation was repor_e_.

II. MONTHLY REPORt OF _ONS OR DISCOVERIES
i ii i i

All persons engaged in york that might ressonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveries a_vise that, to the best of their knowledge and
belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work
&uring the period covered by this report except as listed below. Such per-
sons further advise that, for the period therein covered by this report,
notebook records, if any, kept in the course of their work have been examined
for possible inventions or discoveries.

None
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A. Reactor Modification Design

1. Research an_ _velo_ment

Downcomer model tests were conducted this month at the Albrook
B_irauliO Laboratory, Washington State University. The
results of the model studies indicate that holes should be
cut in all downoomer baffles and that notching of the l-beam
supports was beneficial at high flow rates.

A proposal was received from the Washington State University
for model studies planned for the increased bulk temperature
program.. This proposal is now being reviewed.

Holmes and Narver, Inc., are performing seismic vulnerability
studies of HAPO installations in conjunction with a general
study of coolant back_H for existing reactors. Holmes and
Narver_as requested to"

(a) Provide by November 9, 1959 a summary evaluation of the
water plant and piping systems based on cursory and
preliminary calculations.

(b) Complete by March I, 1960 detailed calculations of
these portions of the system established as most
vulnerable to seismic disturbances.

2. Design Pro.iects

(a) CG-7_8 100-K Area Water Fl_nt Expansion

The design scope for the project was revised to propose
the use of submersible pumps in the existing pump houses
rather than a new third river pump house as previously
proposed. A study is now in progress of offslte in-
stallations of similar service to evaluate design and
operational considerations.

The filter plant capacity test at 183-KE is progressing
satisfactorily. No operating problems have arisen in
maintaining water quality at the high flow rate. A
major reduction in the automatic cycle time has been
accomplished by overlapping consecutive cycles. This
allows one filter to close its influent valve and drain

while another filter is finishing its backwash cycle.
This has reduced the overall cycle time to about thirty
minutes.

An air injection line will be installed in the number 2,
24" butterfly control valve in 183-KW shortly, to
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test the principal of using air injection to suppress
the cavitation. This change is based on consultation
with the vendor°

(b) COI.791 ..ReactorConfinement

Overall design progress is now 96 percent complete.
The revised Phase III Design Criteria not affected by
the 105 Building dust loading was approved by Project
Representatives. Phase III Design Criteria will be
issued in its entirety .followingresolution of the dust
content problem,

Scope drawings are being prepared to show the extent of
fan, electrical, and building modifications necessary
for Phase III. Title II design is proceeding in conjunc-
tion with Title I design with these modifications.

Phase I - Comment drawings have been issued of the rear
face instrumentation duct moisture protection shields
for ali areas except DR. Field measurements are required
for _R before completion of the drawing.

Phase IIA - Steam line relocation drawings for D, DR,
and F have been approved. Phase IIA detail design is now
100 percent complete.

Phase lib detail design is I00 percent complete. The
purchase requisition for the second filter bank filter
frame assemblies has been issued. Purchase requisitions
for the first stage equipmentare withheld pending re-
solution of the 105 Building dust content.

Phase III design is now 91 percent complete. Pressure-
flow relationship has bee_ established for fan modifi-
cationsfor the new exhaust system. By-pass arrangements,
whereby approximately 25 percent of the exhaust flow is
recirculating will be utilized for the exhaust fans in
all areas except DR and K which will require new fans.
Following approval of Phase III revised design criteria,
a new schedule for completion of Phase Ill detail design
will be prepared.

The overall completion of the test program is approxi-
mately 85 percent. Actual testing is underway on all
tests.

Additional irradiated uranium burning tests have been
made at ORNL with carbon dioxide and aiz'atmospheres.
lt was found that irradiated uranium oxidation rates in
C02 is approximately one half of those for air and i6dine
release is one quarter. It was also found when the
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temperature was raised to 1600C, UO2 is given off as a
vapor and is plated out on the cold surfaces downstream.
Analysis of this film indicates the particles to be in
the sub micron range 0.001 micron or less. High radiation
activity of this film was noted.

To date, vend°rs have not been able to fabricate an
inflatable seal made of _alon to our specifications.
Test seals fabricated from an imuroved ozone resistant
neoprene have been ordered from Fmntington Rubber Mills
for test evaluation as a substitute for H_palon.

Both air filter environmental test facilities have been
installed in the exhaust tunnels at I05B and F. The
test unit at 10513has been in operation since October 9
and the unit at 105 F since October 26. Insufficient
operating time has been accumulated to date to establish
a trend in estimating air filter life in the 105 Building
exhaust air.

The Nalogen Collector Test Facility at the A. D. Little
Compar4Thas been completed and shakedown tests have been
underway since October 12. _ analytical caustic
scrubbers for the sampling points have been calibrated
and correction factors determined. During the month,
nine absolute filters were procurred from Cambridge Filter
Corporation for delivery at A. D. Little, Inc. Five
filters were damaged on arrival. A'12" drop of the filter
in the packing box will split the filter paper at the
creases and prevent their use.

(c)

A review was made of the safety incentives of installing
flywheels on the EER pumps in the event there occurred
a simultaneous Bonneville power outage and a failure of
the 100-EE and 100-KW emergency generator systems which
provide EER pumping power. The proposed pump motor size,
without flywheels, is 200 horsepower. The existing motor
control centers can be used up to 200 horsepower. Any
increase in horsepower, which would be necessary with
flywheels, will require new and larger staring switch-
gear. This equipment could not be installed in the
present control center locations and would require addi-
tional building modifications.

It was concluded that flywheels should not be included
in project scope at this time, however, if the necessity
for last ditch protection is made mandatory for the KER
loops, then flywheel protection could be added to the
facility under later project action without incurring
excessive delays in critical long term KER pump procure-
ment. -.
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I.
With regards to the pump and motor sets to %_rocured
under Project CGI-839, the problem of fitting a flywheel
unit, if required, into a cell will be better defined
after receipt of the vendors drawings with pump set
base dimensions.

Mechanical and civil detail design on the loop cell
arrangements are being held back until receipt of vendors
drawings on the primary pumps and heat exchangers.

Purchase requisitions for the primary pumps and heat
exchangers are now out for vendor quotations.

The contract for the Architect-Engineer services on the
detail design of the Decontamination and Hot Maintenance
shop was awarded to Carson, Kesterson, and Moe of
Kennewlck, Washington. The Architect-Engineer has visited
the building site to firm up design questions and is now
preparing detail design drawings. Approximately ten
drawings will be prepared by the.Architect-Engineer.

(d) CG!-8_ ID0-K Area B_ckup System

Seven different systems for providing coolant backup for
the K reactor complex have been considered and compared
with the existing coolant system. The recommended system
consists of a steam-turbine driven pump in each area plus
three gas-turbine driven pumps in a "midway" pump station
providing water to a modified high pressure cross-tie
line. This system eliminates robbing one reactor of
coolant to supply the other and consequently eliminates
the necessity for one reactor scramming the other. The
other systems all fail to meet the safety criteria on
one count, either of inadequate flow from the last ditch
system, or lack of independence between systems.

A meeting has been scheduled to submit the results of the
above study to the Design Council for their consideration.

(e) MJA-18 IO0-K Graphite Restriction

Progress on this problem is being delayed until receipt
of special.HCR ceramic sleeves that are being procurred
for on-pile testing.

3. Visitors

Mr. D. M. Hopkins, Chief Consultant, Valve Department of Allis
Chalmers Manufacturing Company visited 183-KW on October 9,
1959 to inspect the #2, 24" butterfly control valve which
failed in service.
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_- A.B. Carson of 0 ersArea on October als

would be required as the Architect-Engineer for the design of
the Hot Maintenance Room addition to the 1706-KER Building.

Hr. Kesterson of Carson, Kesterson, and Moe with Mr. Lyle
MarqUe of Lyle Marque and Associates visited the 1706-KER
B_ilding site to obtain information on existing equipment
and service tie-in locations.

4. Trios

M. H. Schack visited the Byron Jackson Plant at Los Angeles
on October 16 and 17 to inspect impellers that were to be
returned to HAPO for operation.

M. H. Schack visited the Albrook H_draulic Laboratory, Wash-
ington State Unlversi_y on October 2 to discuss downcomer
model studies and he visited the University on October 29 and
30 to give a technical paper at the Second WSU Hydraulics
Conference on pump test stand acceptance tests.

N. F. Fifer visited the Washington State University on October
30 to attend the Hydraulics Conference.

5. Si_nifi_aQt Reports Issued

HW-59071 "Alternate Methods of Removing Radio-Halogens from
Air Stream", E. L. Etheridge, October 28, 1959,
Confidential

HW-62079 "DDR-$1 Test Conditions and Requirements", N. F.
Fifer, October 2, 1959, Confidential-Undocumented

HW-62211 "Field and Test Stand Acceptance Testing on Pumps",
M. H. Schack, October 6, 1959, Unclassified

RW-623@I "Project CGI-8_ 100-K Coolant Backup System
Analysis", R. E. Trumble and D. F. Watson,
October 22, 1959, Secret

HW-62385 "Project CGI-791 Project Representatives Meeting
RD No. 12", E. L. Etheridge, October 14, 1959, Uncl.

HW-62403 "CG-775 Representatives Meeting No. 6", H. W.
Heacock, October 15, 1959, Unclassified

HW-62405 "Project CGI-791 Project Representatives Meeting
No. 13", E. L. E_heridge, October 16, 1959, Uncl.

HW-62414 "Project CGI-839 Project Representatives Meeting
No. 7", E. R. Rudock, October 16, 1959, Uncl.
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B, Equipment Development

i. Existing Reactor Work

Bids for the 105-E Cap Remover were rejected and a specification

revision on a four option basis prel_red for rebid action to
obtain a system an_ bid price com1_tible with available funds.

Design was completed an_ a work order issued to Central Mainten-
ance for the fabrication of poison spline coilers- a new equip-

ment concept directed to_ solving one of the major problems

(disposal) which is limiting complete appllcation and optimum
economic return _ the _Ison s_llne system. The vendor

supp!le_ poison column displacement winches beln_ laboratory

tested (I08-D)preparatory to on pile production test were found
to require alterations to prevent cable foul up in normal use.

Ionization chamber current measurements (for the log ion period

meter development) ma_e in an under reactor channel at 105-DR
lhd/cares that sufficient neutron flux exists at this location

at DR to operate a gamm_ compensated ion chamber over the cham-

ber's useful rene. Other reactors will also be checked for this.

To illustrate to the AEC the ty_e of messages that would be

_ssed over _ortable transceivers, about 20 hours of tape record-

Ings vere made of messe_es 1_ssed over the C-D Elevator to 105
Buildlng communications system during a recent outa6e at 105-DR.

A review of the tape indicates, in our opinion, that there are no
items of a cl_sslfied nature.

The surge suppressor for pressure monitors at B and C Areas pur-

chased from Instrument Labs by B-C Maintenance Engineering were
tested and examined and it was concluded that the vendor's

latest effort was satisfactory for use.

Stop gap _ower rate of rise meters (CGI-806) were installed on

D and DR Reactors. A l_a_lal installation of RTD cables was
made on I05-B. The lOS-DR unit will be tested durlng the sts_t-

up of October 16-17.

development test was completed on an improved amplifier for use
with the seismoscope system for earthquake protection. Sillcon_

controlled rectifiers are used in the amplifier to trigger and
lock-lh the control action. The amplifier circuitry was installed

on the DC power bus at C Reactor and isolated by a resistance-

capacitance filter. Voltage transients which occur durlng opera-
tion of major electrical equipment were photographed and the

attenuated effects on the seismoscope amplifier found to be
negligible.

A circuit for reactor safety trip identification and Panellit

_u_e trip identification has been developed and aprototype
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h_s been assembled for reactor us Reactor
personnel. The first device to cause scram is indicated on
ground @lAss o_tlceLlreadout panels.

Durin8 a routine out.e, at DR Remctor the connections were
completed between the Trip Identification System and the
pressure monitor's row indicator lights. Connections to the
pressure monitor column gauges will be completed when the
rem_inder of the special Jumpers are received. Also, most of
the connections were completed tothe safety circuit rel_ys
which operate when scrams occur.

The enviroDment_l component test fixture was installed in the
i15-I05- Build.tug_ust air tunnel on October 8, 1959. The
installation was completed and placed in service on October 9/
1959. This fixture is intended to determine the effective-

ness of a molecu/ar sieve halogen collector filter and air
filters after bei_ exposed to normal reactor exhaust air for
mn extended period of time.

2. New Reactor Work

New Production Reactor design testing was continued with the
Tube Rupture test and the Two Phase Critical Flow test h_ving
top priority for craft assistance and HPR-PCE loop operation.
A total of three Tube Rupture tests and twenty-two Two Phase
Critical Flow tests were performed during the month.

Work continued in the development of a process tube to nozzle
connection. A threaded tube Joint, a rolled tube Joint, and
a 37 degree fls_e tube Joint are being evaluated in that o_der
of priority.

Testing continued on threaded tube fittlz_s using two types
of seals. The No. 1 C_an rolled Joint was removed from
test and returned to Camad_.

Two sample 37 degree flared Joints were submitted to tensile
pull-out tests. The fl_red fitti=gs appear to have somewhat
less axial strength than the thre_lmd fittings.

Stability and drift tests of the Daystrom two channel monitor
prototype continued durlng this activity period. The monitor
was operated for two weeks with the high trip points set one
percent above and the low trip points set one percent below
the input sign_l without an_ malfunctions or a trip.

Further testlmg of the Luther rotary differential transformers,
proposed as flow to electrical transducer components, indi-
cated nothing is gained by the use of a split winding. A split
winding can be used, but more is gained when the two windings
are used in series for maximum voltage to a monitor system and
logging system.
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Two pressure welded specimens of NPR Zircaloy-2 tubing were
pressure tested. The annealed tubing brok_ in the weld at a
pressure of 6500 psi at 345eC. Its appearance suggested an
incomplete weld. The 20 percent cold worked tubing broke
longlt_1_lly _t 9500 psi at 345eC, Indicating a completely
successful weld.

•3. Security Experience

A security file violation was incurred by Materials Develop-
ment on October 6, 1959.

P

4. Visitors

Dr. K. Newman of Turco Products Company visited R. R. Hender-
son on October 14, 1959, to discuss reactor decontamination.

On September 30, 1959, Yates HicEey, Robert Lynch, and E. J. Messa
visited 1707-B and 189-D with C. A. Murzn to observe tests and
obtain Inform_tlon for re%uired desi_ _c,difications to the charge
seater. E. J. Messa visited work area uf 105-KW to observe the
operational enviromaent for this equipment.

On Omtober 8, 1959, Yates Hickey and M. C. C. Chisholm, Presi.
dent of Telaflex Corporation, visited the 700 Area with C. A.Munro
to discuss purchasing procedures related to procurement of charge
seater mec_n_-m,.

on October 9, 1959, A. J. K_Te and L. R. Sedgeley of Manufactur-
ing Services Equipment Development L_boratory visited R. M. smlthers
and C. A. Munro in 1707-B to obtain basis for scope stud_ of
means to handle i_ted fuel elements. K_ye was shown the
transfer area at i05-C.

Don Melton az_ G. 0 Hs_lund of General Mills visited R. M.Smlthers
R. B. Willson, E. C. Wood, and V. R. Saarela October 13, 1959, in
the 703 Purchaslng conference room for discussion re_Ling the
revised specification and bid options for the Cap Remover.

on October 15, 1959, Tom Leonard, D. E. Platr,and R. P. Mig_ of
Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge met with R. M. Smlthers and R. B. Willson
in Purchasing Section conference room, 703 Building, and 1707-B
for discussions re@totalingthe revised specification and bid options
for the Cap Remover.

Nat Paris, Sales Mama_er of Anton Electronics visited J. W. Green
and others on October 8, 1959, to discuss radiation detector re-
quirements.

Bill Waddell, Daystrom Systems Division of the Daystrom, Inc.,
visited with J. D. McCullough on October 13, 14, and 15 5o



On September 21 _ 25, R. M. S_Lthers visited General Mills
Co_, _f_mea_s, _Ln_eso_, to ree_l_te the remote manip-
ulator concept and Manufacturi_ Services EQuipment Development
La_or_tory and General Engineering L_boratory, Schenectady, to
explore the feasibility of engineering service for conceptual
development of irradiated fuel element handling system.

J. W. Green visited the Ohmmrt Corpor_tion in Cincimatti,
B_ttelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio, Victoreen Instru-
ment Compamy and Reuter-Stokes in Cleveland; the General Engineer-
ing L_bs in Schenectady, and APED in San Jose in conJunctlon with
prototype fabrication an_ development programs on In-Core Flux
MoD/to_ a_i Fuel Rupture Monitoring. The trip covered the
period September 12, 1959, through September 26, 1959.

R. Sherr_ and D. Y. Arnold visited Monitor Systems, Inc.,
Fort Washington, Pennsylvania on September 28, 29, and 30 for
audit of CGI-802, Phase I high speed scanner equipment. On
October i, 1959, R. Sherrard visited Thomas A.Edison Company,
Orange, New Jersey, to discuss Temperature Transducers and Temper-
ature and Flow monltorlng. Contact was Mr. J. J. Dietz. On
October 2, 1959, he visited A. C. Ru_e, Associates,Hudson, N.H.,
to discuss temperature detectors. Contact was W. E. Jackson,
Chief Engineer. On October 5, 1959, Mr. Sherrard visited
Sigma Instrument Company, South Bralntree, Massachusetts,
With Virglnia Hudson, Development Engineer to discuss magnetic
amplifiers for flow and temperature monitoring and visited Epsco,
Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, on October 6 to discuss high
speed scanning with B. Cordon, President and L. Larence, U.P.
Manufacturing. On October 7 and 8 he visited Panelllt, Inc., to
discuss flow and tam_erature monltorlng. Contacts were A. F.
Sperry, President and engineers, Jack Sargent, Shep Winters and
J. Srock. On october 8 and 9 Mr. Sherrard visited Lumen, Inc.,
to discuss magnetic amplifier repeaters.

On September 18 to 27, 1959, J. E. Kaveckis attended the ISA
Conference in Chica@o, Illinois and conferred with vendors who
have prototype orders from Instrument Development relative to
progress and to exch_e information with these and potentially
new vendors on instrument dev_lopment problems relative to flow,
temperature, nuclear and scanner develol_nentsfor HAPO. Some
vendors contacted were T. A. Edison Comlxu_, Panellit Corporation,
Daystrom, Epsco, H_ys and Ohmart Corporation, Charles Englehard,
Beckman Systems, Ascop, _tc.

R. W. Gilmore visited Phillips Company, ETR-MTR, Idaho Falls,
Idaho on September 20 to 25, 1959, to check over and test in-
strumentation of ETR rupture test facility and certify its

readiness for first test run to be made first week in October 1959.
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D. B. Lovett attended the high temperature thermometry
conference at ORNL, Oak P_d_e, Tennessee on September 29 to
October 3, 1959.

J. D. _v_sited Vickers, Inc., in E1 Sequndo, California,
on October 2.l to 25, 1959, for consultation on acceptance test
of b_.drau_c system.

R. S. Hammond and R. L. Richazdson consulted on equipment evalua-
tion at the Boel:_ Airplane CowEany in Seattle, Washington
on September 23 to 24, 1959.

R. R. Henderson and R. K. Smith, on August 30 thru September 4,
1959, visited for consultation with A. O. S_Ith C_ in
Milwaukee, Wisaonsln on DDR-67; Mefmllurgical Products-GE,
Detroit, Michi6_n, and Wolverine Tube, Detroit, Michigan, on
metal spllnes.

R. K_ Smith visited Wolverine Tube Comps, Detroit, Michi6an,
on October 7 to 9, 1959, to observe extrusion of boron stain-
less steel for prototype horizontal rod.

R. R. Henderson visited the A. 0. Smith Company in MilwauEee,
Wisconsin, on October 17 to 20, 1959, to discuss DDR-67
and en_eering questions on pressure welding for NPR connectors.

6. Significant Reports Issued

Undocumaute_ - "Status Report - RPR Fitting Development Activities,"
J. H. Fastabami, 10-12-59.

Undocumented- "Fuel Element Charging Force," G. F. Ho_ien,
10-2-59.

Undocumented- "Preliminary Report on D. T. 1063, Evaluation
of Dynamic Visual Monltor," A. J. Li_isay,
Io-5-59

Undocume=te_ - "I_terlm Report on Proposed Soli_ State Seismo-
scope Amplifier," J. H. Greet, 10-26-59.

HW-59324 - "I_.provedCharglng Equipment - A Budget Study Re-
evaluation," C. A. Munro_ 2-20-59.

HW-61240-A "Flux Monitor By-Pass Annunciator Circuit,"
W. E. Eberhar_t, i0-21-59.

HW-62053 - "Interim Report No. 4 - Part "A", DT-I024 - EPR
Fuel Handling," K. G. Hawkins, 9-25-59.

,_

HW-62055 - "Components System Approach for Instrument Systemsof NPR," R. Sherrard, 9-24-59.
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HW-62206 - "R_-F_e Connector Stress Ams/_sis, F. _risch.,
zo-5-59.

HW-62223 - "Final Report - Building Containment Tests - CG-791
Structural Strengths, Reinforcement, _ Sealant
M_terials," H. F. Jensen, 10-20-59
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C. Plant and Industrial Engineering

I. Drafting 01_,ration

Sum_ of Drafting Operatio_ services provided is:

New, reused, as-built drawings 173

Sketches, layouts and charts 92
Microfilm drawings added or retired 1437
Film prints produced 147

Check prints produced 811
Catalogs added 82
Customers serviced print files 236
Customers serviced catalog files _7

2. Industrial Engineering

Rear Face Improvements

Improved material handling equipment for rear face nozzle

caps at _-KW incorporates use of a gravity roll conveyor,
nozzle cap trucks and cap t_ays used in conjunction with
engineered methods of removing, servicing_ and replacing
nozzle caps for charae-diseharge activities.

To i_e charge-discharge activity in the older reactors,

rear face nozzle cap material handling equipment similar to
that described for I05-KE-KW has been programed for the re-
maining reactors.

_tal Handllng,_oo-loo

As a part of the three-phase program for charge-discharge
improvement which has been formulated by IEO, the matter of

fuel element shipment from FPD to IPD was studied. It is

believed to be desirable to ship premade tube charges of

fuel elements from FPD instead of shipping pallets, each con-
taining a large number of slugs. This is because during a

charge-discharge operation, a peak manpower load is required
to achieve acceptably rapid charging rates. When each tube

charge of fuel elements can be assembled prior to the charge
discharge activity, extra manpower becomes available to re-

lieve metal-handling personnel on the fro_t face. It has
been decided that the design-development of a suitable

magazi_e shipping container will be undertaken by the IEO.
Fabrication of three competing designs is underway.

Audit of Outage Activity, IO_-B

As requested by B Processing management, assistance was pro-

vided to introduce to all shifts the engineered methods for

preinsertion of downstream dummies and for rear face setup
with associated premarklng of the front and rear.

__.......1 ,....',,_,l_i_ ,.:i_,__r_
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\" Prod-sm Of Chsr,ge-I_IschargeImprovement

In accordance with the proposed Phase I of charge-discharge
improvements, standard methods are being developed for
charge-discharge operations.

A procedure for premarking the front and rear face has been
developed in order to standardize techniques in all areas.
Procurement of rear face tags and front face tags from Stores
stock has been initiated. Delivery is expected before
November 30.

AIsistance was given to supplemental crews by familiarizing
K. W. Greager with the engineered procedures and the tech-
niques used to develop the procedures.

Metal Unloadin E Ramp

Au engineered system of unloading fuel elements and other
material from delivery trucks at the 105 buildings was pre-
sented to and accepted by the Processing Operations managers
at their meeting on October 8. The program involves:

i. Purchase one ramp.
2. Test and evaluate one ramp in cooperation with IO0-F,

observing the tests for safety and compatibility with
present equipment.

3. If test proves out equipment, proceed with pm'chase
of other ramps.

Equipment specifications are being prepared for purchase
action.

3. Reactor I Plant Engineering

Panelllt Surge Suupressort IO_-KW

The surge suppressor drawing has been approved and issued to
Central MAintenance for the fabrication of 12 prototype surge
suppressors. Material has been ordered, and the shop work
has been scheduled.

Gamma Monitor - Six Older Areas
,

Bids were received on the 105-H heat exchangers for sample
cooling, but none were satisfactory. The drawing is being
revised and clarified in preparation f_r obtaining new quo-
tations. The scope report for gamma monitor improvements
in the six older areas is being _,repared.
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Moisture Monitor

Incomplete test data has indicated that improved dewcell
performance has resulted thr0ugh the use of an outer cover-
ing over t_e cell. Additional data has been analyzed along
with dewcell nmterials, and orders for new materials have
been _laced.

Rear Face Co_eetors
i

A proposed criteria for rear face connectors for B, D, DR,
F and H reactors has been prepared and circulated for
c_nt. A pro_ was initiated to obtain vibration data
in s_ of the develc_t _ork to replace the failing
CODDNIctor8.

Stand da

S_m_e Parts

Storem S_oek Requests processed 7
_tock AdJusln.entRequests processed _0
I_ Authorized dollar value of new items

added by SARa $_2,000
Maximm Authorized dollar value of s_re equip-

meritrequested by letter to Project Engineering 39,531
Maxinnm Authorized dollar value of 8_are parts

requested for Projects by S£Ro 9,000
Number of engineered sl_re parts items reviewed 68
Number of Dravtngs ordered revised 5
Me_imann Authorized dollar value of items deleted

fram Spare Parts stock 1,562

Engineering Standards

The Guide for Maintenance Work on Code Piping was issued on
October 5, 1959, and distributed in accordance with the re-
quests of the Maintenance Managers.

The Standard for Limits of Acceptable Workmanship _s-?5o?-s
has been issued and distributed. This standard is an IPD
requested standard and should have wide application.

Craft ,TraininS and Manual,,,Writing

J. V. Lawler, Plant Lubrication Engineer, ras the principal
speaker at the Lubrication Training Meeting arranged by the
Standards Engineering Operation. Meetings were conducted
in each reactor area and additional meetlngs are being held
in White Bluffs for the benefit of shift personnel. The
films used in this training program have _:Isobeen loaned to
some of the Power Operations for showing on shifts and week-
ends•
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.6_aft T_ainin_ and Mmn_l Writing (continued)

A detailed review of the background of the Instrument
Trainees now on roll has indicated that it will be neces-
eary to separate the group into three separate categories
for training purposes. The outline of the program for
these Trainees is progreuing. The preparation of a manual
covering the use of tools and approved shop practices is
the initial part of the pro_am.

5. Water Plant and Utilities En_ineerlng

Power Studies Su_orting Reactor Safer7

Screens for reclaimed coal were discussed with Power Managers
at their October 15 meeting. A suggestion for relocating
the screens to the transfer house between Number 2 and 3
belts will be investigated before discussing the subject
at a future meeting. Assistance was provided in planning
a trip-out test in iO0-H. A design of instrumentation for
recording critical data in a boiler loading test to be made
at l_-H on November 5 has been firmed up and is being
inatalled.

Differences in 18_ control systenm are under study to de-
tersLinepossible causes of lag in steam load picMup or
unsatisfactory operation with various coals.

•_fluent Systenw Modificationsi

The scope study report was issued for the B-C Effluent
System Modifications, providing for routine use of I07-C
west tank for B effluent and remotely controlled diversion
of effluents from both reactors. _e final 8coI_ estimate
was $_95,000, including $75,000 contingency. _his does
not include a ring spray system for the I07-C west tank,
an item already needed for contamination control during
certain maintenance work.

cuff all _ne Re_air

In order to determine the condition of the co._cretepipe,
the 190_-F outfall lines were uncovered from a point approxi-
mately 60 feet from the outfall structure to the Junction
of the concrete pipe and steel pipe. _he excavation re-
vealed that the concrete pipes were completely encased
in concrete. Sections_of the encasement were badly cracked
allowing effluent water to run out of the top and sides
of the concrete encasement. Excavation to uncover the
lines at the outfall structure was then started but had
to be abandoned due to excessive leakage from the structure.



Outfall Line Re_air (continued)

Since the primary problem is one of structural stability
it is planned to minimize the leakage from the box by
sealing the open Joints around the concrete outfall lines
at the l_ structure and sealing the deep cracks in the
concrete _ of the structure.

At the request of H Area Reactor Operations, an inspection
of the 190_-H outfall structure to determine the condition
of the concrete wall around the outfall pipes was made.
The concrete around the two 60 inch steel outfall pipes

has spawled off from the steel anchor ring to the inside
face of the _ii. A program to remove the steel anchor
ring, Provide a leak free expansion Joint at the structure,
and pressure grout the areas is being formulated.

Electric S_ora_e Batteries

Arramgements were made for the Electric Storage Battery
Compa_ service engineer to re-separate the 2 BalI-3X
Batteries in IO_-B, 2 Ball-3X Batteries in I05-E_, and
the statlon servlce batteries in 181-D_ with the assist-
anee of the area maintemanee personnel. The Electric
StOrage Battery Ccmpa_ did _his work which involved si'a
to eight man days time on a no-charge basis as a _arr_ty
item.

4_00 EP Stat0r'Investigations

Mr. E. C. Schrcn, Engineer from General Engineering
Laboratory, conducted surge tests on the spare stator
stored in 189-F, and on No. 5 in 190-D, and No. 3 in
190-H. The tests did not indicate that any of the 36
coils tested are defective.

6 • Visitors

Dr. E. Roy Tinney, Director, Albrook Hydraulics Labors=
tory, Division of Industrial Research, Washington State
University, visited lO0-F Area on October 16, to discuss
river model planning and inspect several plant facilities.

E. P. Dahlhausen, Service Engineer for the Electric
Storage Battery Company, was at HAPO on October 5 through
15, regarding storage batteries in B, D, and DR Areas.

E. C. Schrom, Engineer from General Engineering Labora-
tory at Schenectady, visited HAPO _rom October 20 thru 23,
to conduct tests on stators.
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7 • Trips

J. H. Hoa_ visited the Union Machine Works, seattle,
Washington, and Parts Engineering Company, Inc., E1 CaJon,
California, to dlscnss procedures for fabrication of the
"J" type ceunectors for the rear face.

H. A. Kramer made a trip to Priest Rapids Dam during the

L. B. Brinkman made a trip to Weshington State University
ou October 2, to witness the dc_ncomer model tests.

R. T. Jaske and J. P. Corley visited Pullman, Washington,
on October 30, to co_fer with Dr. R. E. Tinney, Washington
State University, E. Rouse, Iowa State University and
Professor L. Eooper, Wooster Poly Tech., regarding their
serving as cemsultants to General Electric Company on the
scope of the Columbia River Model.

8. Significant Reports Issued

HN-61206 (Secret), "Effluent System Modifications - 100-B,
C", JP Cerley, dated October 7, 1959.

"Preliminary Preparation Procedure for 100-H Electric
Trip-Off Test", VG Blanchette, dated October 20, 1959.

"Trip-Out Test - IO0-H Area, Power Pre_aration and Pro-
cedure for First Trip-Outs", MP Johnson, dated October
26, 1959.

HW-62456 (Uncl.) Critical Mass Monitoring Instrumentation
CD Wilkinson, JL Deichman, dated October 29, 1959.

HW-62473, CG-775, Water Plant Capacity Expansion, 100-K
Area, Scope Report- Noise Abatement, 190-165-K, PH Hutton,
dated October 23, 1959.

Mainteuamce Guide for Code Piping, WW Walker, dated
October 5, 1959.

Low Level Neutron Monitor (Instrument Service Manual)
prepared by N. V. Hobbs.
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Number of

Ase £Enmen C8 Descrip t ion Balance

17 Active Construction Projects $5 554 200

5 Active Expense Jobs 548 200

8 Completed Projects - Accrued 2 067 100
Plant Assistance 50 I00

Customer Work Orders 47 800
i

• 267
CG-558 - Reactor Plant Modifications for Increased Productioniii m, ii

Pump Test Stand

Contract work is complete except for minor punch list items.

Process Ware r P_,ps

Mr, Budde arrived, a8 DeLava198 Field EnKineer, on October 5
and a total of 25 _s have been modified. Examination of
three punps, B-2, Y-5 and F-8, which have operated approxi-
mately 8_-_ months _r£ch _Y-1417-2 impellers in modified cases,
show8 that cavitation damage is in excess of that acceptable

on the outboard (thrust bearin 8) side of the impeller. Mr.
Gar_naun of DeLaval has been contacted and tentative plans are
for h_m to arrive approximately November 2 for consultation on
further steps. Meanwhile, straigh_ening vanes will be in-
stalled in the suction lines on all new installations.

CG-600 - 100-C Altera_ions.,m, , i

Mr. Drahos, Byron-Jackson Metallursist, inspected two Byron-
Jackson impellers on October 16, 19,59 which had cracked ac a
fabrication weld connectin8 the vane with the shroud of the
impeller. Byron-Jackson is currently evaluatin8 the situ-
acion. Final reconxnendat_ons and report of findings has not
been made. Steps are bein8 taken to replace fabricated im-
pellers at the earliest possible dace.

CG-666 - Zone Temperature MonitorinE, 100-B I C_ D _ DI_ F & H

Durin8 this reportin8 period beneficial use has been obtained
at 105-B on 10-16-59. Final acceptance of the system was ob-
tained at 105-DR on 10-15-59, and at 105-H on 10-26-59. Work

remaining on chls project consists of final installation of
RTDts and leadwlre at 105-C.
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CG-707 - ZmprovemenCs to Reactor Nuclear . Instrumentation -
Ali Reactors

,li

Two channels of equipment were completely installed ac 105-DR
on 10-13-59. The second, or remaining channel ac 105-3 was
completed on 10-8-59.

Five chennels of electronic equipment have been bench tested
and received final testing at the 305 reactor on 10-22-59,
which provides a backlog of equipment available as ocher
reactors provide oucage time for installation. AC 105-F
step plugs and shield pieces were replaced in the posicioner
equipment co eltminace a radiation leakage problan on chs nXn
level. This work was compleced on 10-27-59.

CGl-791 - Reactor Confinement
i

Phase I - Fog Spra 7

Installation of autosmcic insCrtmencacion is in p_ocess. Work
is approximately 90 percent complete as compared with a sched-
uled 96 percent.

Phase IZ-A-Site Freparacion

Phase II-A is 53 percent complete as compared to a scheduled
37 percent. Concrete pouring has begun in KE Area by J. A.
Jones. The dividing wall between ducts was poured Friday,
Occober 23.

Bids were opened Occober 28 for Phase IZ-B. The apparenC low
bidder was chs g. B. Miles Construction Company of Mercer
Island, gashingCorL for $1_698 ,866. This bid is being evalu-
ated for final award determination. The second from the low

bid was by Hoffman Construction Company of Richland for
$1,738,800. Fair coso estimate was $1,780,000. There were
a _otal of eight bids, the highest of which was $2,373,000.

°

CGIo817 - C .rossheader Pressure Differential Indicatorsa
Hanford Reactors

li

lnstallaelon of differential pressure indicators and associ-
ated piping has been completed at 10b-B, D, H and aC 105-KE.
InsCallaCion of the electrical component, which will provide
a low pressure alarm and signal llghC, is 50 percent complete

aC 10b-D, and 99 percent at 105-KE.

CAI-831 - Fence and Badge .House Relocation - 100-F

The contractor has asked the AEC for a 21 day extension of

time, since Chs steel strike has delayed delivery of chs
badge house doors.

OEC SSRFIED
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The fence is 98 percent complete, the + fence and __.,'+"._,_4,,_
lights are 90 percent complete +, and the badge house'i__
percent complete,

CGI-871 - Improved Dunnny Decontamination - B a C_ D2 DE_ F
and H Reaccors

i

Desip was started on this project on 10-21-59.
/

2. Project Proposals

Project Proposals Approved

CG-674 Water Plant Component Test Loop, Building
Eev. 4 1706-I_

i

CAI-835 AddiCional Office Space

CG_-839 Hodificacion of Fuel ElemenC TesC Facilities,
Rev. i 1706-KF._

ProJecCs Awaictng AEC Approval

CGI-84A Coolanc Backup, 100-K Area
(InCer_ auchortzacton of $30,000 received
July 20, 1959)

CGI-861 Expansion of El¢cCrical Discribucion Syscem,
105-B, D, and F

CGI-869 Operational Charge-Discharge, C Reactor

Requests .Received for Project Preparacion

R-20926 Effluent System Modification, 100-B-C

CG-707 . Improvemencs Co Reaccor Nuclear InsCrtunenCaClon,
Rev. 2 All Reactors

3. CPFF Service Contract - Liaison
__ 1111 i l

We have issued cwency-chree work orders, and supplemented
five work orders and one project, for a total of $162,551.90
co J. A. Jones in the mouth of October.

4. Plane Forces Work Review,

The HOO-AEC Labor Standards Board approved six Jobs for
assiEnmenc Co Plane Forces which are escimaced co coso
$337,753. Since the procedure of obtaining LSB approval
was assigned Co IPD, 183 Jobs have been approved repre-
senting a total coso of $8,182,289.49.

Rr Jessen :mbs ENQINEEPJ.NG
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_LATXONS PRACTICES 0_N

[ I I OCT_ Z959 .....
\

PI_SO_ PLACEM_

Three experienced BS/_ candidates were interviewed during the month resulting
in two offers. There were three acceptances from previous offers. Four PhD
csndidates were interviewed, with one o_Te_ anticipated. One acceptance
received frc= a previous offer, lemrlng one offer open at month's end.

were nine transfers into the department from o%her HAPO components
and one transfer into the depaztzaent from the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion
Department. There wea one transfer out of the department to the Relations
Operation and one Educational Leave of Absence. There were three resignations,
one of which was to the HOO-AEC.

OFFICE SERVICE

Xerography ec_pment for reproducing copies from opaque originals and
duplAcating half-tone photogz_phs was installed in the 1713-B duplicating
facility this month.

.An _dit of ZPD mall and _plicsting functions was prepared by traveling

auditors _ October. ResuZts of the audAt are not yet avaAlable.

A procedure for expediting priority meal between 100 Areas locations and
the _ General Manager's or HAPO General _r's offices was formalized
and annaunced to ZPD components Novembez_,

Testing activities duri_ October included five Pile Operator Selection

tests given to Utility operators. Xn addition, five nominees for the
Supervisor Selection Program were tested.

ceem CA0W
, ,

Publication included seven Management News Bulletins, one Employee Newsletter,

one Round T_ble Guide, tvo _ Employee Headliners and three priority messages.
Three ZPD-OI_s and eight KAPO-OPGs were issued _ October. GE NEWS coverage
included 19 items about ZI_ activities totaling 300 column inches, or 3_ of
all available space. Three Management Information Meetings were held during
t_e month.

==_LARYAmEENISTRATIOm
=m , • ,

"Exempt Employee Compensation: and Promotion and Transfer Procedure" booklets
and instructions for use of the revised appraisal form were distributed to all
IPD supervisors of exempt employees.

WAGE & BENEFITS
-- _ -- , ,,,

Two IPD employees died during October. James S. Hogan, Sr., age 62, Power

Operator Journeyman in B Area died of a heart ailment. George B. Jex, age 52,
Specialist Administrative Programs in IO0-F Area also died of a heart ailment.

The Good Neighbor Fund Campaign added forty-two (42) new _articipants increasing

DEC SSIFIED



IPD's donations by sn amount of $676.30. The approximate total of monies pledged
in IPD for the Good Neighbor Fund during 1960 is $21,500.

A .59 percent increase on base rates was made effective October 26, for all ZPD
employees whose pay is affected by cost-of-llving salary adjustment.

During October, IPD paid a total of $210 in suggestion_awards to 18 suggesters
for a total of 17 new suggestions. The hlghest.award was $40.

_, _ AND S_C_IT_
,,,,,, -- ,,,., ,,

Five security violations were investigated. An AEC Security "Shield of Achievement"
was presented this month to IO0-K Area by AEC Security Division. This award represents
15 consecutive months without an infraction of security regulations.

.

There were no disabling injuries reported in October. Medical treatment in_urles
were normal for the month with 88 cases reported. Research and Englneerihg com-
pleted 1125 consecutive days without a disabling injury for a total of 1,000j000
hours of exposure accu_ated.

A comprehensive review of the new Reactor Maintenance Safety Handbook was made. A
Joint study of the high temperature working zones of the K-loop is presently
being conducted by engineering, operations, medical, and health and safety personnel.
Improved types of wearing apparel, fresh air supply and careful medical selection
of assigned personnel may be necessary.

E-2
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'\ MDRTELY REC_D REPORT
_O_CT 0F_TIoNi

I. OR_XZATXO_ ARD PERSO_EL

A. Responsibility

J. S. _n returned from Crotonville on October 12, 1959 and
resumed his duties as Mana_z, XFR Project; W. W. McIntosh
re_d to hl_ position as M_a_er, Field and Operations

B. Personnel Statistics

Sept. 30, Oct. 31, Net

Employees on Permanent Roll 72 77 +9
Technical Grsdwates (Rotatlonal) 3 3 0
Technical _es 0 0 0

i

Technical GraduAtes

Transfers Into Oper_ion 5 0
Transfers Out of Operation 0 0
Payroll Removals 0 0

C. The following personnel were added to NPR Project during the month:

To Field and Operations Engineering:

W. L. Goss, structural field engineer, from ARP;
F. C. Fisher, optical field engineer, fr_a CE & U0;
James T. 5obo, clerk, frcw CE & UO;
Chazlotte Glass, steno-t_ist, new hire;
Janie Lambert, steno-typist, frc: Steno Pool;
G. R. HosacE transferred from Process Desl6n into Field and

O_erations Ensineering but is temporarily actin6 as
Supervisor, System Design, in Process Design.

D. Safety and Se_Arity

Fire wardens were appointed for the building and all employees
advised _ their duties in the event of a fire. One fire drill
was suc_.essfully conducted.

OfggS/F/f,
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No medical treat=nent injuries were reporte ing .

One security viol_tion was reported during _he month.

IX. MON_LY _I_ OY n_ENTXONS AND DISCOVERIES
| , , ,,

Ali persons enEsged in work that might reasonably be exacted to
result in luventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of
the_.r knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were

in the course of the_.r work during the period covered by
this report. Such persons lh_her advise that, for the period
therein covered by t_Ls report, notebook records, if a_, kept
in _e course of their work have been examined for possible
inventions or discoveries.

Go2



_ III. AC_ "

A. ProcessDesign

i. Research and Development

The graphite sta_k design employed Inltlal_ in the _rocess
tube ruptturetest facility utilized s_acer blocks in
eaah laye_ to ualntain s_aelng between Prlne_y blocks as

well al to allow cross-venting into higher layers in the
event of a _roeess tube rupture. Test results shoved that
the s_aclnK function va8 adequatel_ performed although it
ras also note_ that the s_aeer blocks were being shifted
extenslvel_ by the venting steam. Recent studies indicated

/ that s_acer block shifting mlght, in some instances, be
blocking the vent channels resulting in erratic functioning
of the ventin_ system and in "lifting" of the stack in order
to relieve the pressure. Such stack lifting, if excessive,
could eonceiv_bly induce failure in the process tube above
the point of ru_ure and, therefore, w_s of ,_Jor c_ncern
in the HPR stack design. The three most recent rupt_re
tests were performed with a modified stack design f_om which
free moving slmaer blocks were eliminated. Stack liftlug
ras reduned by a factor of two or more, relative to similar
tests with the previous stack design.

S:Mnu_tecl. process piping failure tests to obtain basic
hydraulic data regarding two-phase flow from a break in a
high Pressure, high tem_xn_ture wster line were completed
and detailed analysis of the results _s_ begun. A mall
eom_uter Pro_prmais being written to assist in the calcula-
tion of Pressure drop in the test piping. Test conditions
did not duplicate actual reactor designs, but results will
permit the validity of available methods of calculation to
be checked.

2. Project CAI-816

Four reactor plant criteria were approved during the month
by the project representatives leaving only one criteria,
that for the NPR fuel element, not yet considered out of a
total of forty-two. However, the confinement criteria is
scheduled for reconsideration due to failure to attain
general agreement and understanding regarding the basic
requirements of the system.

Project representatives also processed a number of changes
to previously approved scope _terial where Justified by
subsequent detail design or testing activity. Au example
is the change in _ra_hlte stack design i_Icated by the
process tube rupture test results. The revised design has
all Primary blocks interlocked by top and bottom notching.
This results in a six inch square _sic block, with three-
quarter inch deep notches. £dditio_l advantages include,

DECLaSSiFIED
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2. Project OAX-816 (Continued) _J__'_-

(1) elimination of on-site surfacing operation, (2) increased
tube block wall thlcknese, (3) elimination of sel_a_ate
vertical keying, and (_) added venting down_A_,_ The main
disadvan_e ts elimlDation c_ the _otential fc/t withdrawing
an entire tube bearing stringer.

Sco_e deei_n on the reactor plant is now estimated to be
95 percent complete compared to 90 percent at the end of
last month. Weighted progress In the preparation of
construction d_wAngs kept pace with schedule, although not
as man7 have received final design a_proval as was origin_l_r
scheduled for this time. Ten specifications for reactor
plant components have been al_proved to date and fourteen
others are out for comment out of a predicted total of 12_.

Offthe 95 antlcl_ted develo_ent and testing prO_.'_m
items, 18 have been c0_plete_, 57 are In progress, and 20 are
in the planning stage. The _ogr_a ts estimated to be

percent complete, compared to about 55 percent schedule.
Zt is of great concern that although the rate of expenditure
on thls pro_x_n has continued Unabated, the rate of progress
has l_llen to about ha_ that scheduled. Close attention
Is being given to Identlflcatlon of most critical items and
an efTort _ be made to clari_ relative priorities so that
the greatest benefit to the project can be obtained from the
limited _oney, facilAtles, and manpower.

On the heat dissi_tion system design, a revised schedule
_s received i_ the A-E _ch indicated scope design to
be 5_.5 percent complete. Progress _as accelerated by
completing the a_proval of sco_e material _roCessed by the
project representatives during their September sojourn at
the A-E' s o_lces. Early in October, the_ undertook a
second period of residence there to process additional
items of scope _d_Lch _ere delaying detail design progress.
Specific e_mples a_,e, (a) the electrical one-line diagrams
that define the 230/13.8 EV and the 13.8 EV/_I_O V
transmission and distribution systems, (b) lia_Ltation in
the provisions for cooling system expansion to a total of
seven operating loops_ (c) definition of the water treatment
facilAtles, and (d) area plot pM.

On Title ZZ design, General Electric acceptance _as given to
the follovtng bid dravtngs and specifications;

(a) Attendant's Building.
(b) Admlnlstratlon ]_.t.]_i_-.
(c) River Pump House Superstructure.
(d) Turbine-Generator Set for Staid-by Po_er House.
(e) Circulating Water Pumps.
(f) Travelling Water Screens and Guides.
(g) Graphite Cooling Heat Exchangers.
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_ 2. Pro_ect CAI-816 (Continued)

Acceptance was withheld onspeclflcatlons for the primary
coolant pumps and the stand-by power h_use steam-generator
pending certain corrections.

Discussions during the month have indicated that increases
in the primary pump drive horse_rer recently recommended
by the A-E are the result of a misinterpretation of the
design bases regarding prinm_ loop flo_. • requirements.
Efforts are underway to eltmi_te any misunderstanding and
to come to a final decision on the pump drive horsepower.

.,

3. Visitors

Mr. J. V. Neely, American Car & FoundrT, visited HAPO
on October 21, 1959, to discuss problems of moderated
design of gas cooled graphite moderated power reactor being
done by American Car & Foundry.

Mr,, Bill Waddell of Daystrom Inc., visited HAPO on
October 14, 1959, to discuss flow monitoring and data
acquisition systems.

Mr. J. W. La_ of the E. I. duPont Company, visited
Reactor Plant Design to discuss common problems associated
with underwater equil_nent design on October 22, 1959.
Mr. Lamgha_ also spoke at the AEC Symposimn. o

4. Trips

M. H. Russ spent October 5-16, 1959, at the Burns and Roe
office in Hempstead, New York, to expedite design progress.
On October 12, 1959, visited Sheppa_d T. Powell & Associates
in Baltimore, Maryland, to discuss scope of Powell &
Associates' work.

E. M. Eratz and H. R. Kosmata visited Burns"and Roe, Inc.,
and the Atomic Energy Comission in New York on

October 13-16, 1959, for discussion regarding NPR design
criteria.

H. G. Johnson and E. R. Astley visited Oregon State College,
Corvallis, Oregon, on October 7-9, 1959, to discuss numerical
methods of analysis with Dr. A. T. Lonseth.

C. A. Manslus visited Burns and Roe, Inc., in New York and
attended the ANS Winter Meeting in Washington D.C. on
October 29 - November ii, 1959. _. M_nsius will discuss
shielding problems with Burns and Roe, Inc.

W.A. Massena visited the University of Washington on
October 16-17, 1959, to discuss critical flow tests being
performed at Hanford with Dr. R. W. Moulton of the University.

°-' DECLASSIFIED
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H. S. Davis visited the NPD Laboratory, Troutdale, O_gon
on October 8, 1959, to observe fabrication of attenuation
slabs wAth lron-se_pentine concrete.

W. J. Morris visited the folloving companies on
0c_obe_10-17, 1959, to discuss diversion and butterfly
valve requlrements; (a) Luckenhelmer Valve, Cinclnn_ti, Ohio,
(_) Atwood and MorriLl valve, Salem, Mus., (c) Leslie Valve,
l_urst, _. j., (d) Aloyco Valve, Linden, N. J., and
(e) Telefle_ Xnc., North Wales, Penn.

J. D. McCullough vent to Chicago, Illinois, on
Septembe_ 23-25, 1959, to discuss GPR instrumentation with
factory engineers attending the 14rh Anuu_l ISA Conference and
Exhibit and to investigate new instruments being exhibited for
a_pllcatlon to NPR de_Igu requirements. On September 28-9, 1959,
Mr. McCullough visited Burns and Roe, Inc. in Hempstead,
New Tork, to discuss the coordination of instr_entation betveen
the reactor and heat conversion plants.

_. Significant Re_orts Issued

_-57017 - ,Design Criteria - Process Tube I_ection System,"
October 9, 1959, G. B. Wade.

_g-57038 RD3 - "Design Criteria - Miscellaneous Building
Mechanical," October 15, 1959, J. F. Nesbitt.

_-57041 ADDI ltD- "IO0-N Design Bases - Part V - Addendum i,
Reactor Emergency Cooling System -
Instrumentation and Control," D. L. Condotta,
October 21, 1959.

_g-57975 - "Project Representatives Minutes No. 28,"
October 16, 1959.

Ng-57976 - "Project Representatives Minutes No. 29,"
O_tober 16, 1959.

"HW-57977 - "Project Representatives Minutes No. 30,"
October 30, 1959.

RW-61753 RD2 - '_eactor Capital Cost Reduction Study,"
October 28, 1959, G. E. Wade.

HW-62118 - "Design Philosophy of _ Primary Loop Pressure
Relief System;'October 9, 1959, D. L. Condotta.

_-62150 RD - "NPR System Parameters," October i, 1959,
D. L. Condotta and D. E. Simpson.

B_-62150 RD SUP1 - "NPR System Parameters - Supplement i,
Reactivity Transient Data," October 22, 1959,

_x_son.

G-_
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\ 5. Significant Reports Issued (Con$inued)

HW-6_37 - "NPR Project Section - Monthly Design Test and
Development Program Status Report - CAI-816,"
September, 1959, W. J. Morris.

HN-62283 - "Preliminary Study of Feasibility of Pre-Nuclear
High Temperature Acceptance Tests for IO0-N,"
October 9, 1959, N. O. Strand.

HN-62397 RD - "Design Test - NPR Dump System Evaluation,"
• October 15, 1959, N. 0. Strand.

EW-62485 - "Feasibility of Providing Test Facilities in
the NPR," October 28, 1959, A. B. Carson.

HW-62_89 - "Optimum Capacity - RPR Heat Dissipation System,"
H. R. Kosmata, October 29, 1959.

HN-62501 - "Neutron Age in Graphlte-Water Lattices,"
D. E. Simpson, October 28, 1959.

HNS-6504 ltD - "Purchase Specification - Confinement System
Butterfly Valves," October 21, 1959,
G. E. Nade.

_S-6555 - "Specification for Graphite Cooling Tubes,"
October 27, 1959, G. E. Wade.

HNS-6953 ltD - "Specification for Confinement System
Rupture Discs, Flanges and Weather Heads,"
October 2, 1959, G. E. Wade.

"Trip Report, Discussions of Specifications for Process
Tube Inlet and Diversion Valves." W. J. Morris.

Confidential, Undocumented, "_PR Operation Study Group,
Minutes of Meeting of October 26, 1959," October 28, 1959,
D. E. Simpson.



The Component Test Loop was operated up to 168 hours per week per-
fozmlng tube rupture tests, two-phase flow tests, and thermal-cycling

test fittings. Five tube rupture tests were performed at 800oPSi,
three with the graphite cold and two with the graphite at 750 C, to
evaluate ventinK characteristics, graphite spacer-block design, and
effects of r_lugKecmetry a_ the poin_ of rupture. Thirty-on@ two-phase
flow tests were completed on l-inch, 2-inch, and 4-inch pipes at 50,
250, 500, 750, lO00, 1250, 1500 and 2000 psi. Thermal-c_cling of test
fittings increased beyond _00 cycles.

•_hree flared zirconium tubln_ Joints were subjected to tensile pull-
out tests at 580°F and failc_ at _, 000, 54,800 and 58,OC_ pounds.
These compare unfavorably with similar pull-out tests with threaded
tubes that failed above 140,000 pounds and rolled tube Joints that
failed above 70,000 pounds.

The facility for flexing test fittings concurrent with thermal-cycling
was placed in operation. Two Marman Conoseal Joints were cycled 117
times frca 480 to 600°F at 1625 psi concurrent with a bending moment
of 13,000 in.-Ibs. Upon disassembly some ev_dence of leakage was de-
tected at the points of maximum movement.

Hanford Laboratories was authorized $_0,000 to develop a rupture
detection system for recirculating water reactors which will consist
of a fast-scanning gross-gamma monitor to detect rapid burst-type
failures an_ a slow-scanning gamma-energy monitor to confirm threshold
signals from the gross-gamma monitor. Both monitors will employ rotat-
ing turrets operating inside a circular array of one hundred shielded
sample chambers each fed from an individual reactor process channel.
The abov_ development is parallel to one which employs a _ tube in a
pulse-counting rate meter circuit.

A Daystrom two-channel flow monitor was subjected to stability and
drift checks over a two-week period. No malfunctions or trips were
encountered when the high trip point was set one per cent above and
the low trip point was set one per cent below the input signal.

A. C. Ruge Associates and T. A. Edison Company report significant
progress in the develolzaentof resistance temperature detectors for
the New Production Reactor. Both indicate that a cast housing for
the clamp-on design of a resistance temperature detector is feasible
and more economical than one fabricated from sheet metal.

Two sections of lirconium tubing, pressure-welded by A. 0. Smith
Corporation, were subjected to burst testing. Specimen #13 annealed,
fractured circumferentially in the pressure weld (1/32" wide x 2_" long)
at 6800 psi and 3_3°C. Specimen #2, 20% cold-worked and autoclaved,
failed at 9500 psi and 3_4°C, the opening being 8" long and 7½" wide

and including the weld.
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_ C. FIELD AND OPERATIONS ENGINEERING• ii i

i. Activities

Construction
l

The access road was completed by the subcontractor, L. W. Vail
C_, on October 16, 1959.

The installation and testing of the 12" water line from the existing
export water line to IOO-N Area was completed, including the
chlorinator and.pressure regulating station. The subcontractor,
J. P. Head, continued to work on temporary lines in the N Area site.

The Tullar Electric Company started stringing wire ou he 13.8 kv
line from IO0-D Area. It was necessary to request a _uge order
to reduce the tension in the conductors on the first th_=_een poles
on this line and also to replace three crossarms and install
additional down guts in order to alleviate an overstress condition
in two structures.

Prgcuremeut

A survey was made of the coast facilities to determine those plants
willing and cal_ble of fabricating reactor shielding crates.
Special emphasis _as placed on their use of optical alignment control,
precision boring equil_nentand temperature control. Aircraft m_nu-
facturing companies were included in the survey with the knowledge
that their Jig fabrication practices presented problems similar to
those encountered in crate fabrication. From this investi_tion at
least seven plants al_eared to be capable of doing this work.

Graphite

Procurement specifications for the top and bottom reflector were
issued October 26, 1959. _his order is for approximately 375 tons
of reflector grade material which is combined with approximately
325 tons of the existing graphite inventory for top and bottom
reflector Use.

As a result of the process tube rupture tests, au alternate moderator
design was developed which provides for greater structural stability
of the pile since it allows for more efficient venting of the steam
released during a simulated process tube rupture. In addition, the
design of the top and bottom reflectors was further modified to allow
for more efficient graphite utilization with a significant project
cost savings (approximately $300,000). Further savings will be
realized during fabrication since the primary surfacing operation
will now be essentially eliminated.

@ .r
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Zirconium

Allegheuy-Eudlum Steel Corporation is being affected by the steel
strike. A meeting was held in Seattle, October 13, 1959, with
Dr. T. T. Ms_el, ALSL Technical Director, to discuss proposed back-
to-work schedules, au_ progress during the Steel strike. Both sub-
contractors, Bud_lCompany and Tube Reducing Corporation, were
contacted. The three tubes at Bt_l_Company h_ve been welded an_
were Inspecte_ the week of October 26, 1959. Tube Reducing Corpora-
tlon is also on strike but is arranging to modify their reducing
m_chine when the strike ends and will reduce tubes as they are
received instead of waiting for the twenty tube lot as originally
planned.

Chase Brass an_ Copper Company h_s extruded all billets (87) for their
first lot of tubes an_ ali appear excellent. Extrusions are now being
stripped of the copper Jackets In the new pickling facility. The
first twenty-flve extrusions were stretcher straightened with good
results an_ are now being conditioned on the centerless grlnder. The
new draw bench an_ other equipment are being installed.

Harvey Aluminum, Inc., msre the flm_l draw on the first two tubes of
their order. These tubes are now being conditioned prior to inspection
scheduled for October 30, 1959. The a_iitiomal metal, 18,000 poumls,
has been or_ere_ for the remainder of the first lot.

Planning is continuing on the on-site prel_ation shop. A scope design
of the new autoclave has been prepared. Kaiser is preparing a contract
for the buil_ing au_ preliminary mechanical modifications needed in
the facility.

Administration

Field office files were set up in 100-N construction site.

The following m_terial was issued by Drawing and Specification Control
during the month:

Drawings 292
Criteria 25
Specifications 48
Reo_uisitious 16
Others 31

 taA:

A Construction Personnel Forecast _s prepared for industrial Medical,
to enable them to anticil_Ltefield First Aid office meeds.

Design Review and Consultation

Reviews were completed and formal comments were offered on engineeringm_terial during the mouth a follows:
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_,. Conments _on Detail Drawings 278
Counents on Specifications 105
C_ents on Sco_e Drawings 43
Comments on Criteria 15

Total Formal Co==ents: bl

Operations. Planning

A stud_ of estimated Phase II and II7 N-Plant unsch_.duledoutage
performance was completed. A further preliminary st'_lyof the
estimated capital expeu_itures to attain goal unscheduled outage
performance was also made.

Steps were taken to init_te an N-Plant reliability study by the
Operations Research and Synthesis 8_oup of HL0.

Personnel in this operation l_rticil_ted in meetings with Utilities
Operations CE_U0_ to reach an understanding regarding cognizance of
13.8 Ev equipnen_ in the 151-N facility.

Meetings were held with r_resentatives of Union Relationss IPD
Facilities Engineerings and IPD M4Lnufacturlngto_ establishing
bases for the 1960 GZ-_ coutra_t negotiations.

S1_re l_._tsneeds of 100-N are being integrated with existing sp_re
parts stocks.

Position Guides for the N-Reactor Processing Operation management
positions (6) have been co,zaentedon by the Specialist, IPD Salary
Administration, an_ are in process of revision for recommendation
to MAnufacturing.

First dra/_s of the Job Descriptions for the proposed combined
Reactor Processing and Power Operator non-exempt positions for N-
Processing are out for comment an_ study.

. 2. Tri_s

C. E. Love visited Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corporation representatives
in Seattle, Washington, October 13, 1959s to make plans for
resumption of zirconium alloy process tubes on resumption of
production..

J. E. Stice visited Boeing Aircraft in Seattle s Washington t With
Kaiser l_rsonnel October 16_ 1959, and J. E. Stice and F. C. Fisher
visited other prospective fabricators of biological shield crates
in San Francisco, Los:An6eles, and San Diego, California on 0ctober_20,
1959 :through October 26, 1959, to determine interest and ability to
perform this work.
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E. N. Wilso_ was stationed at the Burns and Roe office in Hempstea_,
New York, from October 7, 1959, throu6h October 17, 1959, as a Heat
Conversion Pl_nt Project Representative an_ Operatious Requlremeut
Consultant.
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/ D. Consultlng Engineers

i. Vlsltors

On October 27, 1959, Dr. S. Barren, Burns and Roe, visited the
Consulti_ Engineer, Electrical, to discuss the basis for fuel
costs in _ Federal Power Ccmmlssion Study.

Meetings were hela in San Francisco on October 7 to 9, 1959,
with AEC, FPC, Burns and Roe, and BPA representatives to discuss
outline and procedure for KPR conversion feasibility report, to
select cases for use in the report, and to make trial run on
selected cases.

Meetings were held in New York' October 13 to 17, 1959, with Burns
and Roe and AEC-Washlngton representatives to. discuss NPR design,
chiefl_ with respect to _pplication of heat exchangers and setting
of design stes: pressures.

3.. Sl_nifiqant Reports Issued

HM-61857 liD, '_low and Energy Equations for NPR Thermal-H_ullc
Circuits," W. J. Love, September 29, 1959.

RW-6_017 RD, '_stimated Fuel Costs for Use in FPC Study," W. J. Dowis,
September 22, 1959.

E_-62_ RD, "Continuity of NPR Power During a Primary Loop Outage,"
W. g. Love, October 21, 1959.

EW-62_8, '._ederalPower Commission Stmdy of NPR Power Conversion -
Out_6es," W. J. Dowis, October 26, 1959.

'Tederal Power Ccunission Study - Status Report," W. J.
Dowls, October 29, 1959.

m. Fro ram uat on

I. Activities

Schedules

The 9-15-59 Kaiser issue of the preliminary working schedule is still
the most recent issue. The AEC has submitted a one-time construc-
tion status report to Washington. The schedule is dated 9-21-59;
however, it was Just released to Washington and shows total project
construction cunplete as being .03 percent complete on 9-1-59.
A preliminary schedule of Kaiser Engineers' subcontracts has been
issued for discussion purposes.

' OfeSgi ED



Wt 'd Certi_d Actual

Total Schedule % Complete

Reactor Plant as of i0-31-59

Title I

Scope 97 96

Title II

' Drawings 70 26 27.7
Specifications 8 18 17.6

Requisitions 8 0 O.9
ATP's 4 0 0.0

Development and Testing i0 54.5 46.0

Total I00 24 25.47

Heat Dissipation Plant as of 10-31-59

Title I
l

Scope Criteria 70 54.5

TitleIIasoZ 0-31- 9

Detail Design* 29 29

No. No. Issued to i0-17-_9

Scheduled Actual

Criteria _O 9 9
Preliminary Drawings (Bid) 585 80 77

Detail Drawings (Bid) 730 63 63

Specifications 165 9 I0
Requisitions 150 I0 ii

ATP's (No. being developed) - 0 0

*Based on revised A-E schedule submitted 10-23-59.

Composite Desisu_ Com?letion ,(Reactor and Heat Conversion Combined)

Certified Actual

Schedule _ Complete

Total 33.6 33.4
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. Cos_ and Estlmates

A new project cost estimate is being prel_red by the cost evaluation
team and will be issued during the second week of November.

Cur_ntly the AEC is preparing a new Work Authority to General
Electric Ccwpany. It will increase our total authorization to
sowwhere in the neighborhood of_O._ million. This will permit
us to ¢_.art procure_nt of graphite (almproximately $2 million of
th_0.5 million will be for graphite _rocur_ment) and will allo-
cate funds for Title X_X services.

On I0-21-59 a new esti_mte of costs and funds participation by
General Electric was subaitted to the AEC. This covered estimated
costs for graphite and zirconium procurement, engineering, _ vendor
inspection, _E construction indirects and HAPO-related services.

McNahon:zf
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M_r_LY RECORD REPORT

OCTOaEB,_1959

.

_E_ _ _l_l_l_ iii0 _TION

Me_t of the eight col_ of depleted uranium fuel elements which were
discharged in S_ember st about 1150 MWDper ton indicated there was greatar
dis_or_lan of the fuel than is normal in standard prodnctlQn.

Results have indicated that there is no sl_d.flcant difference in the relative
A_--lonal stabillt-Fd::i_' irradiation bet_meenfuel cores heat treated in car-
bonate salt and chloride salt.

TWo failures of Z_realoT-2 Jacketed ful elements occurrea _aring irradiation
tostlng in the _ Loops. One &pparentl_ resulted fr_a pitting corrosion on the
inside of _e _--_ tube of an e_ricM_t _e-e_t-tm_e ele=e=t at an exposure of
310 MMO1_r ton; the ocher appeared M a l_t_a!_-_ slC.lt in _Me JacEet of an
outside rod of en enriched seven-ro_ cluster elem_t at an exposure of _0
MWD per ton.

_he I_ pro_ fcc obtaining _tatistical enal_is of the effects of fuel mann-
fac_ tolerances cn fuel design hu been debugged and is in use.

A review of the technolo_ of zirconium and design bases for NPR process tubes
was completed end repor_d. Calculations indlcs_e stresses for various posi-
tions in the process tube are within the desl_n criteria.

Technical specifications for the _R reflector _raphite have been issued. Test
samples irradia_ed in the _ have been discharged and sent to _.PO; data ob-
tained from exsmln_ti_n and _Is of these samples will de_ermlne the sched-
ule for discharge of those being irradiated in the GE_.

The bulk ouC.l.e¢ _¢o.re limit ¢:ont:L_ed 'Po be the mo_t restrictive I/mlt
to power level at D Reactor; the power level limits at all other reactors were
based on fuel elemnt failure c_ntrc_.

A new me_hod was devised for c_lculating total c_n_l requirements for the ex,
Istin_ reactors which prcmlses to resolve some of the problems which require a
three din_u_nal approach.

o ow

Record reac_r in]put prodnctlcn (0.7 per cent above the August, 19_9 _"_)
was 9.2 per cent above forecast;. 8.1 per cent _bove at the six old reactors and
ii.0 per cent, above aC _he K Reactors. Forecast was exceeded due 1;o high time
ope_ed efficiency and average _ level. A new production record was
achieved at C Reac_r, exceedl_ their July, 1959 _ by 14.3 per cent.

DECLA $1FIE
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nmAIEA_ O moc ssEr,
I__Y RECORD RI_B(mT

_F£_CII AND _A_,__ OPI_TIO_
• •

Messure_m_ of the eight col,_a of depleted uranlu: fuel ele:ents which were
dtscharSed _u 8epte:ber st abou_ .I-1.50_ per ton tndtcsted there was greater
distortion of the fuel than is norma£ in standard pro_c_ion.

Results hswe Indicated ths_ there ts no sl_csnt difference in the relative
dlmenstoDal stab:L_f._ _' tZTsdl&t;lon be'_,_een fuel cores hes_; treste& Lu car-
bonate salt and chloride salt.

_o failures of Zircaloy-2 Jacketed _el elements oecurre_ _ irradtstion
testln_ in the Km Loops. One sppezentl_ resulted frc: pit,Ins corrosion on _he
inside of _e _--_" tube of an exn-'1_.bed_ube-aud-tube ele:en_ s_ au exposure of
3.1.0_ per ton; the other appeared as a lon_tu_--_ sp_ Cn the Jacket of au
ouCstde rod of sn enriched seven-ro_ cluster elme_¢ aC au exposure of 22_0
_CD per ton.

'J_zeZ_N Ixro_"a_ for ob_Aning sts¢latl_sl _is of the effects of fuel :anu-
fac_urtn_ tolersnces cn t_eJ. desl_n hsa been debugged and ts in use.

A review of the techn_oK_ of zirconium and design bases for NPR process tubes
was completed and repor_d. Calculations indicate stresses for various poei-
tions in the process _ube a_e _-Athlnthe desl_n criteria.

Technical speciflcs¢l_ns for the NPR reflector _z-s_te have been issued. Tes_
samples irradiated in the )_ have been discharged and sent to HAPO; data ob-
tained from _---_*¢lon and analysis of these samples will deCe_ tJze sched-
ule for discharge of those bein_ Lrradia_ed in the GE_.

The bulk outer __u_e limit c_n_i_ned to be _he most restrictive limi¢
to Pctr level aC D Reac_r; the power level limits at all other reactors vere
based on fuel element failure c_ntrol.

A new me_hod was devised for calculating total control requirements for the ex,
isling reactors which promises to resolve s_ne of the problems which require a
three dimensional approach.

oPos

Record reac_r inl_ prodncti_n (0.7 per cen¢ above the August, 1959 _"_)
w_s 9.2 per cent above f_cas¢;. 8.1 per cen_ above at f_e slx old reactors a_
11.0 per cent above at the K Reactors. Forecast was exceeded dne to high _ime -
operated efTiciency and average power level. A new production record was
achieved aC C Reac_r, exceeding their July, 19_9 maximum by 1_. 3 per cen¢.
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